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I. INTRODUCTION
The Lunar Landing Sensor Performance Study was directed to determining
the sensor requirements for effecting a soft lunar landing from a direct cis-
lunar trajectory or an orbital descent. Both beacon-assisted and nonbeacon-
assisted landings were investigated. After the requirements were determined,
suitable modifications to STELATRAC--STL's all solid-state X-band beacon-
tracking radar--were made to permit it to fulfill the mission requirements,
and estimates of the performance, power consumption, weight, volume, and
reliability potential of the modified equipment are presented. The experi-
mental activity was devoted to delivering an X-band solid-state power source
supplying lO0 milliwatts output at 10.34 gc with an input of 2 watts at
647 mc. In addition, experimental work was performed to confirm the efficacy
of the analytical results in the area of the extended range altimeter.
The sensor requirements were initially predicated upon the Lunar Loglsitcs
Support (1) vehicle for the orbital descent profile and the solid fueled, high
thrust-to-weight (F/W) spacecraft considered in the Analysis of Systems for
.
Accurate Lunar Landing (2) for the direct descent. The former is liquid
fueled with a F/W = 0.5 to 2.0, depending upon spacecraft configuration at
approach braking, and employs low altitude staging. The latter employs a
F/W = 1.5 and the solid propellant precludes the provision of sensor data
during the main braking interval. The high F/W of the solid fueled spacecraft
reduced the range at which sensor data was required, even if it were to be
empioye_ co slgnll'y 1"irst burning. Since low altitude staging was employed,
a gimbaled antenna beacon tracker was provided only on the landing stage. If
no low altitude staging occurs, a single beacon tracker suffices throughout
the descent.
(i) Study of Spacecraft Bus for Lunar Logistics System, Vol. I, Su-_nary
..... T hn logy Laboi_ato ....
(2) Final Report - Analysis of Systems for Accurate Lunar Landing, 4 January
1962, 9990-6022-RL-000, Space Technology Laboratories, Inc.
*The work performed under these studies was capitalized on to reduce the
effort required to determine sensor requirements so that the modifications
to STELATRAC could be investigated more thoroughly.
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The Multimission Modulewas introduced into the Study near its terminal
phase. Its inclusion modified the sensor requirements established earlier in
two ways. First, no low altitude staging is performed. Secondly, an initial
F/W of only 1/3 requires first burning during the direct approach trajectory
to occur at a high altitude and hence a long range from an emplaced lunar
beacon or the lunar surface.
In addition to the equipment aspects of the design, appropriate choices of
frequency (to minimize flame and dust effects), antenna location (to reduce
thermal impact from rocket exhaust and ensure adequate visibility), interface
signals (to mate with computer or control system), sad checkout and verification
provisions (to confirm operational status while on the launch stand sad again
prior to use after earth-moon transit) have to be made. Because of the strong
interface with the spacecraft and its guidance and control implementation, only
generalized comments can be made regarding the last two aspects of the sensor
design. The duration of operational llfe may permit weight and other economies
to be effected on some missions.
It should be borne in mind that sensor specifications predicated on the
above types of spacecraft impose constraints upon the guidance law to be followed
during the descent. That is, spacecraft maneuvering is minimized to reduce the
angular coverage volume, vehicle velocities, and accelerations; and trajectories
are flown which elevate the line-of-sight as viewed from the beacon above a
minimum obscuration angle. Suitable antenna locations are selected om the
spacecraft to provide the visibility necessary to avoid multipath errors.
During the system design phase of any soft lunar landing program, cognizance
of these and other constraints must be taken to effect am optimized solution.
A high altitude altimeter and a slant range tracker-veloclty meter evolved
from the study which would satisfy the requirements of the mission profiles.
The high altitude altimeter cam be readily integrated with STELATRAC so that a
total sensor complement of two devices will fulfill all mission objectives. By
separating the low and high altitude sensors, each cam be designed for its
specific function and specifications.
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With the requirements determined_ alternative sensor implementations were
evaluated commensuratewith STELATRAC.The extended range altimeter required.
a high duty factor modulation waveform to be able to perform at the high alti-
tudes. During the initial phases of the study, frequency shifting to track
altitude, conventional FM/CW,modulation sweeping as in STELATRAC,and
50 percent duty factor pulse repetition frequency (PRF) tracking were evaluated.
The latter was selected as providing the most satisfactory solution to the prob-
lem by being integrable with STEL_TRAC,having an altitude capability limited
only by available power sources and/or antenna aperture, and could be configured
to perform as a range and range rate tracker in a beacon tracking modeto provide
backup guidance. The technology associated with the PHF tracker is new, but
variations of it have been employed in altimeters in the past. Lastly, the
altitude tracking mode is adaptable to the doppler velocity meter_ minimizing
sensor complexity.
Horizontal velocity information is not required until the terminal maneuver
phase, which allows a body-moumted antenna to be utilized for this function.
Since the need for tramsmitter-receiver isolation is still acute for slant
ranges of lO km and vehicle attitudes of 45 degrees from vertical, a PRF slant
range tracker continues to offer advantages, but the design parameters can be
appropriately modified for the shorter ranges and different regime of vehicle
dynamics.
The experimental program was directed towards the implementation of the
all solid-state extended range altimeter as such a sensor is not available
and is required for all nonbeacon-assisted lunar landings studied to date.
If DSIF data is not utilized for lunar orbit injection, an altimeter capable
of operation up to approximately 1,O00 km altitudes is indicated. The extended
.
range altimeter possesses this capability. The essence of the implementation
lies in the altitude tracker which must track over a wide d_aamic range of
altitudes at low slgnal-to-noise ratios in _ _pre_ _pect_um =_._=_v._...... _ _=_
gain of the altitude tracker varies with altitude, necessitating adaptive
features in the tracking loop. Error sensing information is obtained by
dithering the PRF so that a portion of the received pulse is eclipsed. Amy
eclipsing asymmetry amplitude modulates the received signal, giving rise to
*Needless to say, an_ anlarged antenna aperture an_or operation at a lower
frequency is requi_ .t.oprovide_+su_h: a capability.
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an error signal appropriate for driving the PRF oscillator so as to track the
altitude. A frequency tracking loop is required to permit narrowbandlng of
the receiver for sensitivity enhancement. Thus the altimeter cam be readily
adaptedj by adding two receiver channels and associated r,f circuitry, to
provide horizontal velocity data. The modules desigmed sad tested include
the PEF oscillator sad gate generator, synchronous demodulator for sensing
the dither-induced amplitude modulation sad frequency discriminator for the
frequency tracking loop. Additional funding support is required to complete
the design of the remaining units, incorporate them in STELATRAC, and demon-
strate feasibility.
Lastly, a X-16 power source providing lO0 milllwatts at X-bsad was
fabricated, tested, and delivered as an Item of Work under the Lunar Sensor
Performance Study Contract. This unit was previously developed at STL
under the auspices of the Independent Research Program.
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2. SUMMARY
The first phase of the Lunar Landing Sensor Performance Study was
devoted to determining the necessary characteristics of sensors for soft
landing on the moon with and without beacon assistance. For orbital
descent, a liquid fueled vehicle with a relatively high thrust-to-weight
ratio and employing low altitude staging was examined. Such a space-
craft is typified by the Lunar Logistics Support vehicle previously
studied by STL (Reference 1). Sensors appropriate to direct approach
trajectories were initially studied in the context of a high thrust-
to-weight solid fueled vehicle staged at low altitudes. Near the end of
the study period, the Multimission Module _as subjected to an abbreviated
analysis to determine applicable sensor specifications. A significant
attribute of the latter spacecraft is its low thrust-to-weight ratio
which increased the sensor range performance specification appreciably
for the direct approach descent.
As it is preferable to reduce the number of sensors required for all
mission profiles, the requirements were examined to ascertain the minimum
sensor complement. With this as an objective, it was found that only two
sensors were needed.* Their requirements are tabulated in Tables 2-1
and 2-2.
With the specifications established, attention was directed to the
specifics of the sensors' design. For beacon assisted descents, no
significant modifications of STELATRAC are necessary to fulfill the re-
- " ± ........ "- "="_"_ _--- _"- gl --^_i.._ .............. _ ..... -t4'4^,a
as 0.3 degrees over the angular region measuring llO x 60 degrees, an angle
sensing implementation of modest accuracy but requiring minimum com-
plexity circuitry was suggested. Solid-state conical lobing is such a
mechanization. Body-mounted interferometer antennas are not recommended
*For t_e Multlmisslon Moaule on a nonbeacon-assisted direct approach
trajectory, first ignition occurs at altitudes a little below 700 km. The
presently designed X-band altimeter cannot signify commencement of first
ignition. However, by operating at a lower frequency and/or with a larger
antenna aperture, it can provide such data. Additional study is indicated
in this area to ensure compatibility with STELATRAC when the altimeter is
operated at a lower frequency than the beacon tracker.
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due to the need for extended angular coverage and sufficient gain to
economize on transmitter power. If the interferometer assembly were
positioned in discrete steps, gimballng is still required and the
reliability potential is not enhanced as latching motors, bearings, and
angle indicators are called for. In addition, ambiguity resolving
circuitry must be incorporated.
Table2-1
Sensor Requirements for Beacon-Assisted Descents*
Quantity Measurement Interval Accuracy (_-)
Range 0 to 700 km** 0.05%*** +l.O m
m
Range rate -300 to +2500 m/sec 0.15 m/sec
Range acceleration 0 to 27 m/sec 2.*** ---
Angular coverage ll0 ° x 60 ° 0.3 °
Inertial angular
rate 6°/sec 0.03°/sec
Inertial angular
acceleration 0.6°/sec 2 ---
Vehicle angle rate 6°/sec ..... :
Vehicle angle
acceleration 3°/sec2 ---
Beacon antenna
coverage 2 lobes near horizon, ---
diametrically opposed
1 lobe vertical
*This sensor is integrated with the extended range altimeter.
**Necessary for Multimission Module on direct a_proach trajectory.
***Accuracy of 0.05% required for orbit determination while in lunar orbit.
Otherwise, accuracy specification can be relaxed to 0.5% +l.O m.
m
****For high F_ spacecraft. ]
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Table 2-2
Sensor Requirements for Nonbeacon-Assisted Descents
Extended Range Altimeter*
Quantity
Altitude
Altitude rate
Altitude
acceleration
Antenna coverage
Measurement Interval
1.8 to 220 or 700 km**
0° to 2500 m/sac
0 to 9 m/see 2.***
60° x 60°
Slant Range Tracker-Veloclty Meter
Quantity
Slant range
Slant range rate
Slant range
acceleration
Lateral rate
Angle from vertical
Measurement Interval
0 to i0 km
0 to 550 m/sac
0 to 9 m/sac2
0 to 120 m/sec
0 to 45°
Accuracy (30-)
om_
Accuracy (S _-)
1.0% +l.O m*****
l.(Y_ +0.5 m/sec
am
2.0% +0. Sm/sec
m
*This sensor integrated with STELATRAC.
**Necessary for Multimission Module on direct approach trajectory.
---w_uu_ _Xb_bUUe U_ if r_quired.
****This value of acceleration is based on a F/W = l.Ocapability, wherein
the thrust is directed vertically. A higher acceleration magnltude
will not unlock the altitude tracking loop of the receiver, but will
increase dynamic errors.
*****Bias accuracy of 1.O m pertalns near vertical incidence.
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With the form of the beacon tracking sensor established, an in-
vestigation was made of the antenna diameter and transmitted power
prescribed as a function of separation range for a receiver noise
figure of ii db and a minimum 6 db signal-to-noise ratio in the phase
tracking loops subsequent to the imposition of ranging modulation.
Figure 2-I illustrates the tradeoffs possible with respect to these
parameters. For reasons pertaining to the sensitivity of the extended
range altimeter, an antenna diameter of 0.6 m and a power level of
i00 mw was selected. Operation is at X-band where flame effects are
negligible for operation with two RLIOA engines. Table 2-3 summarizes
the characteristics and performance capability of the beacon tracker.
Table 2-3
Beacon Tracker Characteristics
Operational frequency
Transmitter power
Antenna
Radar
Beacon
Antenna freedom
Range interval
Range accuracy (30-)
Range rate interval
Range rate accuracy (3_)
Angle accuracy (3_-)
Weight (lbs) Volume (m3)
Radar transceiver 17.1 .0105
Radar antenna** 23 N/A
Beacon 15.5 .0095
Beacon antenna 1 N/A
X-band
i00 mw
Gimbaled 0.6 m diameter flat
plate conically .lobed..
Two lobes near nonzon axame_-
rically opposed 30x30 degrees_
One lobe vertical 5Ox50 degrees.
120 x 6o degrees
0 to 700 km
+0.05% +0.6 m
-300 to +2500 m/sac
+0.15 m/sec
+0.3 degrees
Mean-Time
Power Between Failures*
Consumption OGO Type Parts
(watt_____s) (hours)
34 9,1oo
25 ±_,uO2
30 1o,333
0 282,_86
*By parts screening and burn-in the reliability performance can be im-
proved at an increase in cost. See Section 8 for expected improvements.
**Common to extended range altimeter.
-8-
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The extended range altimeter is integrated with the beacon tracker
to minimize components,with resultant saving in weight and volume. With
this constraint, and the desire to operate up to altitudes of 220 km
employing all solid-state techniques, the transmitter power-antenna
aperture area product must be maximized and a high duty factor modulation
envelope utilized. With the latter, discrimination against an extended
range target accrues by means of a narrow radiation beamwidth, i.e. the
beam limited case. For angle selectivity from a limited aperture, a
large antenna diameter/wavelength ratio is indicated confirming the X-band
frequency choice. Gimbaling of the extended range altimeter is readily
achieved, although certainly not mandatory if the vehicle attitude is
appropriately controlled, by employing the gimbaled beacon tracker antenna
previously described. Since the beam is directed within a few degrees of
vertical: at high altitudes for either orbital or direct descents, the
specular character of the lunar terrain return can be capitalized upon
to increase the sensitivity of the altimeter. It is shown in Section 4.4.2
that near vertical incidence the magnitude of the terrain scattering co-
efficient is 0 db or greater whereas at 20 degrees off vertical it is -5 db.
A high duty factor modulation envelope can be achieved by several
techniques including frequency hopping between two frequencies separated
by the i-f, conventional FM/CW, and PRF tracking. The latter is selected
as requiring less advanced technology and is inherently compatible with
STELATRAC and its solid-state power sources. Transmitter and receiver
gating to the isolation levels required is readily performed by varactor
bias modulation. Altitude error is established by dithering the PRF about
its nominal value and synchronously detecting the spread spectrum return
against the dither reference. In addition to coherently detecting, a very
narrow band tracking loop can be implemented. A preliminary design analysia
was made of the altitude (PRF) and velocity trackers to confirm design
feasibility# select tentative control loop characteristics, and provide a
basis for the error estimates. (Figure 4-13 is a block diagram of the
altimeter. ) A computer simulation of the altitude tracker using typical
descent °profile@ is required to permit the final determination of the
design parameters.
-lO-
The altimeter is integrated with the beacon tracker as illustrated in
Figure 2-2.*
The characteristics of the altimeter portion of the combined beacon
tracker-extended range altimeter are tabulated in Table 2-4.
Table 2-4
Characteristics of Extended Range Altimeter
Operational frequency
Transmitted power
Antenna coverage
Altitude interval
Altitude accuracy (3_)
Altitude rate interval
X-band
i00 mw
60 x 60 degrees
1.8 to 220 km
0.5_ _1.5 meters**
0 to 2500 m/sac
Transceiver
Antenna
Weisht (ibs)Volume (m3)
17.9 .0107
Mean-Time
Power Between Failures
Consumption 0GO Type Parts
(watt_____s) (hour____s)
33 9,700
Same as gimbaled antenna employed in beacon tracker.
For nonbeacon-assisted terminal phase guidance, a body-mounted slant
range tracker-velocity meter is recommended. Its radiation pattern con-
sists of three beams, one oriented along the longitudinal axis of the vehicle
and two beams displaced from this axis by 20 degrees and in orthogonal
planes containing the vehicle axis. The squinted beams would be roll
oriented to m_Y_m_ +_ o_1_ _ _Ao_ ,,_+_ _oo_.÷ ÷^ ÷_ I.....
terrain. With this precaution, it is feasible to utilize a nonglmbaled
antenna.
Two altitude sensing modes are indicated due to the wide altitude
spectrum. For higher altitudes or slant ranges, PRF tracking is utilized.
When the PRF reaches 4 mc, it will be clamDed, a reference will be injected
*A body-mounted antenna can be employed in lieu of the gimbaled beacon
tracker antenna for missions wherein it is feasible to control the vehicle
orientation when sensor data is required. The weight saving would be 19 ibs
in such an eventuality and power consumption would be reduced. During the
altimeter mode space stabilization of the antennas is not required if the
beam is directed in discrete steps.
**With additional smoothing subsequent to that in the tracking loop.
-ll-
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after the preamplifier, and range will be determined in a subsidiary
module by phase comparison exactly as in STELATRAC. More than ade-
quate energy will be received even though the return signal is eclipsed.
With eclipsing, the eclipsing loss and the inverse square range dependence
of the signal return balance each other, thus maintaining a constant
signal level down to the altitude where the decay characteristics of the
gated pulse are significant. (See Figure 4-19 for the block diagram of
this sensor. )
Beam velocity in the longitudinal beam is determined by measuring
the frequency of the return in a frequency tracker. The tracking oscillator
is then used as a local oscillator signal for the two squinted beam channels
so that the difference frequency of the two beams is directly established,
thereby minimizing correlated errors. The design of the velocity tracker
in the velocity meter is similar to that of the velocity tracker in the ex-
tended range altimeter. Thus component interchangeability is maximized for
logistics purposes.
The characteristics of the slant range tracker-velocity meter are
shown in Table 2-5.
Table 2-5-
Characteristics of Slant Range Tracker-Velocity Meter
Operational frequency
Transmitted power
Angle from vertical
Slant range interval
Slant range accuracy (3 _-)
PRF tracking mode
Phase tracking mode
Slant range rate interval
Slant range rata accur_c_ _D _
Along longitudinal beam_
Difference of two beams
Lateral rate interval
*Velocities are referenced along beam axes.
X-band
lO0 mw
0 to _5 degrees
0 to i0 km
l_ +1.5 m
+0.6m
m
0 to 550 m/sec
_0.75_ _0.5 m/sec**
_0.5% _0.5 m/sec
0 to 120 m/sec
To determine worst case of
lateral and longitudinal errors, many typical vehicle attitudes must be
examined.
**A form of velocity aiding is assumed to reduce dynamic errors after
smoothing. -13-
(continuation of Table 2-5)
Weight (ibs) Volume (m3)
Trans ce ive r 20 .0125
Antenna . 4 N/A
Power
Consumption
(watt_._s)'
1,8
Zero
Mean-Time
Between Failures
0GO Type Parts
(hours)'
6,600
211,864
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3.0 SENSOR PERFORMANCE RETIREMENTS
3.1 INTRODUCTION
The sensor performance specifications are intimately related to the mid-
course guidance or orbital injection accuracy, spacecraft initial thrust-to-
weight ratio (F/W and Isp), IMU alignment and readout accuracy and performance
capability, control system errors, allowable data smoothing interval, space-
craft dynamics, guidance philosophy, and the desired terminal landing conditions.
After performance parameters typical to the two classes of mission profiles
have been established, the determination of the preferred sensor implementation
can be made compatible with the contractual restriction that it be ccmaensurate
with S_ELATRAC--STL's all solid-state X-band beacon tracking radar.
For convenience, many of the sensor requirements and criteria were de-
rived frcm Reference 2. Many of these requirements are suitable in general.
However, some are peculiar to the use of relatively high initial thrust-to-
weight solid propellant stages. This attribute minimizes the range-altitude
at which sensor data is desired, while the solid propellant engine exhaust
products impair the performance of r-f sensors so that no sensor data can be
obtained during the main braking period. If a liquid engine such as the
RLIOA is employed, this limitation does not exist at X-band frequencies. For
an orbital descent case where' low altitude staging is employed, two beacon
trackers are required for the beacon-assisted landing. It is impractical to
locate a sensor just on the landing stage because of visibility limitations
during main braking. (A boom was investigated for extending the antenna, but
did not appear attractive because of installation, vibration and thermal
control problems.) As a result, one beacon tracking radar is required on the
deboost stage for main braking control, and another on the landing stage to
control the hover and terminal landing conditions.
significant features of this spacecraft are its low initial thrust-to-weight
ratio, high I and high altitude staging, The former aharacteristics increase
sp
the initial range at which a sensor must perform, be it an altimeter
-15 -
or beacon tracker, and the latter suggests that a sensor complement of
these two devices is adequate for orbital descents and direct approaches
if visibility can be assured in the latter instance during the main
braking interval. This section of the report will discuss and present
sensor requirements for lunar landing missions with respect to each of these
landing approach profiles. The requirements are then condensed and pre-
sented in the Summary where it is shown that a combined beacon tracker-
extended range altimeter and a slant range tracker-velocity meter will
fulfill all r-f sensor requirements.
3.2 DIRECT APPROACH
So-called direct approach lunar landing trajectories can either be near
rectilinear, i.e. a radial descent, or have obliquity angles up to about
50 degrees. If obliquity angles much larger are required, orbital descents
are normally used. As a consequence, one can approximate the entire tra-
jectory spectrum for lunar landing sensor purposes by considering the two
extreme approaches, the radial direct approach and the orbital approach, and
can be reasonably confident that the range of possibilities inbetween will be
covered. This section then deals with the direct approach case.
3.2.1 Beacon-Assisted
The maximum range or altitude at which sensor data must be pro-
vided depends upon the initial thrust-to-welght ratio (F/W and Isp ) of the
approaching spacecraft, position and angle errors at initiation of main
braking, and the descent guidance law to be followed. The initial range for
sensor operation is minimized if maximum thrust is utilized throughout the
descent and a lower bound to the range is readily derived in this manner for
a particular descent profile and F/W. For Reference 2, the maximum range
was established as 280 km. Proper perspective regarding this result can be
Reference 2 was 1.5 for the solid retro configuration and 0.9 for the
H2-O 2 engine.
The maximum spacecraft velocity occurs prior to braking and is approxi-
mately 2500 m/sec for a radial descent. (For a nonradial direct approach
descent, the maximum range rate will be less than 2500 m/sec. )
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The minimumrate is estimated to be 300 m/sec in the vicinity
of the landing site. 300 m/sec was used for Reference 2 although lower
terminal values might be desired for different configurations. The second
derivative of range depends upon the initial thrust-to-mass weight ratio
and Isp. A maximumvalue of about 27 m/sec2 at the end of main braking is
representative for the spacecraft discussed in Reference 2.
The required angular coverage of the tracking antenna depends
upon (i) the acquisition uncertainty angle, (2) the amount that the space-
craft pitches and yaws to achieve proper orientation of the thrust vector,
(3) whether the spacecraft attitude control system assists in the search
by moving the spacecraft, (4) the landing site in relation to the emplaced
beacon, and (5) the trajectory near touchdown. During a previous study,
Reference 2, the spacecraft tracked the LOSprior to main deboost, mini-
mizing the antenna angular coverage requirements. After staging, a small
(25 cm diameter) gimbaled antenna was required for vernier guidance purposes.
A gimbal freedom of i00 to ii0 degrees was indicated.
If landings offset from the beacon are effected only by over-
flying and landing beyond the beacon, this is adequate. For landings both
before and beyond the beacon, it would be necessary to either roll the
vehicle or have two mounting locations diametrically opposed. For purposes
of this Study, only offset landing sites beyond the beacon are considered
and the maximumoffset is 18.5 km.
The low elevation angle coverage requirements of the beacon
antenna are restricted to a quadrant of a sphere if only landings past the
beacon are effected. Additionally, multipath generated by objects in front
of the beacon can be discriminated against by proper shaping of the antenna
radiation pattern.
-17-
Point o£
Maximum Angular
Velocity and
Acceleration
Figure 3-1 Touchdown Geometry for Estimating
Maximum Angular Rate s and Accele rations
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The maximum angular rate and acceleration can be obtained from
the flight profile. An approximate upper bound can be established by con-
sidering an acceleration capability of 27 m/sec 2 near touchdown (representa-
tive for the configuration of Reference 2), an offset of 18.5 km, and a
45-degree angle between the landing site vertical and the velocity vector.
See Figure 3-i for assumed geometry.
It is found that the inertial angle rates do not exceed 6°/sec
(3.7°/sec for the geometry of Figure 3-1) and occur where signal levels
are normally large. The inertial angular acceleration limit is approxl-
mately 0.6°/sec 2 (O.11°/sec 2 for the above geometry). Representative
vehicle angle rate and acceleration limits are 6°/sec and 3°/sec 2,
respectively, but again some variation from these limits can be anticipated,
depending upon vehicle capability and guidance philosophy.
The performauce of the sensor tracking loops described in
subsequent sections of this report are such as to cause only small error
magnitudes to be generated by even more severe vehicle dynamics.
The allowable measurement uncertainties can be set so that a
negligible fuel consumption penalty during maln braking is incurred and to
ensure the requisite landing accuracy during the vernier phase. Prior to
main braking, the beacon will be tracked in angle, and range and range rate
will be measured. A range accuracy of O. 5 percent (3 G ) and an angle
annuracy of 0.3 ° (3 _ ) is indicated. The range rate for suitable landing
control should be measured to 0.15 m/sec (3 _ ). This is quite satisfactory
for main braking. During the vernier phase, the above accuracies are suf-
flcient if the slant range is established wlth a blas allowance of +l m
(3 _ ). In addition, the angle rate error should be O.O3°/sec or less to
ensure terminal landing accuracy for offset landing sites and to minimize
fuel consumption during vernier guidance.
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It is of interest to ascertain the landing accuracy achievable
by the above described sensor whenused with the spacecraft of Reference 2.
For small offsets, less than 50 meters, the radius of 99 percent circular
error probability (cep) is less than 2 meters. It generally has been con-
servatively assumedthat altitude differences between the beacon and landing
site will not be detectable outside of local survey of the spacecraft which
.
carried the beacon. Consequently for larger offsets, an altimeter is
recommended. In addition, angular errors of the sensor cause serious
altitude uncertainties at the greater offset distances. For offsets up to
6 kin, the 99 percent cep increases to 40 m. For even greater offsets, a
doppler navigator is necessary to prevent large lateral and lateral-rate
landing errors due to beacon tracker angle and angle rate errors. The
radius of 99 percent cep reaches 150 m for a 20 km offset. Clearly,
these requirements can be relaxed as landing accuracy needs are lessened.
However, the landing accuracies desired are typical and are within the
sensor state-of-the-art.
For the beacon-assisted direct approach landing, the antenna
requirements of the transponder must be established commensuratewith the
descent profile needs. During the initial phases of the descent, a small
angular coverage region will suffice since the lateral uncertainties are
*Local surveillance maybe effected by a TV camera or by astronaut
visual observations.
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small compared to the large ranges involved. However, for offset landings,
the angular coverage of the beacon antenna near touchdown will have to ex-
tend over one quadrant of a sphere to provide for continuous beacon track-
ing by the landing spacecraft. Thus, for a direct approach trajectory, the
main lobe of the beacon antenna, of approximately 50 degrees angular width
(achievable with a 4 x 4 cm aperature at X-band) should be directed vertically
and the radiation pattern tapered in the elevation plane to provide sufficient
gain for landings past the beacon. Near the lunar horizon, i.e., for ele-
vation angles of about lO degrees, the antenna gain can be about one-hundredth
that along the main beam axis and still provide signal levels comparable to
those received shortly after acquisition. In addition to providing adequate
antenna gain, the beacon antenna must be sited so as not to be obscured by
nearby vehicles or other reflective objects or terrain, all of which can act
as significant sources of multipath signals, causing degradation of range
and angle tracking performance. It will be shown in Section 3.3.1 that
for an orbital descent the beam axis should be oriented close to the
horizon and not vertically. To ensure coverage for both approaches switching
between antennas via a semiconductor switch is suggested. Each antenna
aperture is small and a dual antenna installation will increase the trans-
ponder weight by less than one pound.
In Reference 2 several of the vehicles employed solid propellant
rockets during main braking which impaired or precluded the receipt of
_-d_n_ data _'_-_'_,_..... _^ _"_'_ _._. vv_+_ _...._ +_ ____------o_ +_.__.........__f+_=
lunar beacon link is used for a navigation fix. The spacecraft is initially
aimed, at thrust initiation, at a point biased slightly above the desired
landing site. During the subsequent vernier phase, the necessary adjustments
for variations in solid rocket performance and spacecraft weight are made.
(With liquid fueled engines, e.g. the RLIOA, sensor data could be obtained
throughout the thrust interval to reduce position and velocity uncertainties
at initiation of the vernier phase. This would allow for a shorter vernier
period with a smaller initial velocity. In addition, the RLIOA can be con-
sidered for future applications to have a throttling capability for use
during vernier. )
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Lastly, adequate LOS visibility clearance to reduce multipath to
permissible limits should generally be available. This may necessitate ex-
tended antennas or a sensor on each stage if the spacecraft subsequently
stage s.
3.2.2 Nonbeacon-Assisted
The sensor combination required for a nonbeacon-assisted direct
approach landing includes an altimeter to determine altitude and altitude
rate prior to main braking supplemented with a velocity meter for the
terminal phase to measure horizontal velocity components.
The altimeter, if employed to initiate main braking, would re-
quire approximately the same range capability as the beacon tracker,
especially if the approach is near rectilinear. As will be Shown in 4.2,
an all solid-state altimeter with an altitude capability of>220 km will re-
quire a power output in excess of lO0 mw*, an antenna aperture larger than
0.6 m in diameter, or a data smoothing time of greater _than 20 seconds.
For missions occurring during the next three years, it may be more ad-
vantageous to employ DSIF data to initiate main braking, particularly if
the start of main deboost is in sight of the earth. In this case, the
altimeter could be sized to terminate the main braking interval.** However,
reliability considerations suggest a combined altimeter-DSIF configuration
to initiate the main braking phase. Such a mechanization is feasible if a
liquid engine is used. In this manner, a minimum weight beacon tracker-
high altitude _i_imeter c_ be configured, if _ solid fueled engine were
employed, sensor altitude data would be available only upon thrust termination,
which will increase the initial vernier altitude and other dispersions.
As before, the maximum altitude rate to be measured is 2500 m/sec.
The maximum acceleration to be experienced during operation of the high
_!+_+_ m!+_+_ __ O _/_ m_ __ +_ ml_!_+ _7 --/_ _!_ +I_
vernier phase.
*Within the next year, an X-band, 1-watt power source will become a reality
and would permit the mechanization of a 600 km solid-state altimeter.
**Alternately, a horizon sensor could be utilized.
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A generally suitable altitude accuracy for an efficient descent
is 0.5 percent (3_-). The altitude rate should be measuredto one percent
(3_). However, these requirements can be relaxed for someincrease in
deboost velocity requirements.
Look angle uncertainties for the high altitude altimeter used
only for main braking initiation are small for a direct approach and require
no antenna gimbaling.
The complimentary sensor required for vernier guidance purposes
is an altimeter-velocity meter. If low altitude staging occurs, a natural
point for mode switching presents itself at that time. The vehicle attitude
may vary up to 45 degrees from local vertical and, if the antenna is body-
mounted during vernier guidance, the altimeter becomesin fact a slant range
measuring instrument. The ranging performance requirements are discussed
first.
The slant range accuracy specification is determined by the
dependenceof lateral rates upon range (a scale error phenomenon)and the
altitude at which vernier burning is terminated or final free fall is to
occur (a bias effect). A one percent slant range uncertainty is tolerable
at the longer distances and is within current sensor technology. It should
be borne in mind that the range varies appreciably over the radiation beam-
width for incidence angles of 45 degrees and is approximated by
where
A_
R
z_@ ctn
_R
R
@
= fractional range change over beamwidth
= depression angle
For _ @ : 3.0 degrees, @ = 45 degrees, _R : 5_ across the beamwidth.
R
Fortunately, the proposed altitude tracker is only susceptible to a small
portion of the fractional range change as discussed in Section 4. 3 .
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Near touchdown, the scale error is negligible (excluding for the
moment dust effects) and bias errors predominate. If the vernier engine cut-
off occurs at an altitude under l0 m, the permissible altitude bias error is
typically 1 m. For any particular spacecraft, the period of free fall will
be determined by structure limitations, type of cargo, need for spacecraft
remaining upright for discharge of cargo, and lunar surface characteristics.
A maximum range rate of 300 m/sec can be expected for the vernier
phase at altitudes occurring below l0 km. The accuracy required in the
measurement of longitudinal or lateral rates is 1% _ 0.5 and 2% _ 0.5 m/sec
respectively. This leads to a lateral landing velocity<l m/sec,which
definitely does not create an excessive structural weight penalty. In fact,
the landing structure criteria is generally much larger than this.
During the final vernier phase, the vehicle attitude may vary by
45 degrees, but will approach vertical near touchdown. Fortunately, it is
not necessary to gimbal the antennas of the velocity meter-slant range tracker,
as the three beam antenna configuration discussed in Section 4.3 will always
intercept the lunar surface at angles equal or less than 45 degrees from
the local vertical.
3.3 ORBITAL DESCENT
3.3.1 Beacon-Assisted
The requirements for a beacon-assisted descent are similar in
some respects to those for a direct approach. The significant sensor
changes are due to changes in the range measurement interval, reduction
in range acceleration, and the transponder antenna beam orientation.
Prior to thrusting out of lunar orbit, the beacon will be
acquired at a range of approximately 600 km* and will be tracked to provide
range, range rate, and line-of-slght angle data. The highest value of
acceleration anticipated is 6.5 m/sec z for the C-5 spacecraft of Reference 1.
The spacecraft pitch attitude may be varied to maximize the tracking interval
and/or eliminate the requirement for initially gimbaling the antenna. As
viewed from the transponder, the orbiting spacecraft can be picked up at low
*Based on a nominal 15-degree minimum elevation angle and a 200 km
orbital altitude.
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elevation angles, 15 to 20 degrees being typical, and remain visible from
the transponder site for a total elevation angle excursion of about 140
degrees. For the orbital descent mission, maximumrange occurs near the
horizon in opposition to the direct approach case wherein the transponder
antenna beamaxis should be directed vertically. Several transponder
antenna configurations come to mlnd which are compatible with orbital
descent requirements. For example, a pair of radiation lobes can be
diametrically opposed and elevated 20 degrees above the horizon to provide
deboost coverage from either direction. The pattern gain can be shaped so
that the power density resulting from the decrease in range will accom-
modate the loss in antenna gain as the elevation angle increases near the
landing site. A half-power beamwidth of 20 degrees in the azimuthal plane
is ample to provide sufficient antenna gain for at least ten consecutive
orbital passes.
3.3.2 Nonbeacon-Asslsted
For the nonbeacon-assisted descent from lunar orbit, an altimeter
will be employed at high altitude, supplemented at lower altitudes by a hori-
zontal velocity meter. The maximum range for the altimeter is essentially
determined by the orbital altitude, 200 km. The spacecraft can be steered
while in orbit so as to keep the antenna pointing downward to within + 2
D
degrees. Vehicle steering is also feasible during the Hohmann transfer.
The maximum altitude rate is near 300 m/sec for nominal Hohmann transfer
trajectories.*
The altitude should be measured to0.5 percent and altitude rate
to 1 percent, comparable to the direct approach trajectory requirement 9 .
The requirements for the vernier phase slant range tracker-
velocity meter are equivalent to those for the direct approach, assuming
comparable spacecraft and landing accuracies.
*For non-Hohmann transfers, this altitude rate can increase to 600 m/sec
for steep transfer trajectories.
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3.4 MULTIMISSIONMODULE
The employmentof the Multimission Module in lieu of a low altitude
staging spacecraft modifies someof the previous results, especially those
for the direct approach trajectory. The results of the preliminary analysis
which could be accomplished in the remaining study time are presented in
this section. A more detailed study involving the investigation of
alternative trajectories and determining the pertinent sensor parameters
appropriate to each should be made.
3-4.1 Direct Approach
3.4.1.1 Beacon-Asslsted Descent
An analysis was performed to estimate the trajectory
parameters of the Multimission Module vehicle using a rectilinear approach
trajectory. The following assumptions were made yielding approximate
results suitable for deriving sensor requirements.
a) Equal mass ratios for each phase, i.e., equal ideal
velocity contributions*
b) 72-hour transit time
c) Constant lunar gravity during powered descent
d) An initial weight at first stage ignition of
90_000 pounds
e) Constant thrust during descent
f) Second stage ignition immediately following first
stage burnout
g) Zero velocity terminal condition at the lunar surface
The propulsion characteristics and weight history are tabulated in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1
Propulsion and Weight Data
Two RLIOA engines in each stage
15,O00 pounds per engine
Engines:
Thrust:
Specific Impulse: 430 seconds
Propellants: Hydrogen/Oxygen
First Stage ignition Weight
Propellants Used
*Changes to this assumption will not dramatically alter the conclusions,
especially regarding sensor requirements.
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(continuation - Table 3-i)
First Stage Burnout Weight
Jettison Weight
Second Stage Ignition Weight
Propellants Used
Second Stage Burnout Weight
Jettison Weight
Total Weight on Moon
64,516
-7,220
57,z_
-16,224
41,072
-5,800
35,272
With the above assumptions, the following data was obtained pertaining to
ignition altitude and maximum velocity and acceleration.
Table 3-2
Multimisslon Module Direct Approach Trajectory Characteristics
Altitude at Ignition (km)
Maximum Velocity (m/sec) o
Maximum Acceleration (m/sec c)
Sta_e 1 Sta_e 2
67O 130
2230 1250
4.6 7
A major difference between the spacecraft Of Reference E
and the Multimisslon Module lies in the need for longer range performance due
to lower initial F/W and higher Isp, if sensor data is to be employed for
initiation of main deboost. Because of the long burning times, lunar gravity
is also more significant. Lastly, the Multimission Module uses liquid
fueled engines, permitting the employment of r-f sensors while thrusting,
sidered in Reference 2.
The inertial and vehicle angular rates and accelerations
are anticipated to be similar to the vehicles in Reference 2. Vehicle dy-
namics depend upon attitude control system characteristics, and the values
_resented in Reference 2 are considered typical.
3.4.1.2 Nonbeacon-Assisted Descent
For the nonbeacon-assisted descent case, the altimeter
altitude requirements are comparable to the beacon range requirements. The
need for altitude data at first stage ignition can be obviated if a horizon
-27-
Ip
sensor or DSIF data is employed initially. The altimeter could be used
for termination of first stage burning or start of second stage ignition
at an altitude of approximately 150 km. Specific studies and appropriate
error analyses should be conducted to derive the performance penalties
associated with this technique. However, penalties are not expected to
be overly severe.
Anticipated vehicle attitude changes are so small at
high altitudes that antenna gimbaling is not necessary for the nonbeacon-
assisted descent. As the altimeter antenna is gimbaled, since it is
common with the beacon tracker, the gimbals can be locked prior to launch.
Conversely, it could be replaced with a fixed antenna assembly if it were
established that a beacon would not be provided. At lower altitudes, a
change of sensors will be effected, but gimbaling is not necessary for
typical spacecraft. A minimum altitude of lO km is suggested for the
mode change. At the lower altitude range, the requirements for the slant
range tracker-velocity meter are the same as presented in Section 3.2.2.
3.4.2 Orbital Descent
3.4- 2.1 Beacon-Asslsted Descent
Two constant, continuous thrust flight profiles
were provided by MSFC to be used for deriving sensor requirements for
descents from a 185 km circular lunar orbit. They represented descent
extremes in that one was a powered descent* directly from orbit and the
other involved a Hohmann transfer to a periselenum of 25 km and then a descent
to the lunar surface. The data provided was processed to give the slant range
and range rate to the landing site_* elevation angle as viewed from the
*The iteration period employed was five seconds. As a result, the profile
data near the terminal point was not used in the computations.
**In addition to the descent trajectories, beacon acquisition and ignition
loci for constant, continuous thrust descents were obtained. For a given
minimum beacon elevation angle, the range at which beacon acquisition can
be effected can be established as well as the central angle traversed during
the descent.
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landing site, and the spacecraft LOS angle referenced to the initial
surface normal. These parameters are defined more fully in Figure S-2,
below.
!
, l
Initiation l
of l
De lcent _ @
I
l
h(tl) I h(t2)
l
T Ernplacad
Beacon
Figure 3,-2 Lunar Descent Geometry
The slant range and range rate are plotted in
Figure 3-3 versus time from initiation of direct descent from lunar orbit.
The look angles from the radar and beacon, B and F , respectively, are
plotted in Figure 3-4. It is to be noted that B is referenced _c
the surface normal at the point of the descent kick. Knowledge of the
vehicle attitude versus time would be necessary to convert _ to a look
angle referenced to vehicle coordinates. However, _ _ gives a reasonable
estimate of the glmbal freedom requirement if large spacecraft attitude
changes do not occur.
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From the curves in Figures 3-3 and 3-I+, estimates for
the following ranges of parameters can be made:
Range
Range Rate
Range Acceleration*
Inertial Radar Look Angle**
Radar Inertial Angular Rate
Transponder Look Angle**
500 km (maximum)
1.5 km/se_ (maximum)
7.5 m/sec
,_110 degrees
lO/se C**
,_75 degrees
A descent trajectory for a Hohmann transfer to a
periselenum of 25 km and a subsequent powered descent to the surface was
examined as to its effect upon lunar landing sensors. It should be pointed
out that this trajectory was run purely on a performance basis and consti-
tutes one extremum of a family of possible descent profiles. It would be
supplemented by another profile for the terminal descent. Figure 3-5
depicts r and 9 versus time from initiation of the final descent kick.
Figure 3-6 shows the previously defined angles B and 7"versus time.
In comparing the two flight profiles, it is observed
that a range capability of 500 km, range rate of 1.8 km/sec, and angular
coverage of ii0 degrees at the radar would be adequate. The angular rates
and accelerations are within the envelopes previously defined for the
powered descent from a 185 km circular lunar orbit. However, the elevation
angle of the descending spacecraft, as viewed from the beacon, does not
exceed 9 degrees and is as small as 1 degree shortly after descent where
maximum antenna gain is required. Multipath would seriously impair the
utility of the beacon tracker for this mission profile. Small terrain
slopes (as small as 3 degrees) or nearby reflecting objects would com-
pletely prevent proper beacon operation during early portions of the
flight.
*Greatest near touchdown.
**Depends on relation of landing site to beacon.
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Hohmann Transfer from Lunar Orbit
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3.4.2.2 Nonbeacon-Assisted Descent
The altitude, altitude rate, and angle between the
local vertical and the vehicle velocity vector are presented in Figure 3-7
for a direct powered descent from a 185 km circular lunar orbit, and in
Figure 3-8 for a Hohmann transfer. Comparing these parameter values with
those presented in 3.3.2 indicated no change is required if the altimeter
is configured to operate at descent rates up to 550 m/sec in lleu of
300 m/sec.
The velocity sensor should operate at longitudinal
rates up to 250 m/sec if operation commences at a range of lO km from the
landing site. The requirements for this sensor are quite similar to those
for the spacecraft of Reference 1 which was used as a model for orbital
descents during most of the study period.
The sensor characteristics are tabulated in tables
in the Summary. The guiding philosophy used was to select parameters so
as to minimize the number of different sensors. This approach resulted in
an overdesign configuration for particular mission profiles but would
enhance versatility and logistics support.
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4. _ DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS
The discussion of lunar landing sensors, fulfilling the specifications
of Section 3, is categorized according to function_ for reasons of clarity3
in this section of the report. The beacon tracker will be integral with the
high altitude altimeter as depicted in the Summary, Section 2.
A beacon tracker, with an antenna possessi_ the requisite LOS visibility
and with appropriate beacon antenna coverage, can satisfy all the guidance
sensor requirements for a soft lunar landing near an emplaced beacon. If large
beacon offsets are employed, an altimeter for terrain avoidance assurance and
a doppler velocity meter to prevent beacon tracker angular rate errors from
generating excessive lateral rates and displacements are indicated. _he
STELATRAC beacon tracking radar is described in Section 4.1 and can fulfill
.
all beacon tracker requirements.
4.1 BEACON-ASSISTED DESCERT
LAT is an all solid-state coherent CW beacon tracking radar system.
It performs the functions of detection, angle sensiDg, angle and angle rate
measurement, precision ranging, and range rate determination. The angle sensing
antenna and radar transceiver are located on the incoming spacecraft, while the
beacon is on the lunar surface. Both the radar transceiver and cooperative
beacon contain phase tracking receivers; in addition, the radar transceiver
contains the electronics re%uired for angle error detection and range
determination.
4.1.1 Selection of O_erational Fre%uency
STELATRAC was originally designed to operate at frequencies near
10 gc (X-band) because of the need for accurate angle date from a li_ted-
extent aperture and a desire for precise range rate information. The angular
accuracy requirements of 0.3 degrees established in Section 3 would permit a
*A more detailed description of STELATRAC is presented in Interim Report No. i,
"CW X-Band Radar Development", i June 1961, and STELAT C Project Report No. 2,
30 June 196 .
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received frequency as low as 4.0 to 6.0 gc at the radar for a 0.6 m aperture.
The frequency of the link from the radar to the beacon cannot be determined
in an analogous manner, as it does not directly affect the angle performance
at the radar for a properly designed dual frequency antenna. Doppler sensi-
tivity requirements would also permit a lower frequency to be selected.
However, the use of the radar during main braking suggests 6.0 to lO.O gc as
the frequency region that can safely be employed to preclude deleterious flame
effects due to exhaust products at thrust levels in excess of 30,000 pounds.
(Flame effects are discussed more fully in Section 4.1.10.)
However, if it were not required to provide sensor data during
periods of high thrust, such as at main braking, and if favorable siting of the
beacon antenna could be assured to avoid multipath signals, appreciable simpli-
fication of the transponder can be realized if the radar-to-transponder link
is at a frequency below X-band, possibly as low as 300 mc. The reduction in
components accures as the transponder receiver uses l) an r-f amplifier (no
X-band L.0. or microwave mixer required), 2) a low frequency injected refer-
ence (at the first i-f and directly derivable from an oscillator without
subsequent high factor multiplication), 3) carrier acquisition circuitry can
be significantly reduced or eliminated as the doppler and oscillator fre-
quency uncertainty is negligible, and 4) receiver sensitivity is enhanced by
the lower operational frequency. Conversely, the radar transmitter output
may be in the watt regime at no increase in input primary power due to the
lower ol_r_%ion_l fre_u2ncy. _n_ lo_ in radar _aa_mi_ aate_a _in i_ over-
come by the increase in radar transmitted power, lower transponder noise figure,
and narrower-bandwidth receiver tracking loops. As the transponder antenna
gain is in the realm of +ll to +14 db, corresponding to an area of approximately
4 2 to 2A 2 , it is feasible in some applications to increase the beacon antenna
aperture as the frequency decreases to maintain a constant or only slightly
reduced transmit antenna gain-receive aperture area product. (For this case,
the range of operation can be extended or the transmitter output power decreased. )
In addition, multipath at the beacon site may become prohibitive if
a low frequency is selected without maintaining sufficient directivity of the
beacon antenna. Since two apertures are indicated to provide the requisite
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coverage during direct and orbital descents, maintaining constant beacon antenna
gain with decreasing frequency causes a significant sensor welgh_ penalty.
In conclusion, operation at X-band is recommended and, as will be
shown in Section 4.2, will reduce altitude terrain bias errors for the modu-
lation envelope employed in the extended range altimeter which is to be integral
with STELATRAC. The beacon transponder is discussed first, as it is conceptually
simpler since no data readout circuitry is required.
4.1.2 Beacon Transponder
The beacon consists of a coherent transponder and a relatively
small circularly polarized antenna. Figure 4-1 shows a functional block
diagram of the transceiver, and Figure 4-2 is a photograph of a flight packaged
STELATRAC transponder. Basically, the receiver is a phase tracking, double
conversion superheterodyne, though unique because the reference (or second L.O.
signal) for the second detector is additively combined with the received signal
at r-f ahead of the first mixer, and then translated along with the signal to
i-f.
The r-f injected reference is phase controlled to maintain a fixed
frequency offset equal to the second i-f. Injected reference tracking is
applied to a ranging sideband as well as to the carrier. At the beacon, both
the transmitted signal and injected reference are modulated with the receiver
processed ranging modulation signal. The carrier and a single sldeband, with
their annnmnan_n_ _n_+_a -_,_.=_,_ _,_+_o_+_ _ _._^_ ._ _
Receiver processing in two identical parallel channels follows, with the carrier
channel output controlling a carrier VCO and the sideband channel output con-
trolling the modulation signal frequency and phase• The controlled VCO signal
is translated to three +frequencies via parametric frequency multiplication.
One of the signals is the r-f injected reference, one is the local oscillator
for the first mixer after it is suitably sidestepped, and one_ (at power level
of i00 row) is transmitted. The ranging signal is impressed on the transmitted
carrier by phase modulating the carrier signal as it is being processed by the
varactor multiplier chain.
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A. A 
The injected reference technique is a means for stabilizing the
receiver time delay, that is, circumventing the usual receiver delay variations
due to temperature, component aging, and signal strength fluctuations. The
modulation phase (_m) is carried through r-f and i-f sections of the receivers
as the difference between differential phases of a carrler-injected reference
signal pair and a sideband-lnJected reference pair. The carrier and a single
sideband in the signal received at the antenna, which have phases
t + 9) and [(_c + _m) t + (@ + _)I (1)(%
respectively, are added linearly to a similar pair in a directional coupler.
This similar pair constitutes the carrier and sideband injected references
shifted in phase from their counterparts at the antenna terminal by
(_r t + _r ) and (_r t + Cr + _m ) (2)
respectively, where _ is an audlo-frequency offset established by a reference
r
oscillator and _m represents the difference between transmitted and received
modulation phase. The carrier and its injected reference (as well as the
sideband and its injected reference) incur nearly identical phase shifts in the
receiver, since _r is small relative to the i-f bandwidth. Furthermore, the
information of interest is
_m = {[(_c + _m ) t + (@ + _)] " [(a_C +_m -_r ) t + (@+_'_m'_r)]l
-i(_c t + @)- [(_c- _r ) t + (@- _r)]l (3)
Letting /k_and Zl_l be the receiver induced phase errors on the carrier and
its injected reference and /k@2 and Zl_2 the corresponding sideband-inJected
reference pair phase errors, the error in _m will be
= (ao2 -aCz) - (n - A¢l) (41
By choosing car small compared to the i-f bandwidths and by approximately
matching i-f phase characteristic slopes at carrier and sideband frequencies,
receiver phase errors due to i-f phase characteristic variation are virtually
eliminated, The modulation phase shift, _m' is recovered by isolating carrier-
injected reference and sideband-inJected reference pairs by i-f filtering,
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envelope detecting in each channel, and phase comparing at the offset frequency,
_r' which is the second intermediate frequency. Amplification and filtering of
these signals is required before phase comparison. The amplification is provided
in limiter-amplifiers and the filtering takes place in relatively phase stable
audio frequency filters.
An important ancillary feature of the injected reference technique
is that the receiver through the second detector behaves as a wide dynamic range
linear receiver, although none of its components is subjected to a wide dynamic
range signal. The requirement for linearity is that the injected reference
signal level be fixed and significantly greater than that of the received signal.
Thus, the signal level in the receiver is set by the injected reference and is
essentially constant.
The beacon antenna must be designed l) compatible with the two
mission descent profiles, 2) to maximize antenna gain thereby minimizing
primary power consumption, and 3) to discriminate against lunar multipath.
The restriction of primary power indicates a beacon antenna radiating shaped
beams that provide sufficient power density at the terminal phase and reduce
the errors introduced by multipath propagation by angular discrimination.
Needless to say, a beacon antenna with restricted radiation lobes must be
placed accurately in an upright position with the correct azimuthal orientation.
For orbital tracking, two beams (nominal half-power beamwidth
of 20 degrees) diametrically opposed* in the orbital plane and at nominal
elevation angles of 20 degrees are indicated. The beams will be shaped so that
there will be +13 db of gain at l0 degrees elevation angle and the gain in
power density resulting from the decrease in range along the nominal braking
trajectory will more than acco1_odate the loss in antenna gain as the elevation
angle increases during the terminal portion of the dmscent. Orbital plane un-
certainties for the landing_ smacecraft and rotat,_n_ n_ +_ _ _-+__iue +_
antenna coverage in the plane normal to the orbit. For typical mission pro-
files, 15 degrees is adequate, but coverage for 30 degrees is reco_nded.
*Two beams oriented in this manner will permit descents from either direction.
The beams will be shaped in this plane to provide sufficient antenna coverage
for landing trajectories which are out of plane as much as 30 kin. In this case,
contact would be maintained until the vehicle reached an angle of at least
45 degrees from the beacon site for typical descent trajectories. At that time,
the antenna could be switched to the aperture normally used for a direct approach
if further tracking is required.
For the direct approach, a broader beamwidth can be provided as
multipath is not as serious due to the large elevation angles. Conical half-
power beamwidths of 50 degrees can be considered and will provide ample gain3
i.e., approximately +ii db.
Switching between the two antennas is recommended to reduce the
possibility of interference nulls at elevation angles between 30 and 60 degrees.
(Solid-state switching would be used.) However3 both apertures could be excited
simultaneously and still provide a net antenna gain of +8 d_ minimum in each
beam.
4.1.3 Beacon Trackin 6 Radar Transceiver
The receiver and transmitter portions of the beacon tracking radar
are similar to the beacon transceiver, except that the transmitter and receiver
frequencies are interchanged, the transmitter is independent of the carrier
tracking receiver, and the ranging signal phase is measured but not tracked.
Also, circuitry has been added for processing the angle signals to derive angle
tracking errors. A block diagram of the receiver and transmitter portions is
shown in Figure 4-3. This assembly would also contain the electronics required
to process the raw receiver data, that is, range and range rate information.
The comparison of transmitted and received mOd_Llation phase is
effected by modulating both transmitter and carrier injected reference with
a common modulation reference as in the transponder. The range information_
or phase shift of %he moduia_ion around the radar-transponder-radar path, is
extracted by comparison of the two radar receiver channel outputs. Range rate
information is extracted at the radar by means of X-band transmitter-injected
reference frequency differencing. This is effected by a crystal inserted into
the normally terminated arm of the directional ooupler used to inject the
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reference signal into the receivers. The difference signal derived is further
heterodyned with a low level signal bled from the transmitter chain to yield
the doppler shift on an appropriate bias frequency (which may be chauged as
desired by changing injected reference offset frequencies).
Pitch and yaw information resides in the amplitude modulation on the
received signal. It is processed by synchronously demodulating the amplitude-
detected second i-f signal which is then fed to the antenna assembly for control
purposes. The reference signal employed for demodulation is the same sigma&
employed in the solid-state lober to impose the angle modulation. To obviate
the need for r-f rotary Joints, the received signals may be brought to the
transceiver assembly at i-f via a cable wrap assembly, as less than 180-degree
angle freedom is required.
4.I. 4 Radar Antenna
4.1.4.1 Design Consideration
The radar antenna configuration selected depends upon the
preferred angle sensing technique, angular coverege requirements during any one
mission and from mission to mission, operational frequency, spacecraft attitude
control philosophy, limitations of available spacemraft antenna locations,
reliability potential, and impact upon sensor circuit complexity. The parti-
culars of these characteristics as they pertain to the radar antenna are dis-
cussed in the succeeding paragraphs.
For cooperative applications, scintillation of the received
signal is negligible except for lunar multipath and flame effects during periods
of thrust. Since the operational frequency is in the microwave region where
sufficient antenna directivity can be realized with practical aperture sizes,
both of these possibilities can be made remote. With the specified _0.3 degree
angular accuracy requirement and a 0.6 m antenna aperture, conical as well as
simultaneous and interferometric lobing can be considered. The first minimizes
the angle processing circuitry and can be all solid-state with the advent of
ferromagnetic and semiconductor phase shifters for imposing comical lobimg.
The third technique can perform angle measurements off-boresight and hence may
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not need to be gimbaled if angular coverage is restricted, whereas the others
are null trackers.
There are significant differences in the antenna gain
characteristics of each lobing method which must be evaluated before the angle
sensing technique is chosen. With the interferometer, a wide field-of-view
conflicts with the requirement for
be 20 degrees measured between the
the elemental antenna maximum gain
33.0 db can be achieved with a 0.6
value of antenna gain necessitates
tradeoff for solid-state operation
antenna gain. If the field-of-view is to
half-power points of the radiation pattern,
is restricted to about 18.0 db, whereas
m diameter aperture. The 15.0 d_ lower
higher transmitter power, an uneconomical
at X-band.
Lastly, angle ambiguity resolving provisions are necessary
for the interferometer. For example, for interferometer baselines of iO wave-
lengths, the first ambiguity null occurs at +2.9 degrees and subsequent nulls
at +8.6, +14.5, +20.5 degrees, etc. The resolving technique must be capable
of operating over the anticipated range of angular ambiguities. Several
antenna possibilities can be conceived which fulfill these requirements. For
example, a sequential lober can perform the acquisition and track functions
at large distances where it may be feasible to steer the vehicle to track on
null. At shorter separations where signal levels are high, small elemental
antennas disposed about the lober in an interferometric array can sense angle
and the lober will be capable of resolving ambiguities. (Figure 4-4 is an
illustration of this concept. )
The angular coverage specification in the pitch axis is
110 degrees and a form of gimballng is indicated, assuming it is not practical
to steer the spacecraft. Both discrete or continuous motion may be acceptable,
depending upon the lobing technique employed. Electronic beam positioning and
tracking over such an angular volume is not believed commensurate with space-
borne applications during the 1966 time era because of equipment complexity.
w
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Planar arrays operating in the microwave spectrum are pre-
ferred because they are efficient, can be designed for low sidslobes, are
adaptable to simultaneous and sequential lobing methods, and are lightweight.
The guidance philosophy can have a direct impact upon the
radar antenna design. For example, during some mission phases, fixed antennas
are appropriate as the spacecraft attitude is controlled to maintain LOS visi-
bility during nonthrusting periods. While in lunar orbit or during traversal
of the descent ellipse, it would be feasible to orient the spacecraft to position
the antenna beam. Similar conditions exist during portions of the direct approach
trajectory. Secondly3 the guidance law to be followed may dictate appreciable
maneuvering of the spacecraft during thrust periods, necessitating extended
angular coverage if sensor data is simultaneously required. During the terminal
braking phase, appreciable coverage in the pitch plane is mandatory, especially
for landing sites requiring beacon fly-over (coverage in the yaw plane may be
minimal at this time). Lastly, stabilization and control malfunctions are in-
line failures of the beacon tracker if vehicle positioning of the radiation
beam is employed.
The antenna locations available on the spacecraft inter-
face with the antenna design. If spacecraft multipath can be large, narrowbeam
antennas afford discriminationj whereas fixed widebeam antennas do not. Con-
versely, more flexibility exists with respect to available sites for fixed
antennas due to their lighter weight.
"_- liability ..... I o_lgur tlo
is especially significant in establishing overall sensor reliability. Due to
its importance, a quantitative reliability discussion is presented in Section 8.
Many studies have been conducted pertaining to positioning and drive mechanisms
with extended lifetimes in a space environment. The 0GO solar array drive
assembly and the Mariner communication and radiometer antennas are examples
of such technology. Some of the design facets of the latter are outlined
below.
The Mariner II radiometer antenna was scanned in one
dimension prior to and during Venus fly-by. The antenna was scanned
+60 degrees at a rate of l°/second until the thermal outline of Venus was
intercepted. After thermal contact was made, the scan speed was reduced to
O.l°/second. (If Venus disappeared from the field-of-view, the speed would
be stepped back up to lO/second until reacquisition was completed. ) In addi-
tion to the radiometer antenna drive, similar drives were used for the high
gain command antenna. The latter drives operated continuously, that is, moved
a small increment each day while the radiometer antenna was not exercised
during the transit time from launch to Venus contact--a period of 109 days.
The command antenna operated approximately 10 days after Venus fly-by, at
which time contact with earth was lost.
lqonactive temperature control was employed on the d_ive
housing. The portion of the drive housing exposed to direct sun impe_t was
painted white. Other sides were polished aluminum for thermal radiation
purposes.
A preliminary investigation has been made on a continu-
ously positions_le* antenna with a total operating lifetime in a ground
environment of i00 hours and 50 hours in space with a nonoperating lifetime in
space of i year. Each operating cycle was represented by _ minutes search and
40 minutes tracking.
The antenna was to be gimbaled in the pitch plane for
_ _, -_ dagess. _ o_v,-_--_operating
lifetime requirements can be satisfied by nearly any of the dynamic components
which would be applicable to the antenna drive. Motors3 bearings, gears, and
seal enclosures have lifetimes appreciably above the values stated. In con-
trast, the nonoperating lifetime of i year in space requires careful selection
of materials compatible with the radiation and low ambient pressure environ-
merit. Particular attention must be given to choice of lubricants and mothodx
for their retention.
*The design of a discretely positionable antenna would present similar problem
and the remarks made here are applicable in essence to it.
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/In the interest of weight and space economy and relia-
bility enhancement, a minimum number of parts results by driving the antenna
directly with a low speed d-c torque motor. A sealed bearing and position
pick-off assembly for the pitch actuator is shown in Figure 4-5. The design
of Figure 4-5 is not necessarily optimum for all spacecraft, but does provide
a means for definitizing the discussion and exploring the problem areas.
The general design philosophy applies equally to the yaw gimbal.
A. Drive Motor. Use of low speed motors is desirable
wherever possible to keep frictional surface
velocities down. D-C torque motors are ideally
suited for variable speed operation and Possess
ample torque capacity for accelerating the inertia
load of the antenna gimbals and overcoming the
rubbing friction of the dynamic seals. STL has
successfully operated d-c torque motors at 2 x 10-7
Torr vacuum for over 2,000,000 revolutions without
failure. A similar application of the torque motor
was used by the Ball Brothers in the OSO vehicle.
Brushes were composed of a silver-graphite-
molybdenum material (75%-20%-5%) and coated with a
"Bardahl" oil derivative for the STL tests. Avoid-
ance of gearing in the power train is of great
significance, in view of the present lack of infor-
mation on gear performance in space. Test programs
to select the best gear materials and associated
lubricants are quite time consuming and often in-
conclusive. The savings in weight plus improved
reliability are strong arguments for the torque
motor arrangement.
_e Bearings. Mounting all rotating shafts on anti-
friction bearings equipped with shields is recom-
mended. Angular contact bearings are indicated
in order to maintain the proper alignment, rigidity,
and preloading. Based upon available bearing
literature and recent STL studies, stainless steel
with impregnated phenolic retainer are the logical
bearing materials. Bearing material should be 44OC
for corrosive resistance during handling. The re-
inforced phenolic retainer should be impregnate_ with
a low vapor pressure and high radiation tolerance oil
such as General Electric Versilube FSO oil where
hermetic sealing is not feasible, or as in this case,
not desirable. For instrument bearings which cannot
be impregnated, a silicon grease such as G.E. G-300
/0
0
0
J
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C,
is recommended. In any event, bearing assemblies
should be enclosed to retain their lubrication and
reservoirs of impregnated sintered material should
be adjacent to the bearing races.
Seals. Due to the short operating life of the
antenna actuator, greased O-Ring seals can be
considered to seal the bearing and torque motor
assemblies. A double O-Ring seal with an oil
reservoir between proved successful in the
Mariner II antenna actuator. Seals should be of
"Viton A" which has minimum outgassing and excel-
lent resistance to deterioration. Particular
attention must be given to the surface finish of
the sealing surfaces.
De Gears. Instrument gearing is recommended for posi-
tion indication and would be enclosed within the
lubricated bearing chamber. Gear materials will be
430 CRES for pinions and anodized aluminum for the
followers. STL tests have shown these materials to
suffer the least amount of degradation after over
8,000 hours of continuous running. Gear tooth
surface speed would be minimized by appropriate
selection of diametral pitch. Anti-backlash
gearing is desirable for this application, but
oversized face widths should be designed for
conservative assurance of long wear life.
In addition to the mechanical design aspects of the antenna
proper therml control of the antenna is required to assure boresight stability.
Both interferometer and gimbaled antennas were evaluated during the Study.
Comments regarding the former are presented first.
A. Bod_-Mounted Antenna. The elemental interferometer
antennas would probably be attached to a flat plate
or a truss structure to maintain antenna spacing
and alignment. Shadowing of any portion of the
antenna assembly by the spacecraft or other portions
of the antenna give rise to temperature gradients
which cause boresight shift. To prevent this
be covered with Mylar insulation such as NCR-2 at
almost no weight penalty. It is desirable to shield
the antenna structure from lunar radiation and pre-
vent partial shading by the spacecraft itself, if
the antenna is to be employed again after the initial
descent. Reflections from other surfaces on the
spacecraft can generate hot spots. The possibility
of such reflections being present can only be ascer-
tained after the spacecraft outline has been deter-
mlnedand the antenna location established. Solar
flares do not cause significant thermal perturbations
near or in the vicinity of the moon.
Gimbaled Antenna. The gimbaled antennawas considered
to consist of a pitch axis assembly, as shown in
Figure 4-5, with a yoke structure going to the yaw
axis. To prevent thermal distortion, the gimbal yoke
may be covered wlth NCR-2 so that any thermal energy
passing through the insulation can be readily con-
ducted to the base of the yoke and then to the space-
craft structure itself. A temperature differential
between the arms of the yoke of less than lO0°F can
be expected from a good thermal design. For a yoke
assembly measuring 0.4meters from pitch axis to yaw
axis, thecorresponding change in length is approxi-
matelyO.05 cm. The angular error induced by the
100°F thermal differential is approximately 0.05
degrees for a 0.6-meter spacing between yaw axis
attachment points.
Lastly, the circuitry aspects of the lobing schemes are
evaluated. A conical lober requires a single receiver channel for angle meas-
urement and no ambiguity resolving circuitry. All data processing is easily
accomplished by analog means. In implementation, it is the simplest and will
fulfill the performance requirements.
In conclusion, a gimbaled conical lober is the recommended
implementation to satisfy the beacon tracker requirements pertinent to this
Study, because of its simplicity, ability to fulfill performance requirements,
and can be integratable with the extended range altimeter. For reduced angular
coverage, a body-mounted antenna would be preferred.
4.1.4.2 A Representative Antenna Assembl_
A gimbaled planar array, conically scanned by electronic
phase shifters, will fulfill all mission requirements. Gimbal freedom of
+60 x +30 degrees is sufficient for most guidance schemes. The array aperture
is divided into four quadrants, with each quadrant excited through a solid-
state phase shifter. Taylor's analysis of illumination for circular apertures (3)
(B_'R. C. Hansen, "Tables of Taylor Distribution for Circular Aperture Antennas",
IRE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, Janus_ 1960, Page 23.
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indicates a half-power beamwidth of 3._ degrees and a sidelobe level of -30 db
theoretically achieveable with a 0.6 meter diameter aperture, or even lower
sidelobes at the expense of a slightly broader beam. Circular polarization
can be obtained by crossed slots cut in the broad face of what are contiguous
strips of reduced height dielectric filled waveguide, especially constructed
to achieve high rigidity and lightness of weight. Lobing is accc_plished
by sinusoidally varying the excitation phase of each quadrant. For a
0.6-meter diameter aperture, a phase variation of approximately_+70 degrees
is required to yield one-way besm crossover at the half-power point.
Phase shifts in excess of _+70 degrees have been obtained
with temperature compensated ferrite phase shifters. (4) Balanced semiconductor
phase shifters have been investigated at STL which can provide the requisite
phase shift of 70 degress for a maximum insertion loss of 1.0 db. (See
Figure 4-6 for an illustration of the phase shift characteristics of both units.)
Rotary Joints can be eliminated by locating the r-f cir-
cuitry on the antenna. D-C power is supplied by cables and no slip rings are
necessary.
Space stabilization of the antenna is indicated to decouple
spacecraft maneuvers from the angle data. Figure 4-7 depicts a linearized rate
integrating gyro implementation. The choice between rate and rate integl_Lting
gyros is not unique. Units of the latter type are currently under test and
evaluation that require no heater power as they are thermally compensated from
-55 to +i00 degrees centigrade. Unit weight is 0._5 Ibs.
AAA _J_AAADA_A_AAAA_ 6_AA_ _AA_JDA_C_A.A_ A_QaA.A_J._ IJ_J'''A_MA'_AUAA,
cognizance must be taken of the effects of bearing stiction, viscous friction,
and structural compliance which give rise to a nonlinear relationship between
input driving function and output response. However, no gear train stiction
or backlash exists with a direct drive unit.
(4) "Ferrite Phase Shifters", May 1961, Rantec Corporation, Calabasas, California
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4.1.5 Acquisition
The sequence of operations performed during acquisition is described
in the following paragraphs. The discussion pertains to either orbital or direct
descents.
The beacon is first activated and transmits an unmodulated carrier
signal, while the radar receiver is energized and its antenna is directed in
a space search over a conical volume of 7-degree half angle* in a frame time of
approximately 4 seconds, corresponding to a scan speed of 15°/second. The
highest amplitude received signal is retained in a peak detector and the
angular coordinates of the antenna gimbals read into the on-board computer.
After one such frame has been completed, the antenna is directed to the vicinity
of the largest target return and angular lock-on consumated by disconnecting
the scan programmer and closing the angle track loop. Phase lock of the carrier
channel is performed simultaneously by a frequency discriminator whose output is
employed to pull the VC0 within the carrier phase-lock acquisition bandwidth.
It is observed that the doppler uncertainty during acquisition corresponds to
one-way doppler. Since the doppler uncertainty is of the order of 160 m/sec**(3 _ )
*For example, a positional error of 18 km out of 180 km corresponds to 6 degrees
and body attitude uncertainty may increase it to 7 degrees.
**For a direct approach trajectory, the total velocity variation between a
72-hour and 90-hour earth-moon transit time is approximately 330 m/sec. Normally,
the nominal transit time is known prior to launch, but it is conceivable that
clably. The on-board computer would be cognizant of the variation, however, and
could crudely adjust the volts_e-controlled oscillator of the carrier tracking
loop %0 center the frequency of the injected reference , thereby: com-
pensating for a fraction of the resulting doppler uncertainty. For an orbital
descent, the variation in the expected doppler is due mainly %0 relative lateral
positional error. For example, for a nominal orbital velocity of 1.8 km/sec and
a 27 km lateral positional error at 360 km_ the velocity uncertainty due to
position alone is approximately 5 m/sec. The uncertainty in the magnitude of
orbital velocity would also be small. To take a conservative approach, the
acquisition bandwidth is determined by using a total doppler uncertainty of
160 "/Sac.
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the frequency uncertainty is given by
BW
= + +(3 1
where
Using
_f
2
= doppler uncertainty
= variance in frequency of transponder crystal
oscillator
= variance in frequency of radar injected
reference crystal oscillator
&f = 5.25 kc/s
.. = = i kc/s
the total acquisition bandwidth is 13 kc/s.
Next the radar transmltterj unmodulated, is energized and the carrier
acquired in the transponder in a manner analogous to that utilized in the radar.
The transponder transmitter is modulated with the ranging modulation and the
modulation is detected at the radar, signifying carrier acquisition has been
completed in the transponder. The radar transmitter is then modulated and the
modulation loop acquired in the transponder3 at which time a tone may be imposed
on the carrier and observed at the radar, indicating acquisition is complete and
data is acceptable for processing. Since no oscillator sweeping is necessary,
phase acquisition is easily accomplished in less than one second.
4.i.6 Modulation Technique
The modulation objective consistent with the ranging principle used
in STEIATRAC is to generate two CW signals, coherently related and separated
in frequency by the ranging subcarrier frequency of 4.0 to 4.15 inc. The desired
distribution of power between these signals is governed by range measurement
.... j __._o _ u_ the _=_z_...... _u dlu_rlbute stresses on carrier an_
modulation phase-tracking loops so as to maximize the threshold range for
tracking. Since the expected accuracy of STELATRAC ranging near threshold
exceeds requirements, it seems reasonable that the choice of modulation tech:-:
nique should maximize the threshold range.
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A comparison of alternative modulation techniques involves constant
ation of complexity, reliability, differential modulation phase shift_, mnd1_1,*nr
insertion loss, end power utilization for the various possible techniques. Po_
utilization, as ,reed here, refers to a figure of merit (based on threshold ra,_
or range measurement accuracy) inherent in the technique and exclusive of the
other factors which are practical ones. It involves, in addition to the mann_
in which modulation is impressed on the carrier, the technique by which the
modulation is tracked in the receiver and bandwidths in which the various
signal components are processed. The STELATRAC receivers are basically two-
channel CW receivers and are readily adaptable to two-tracking configurations.
These are:
i) A conventional phase-lock carrier tracking loop and a
modulation phase-lock loop which tracks a signal derived
by detecting and processing a single first-order modu-
lation sideband. This is the technique used in the
feasibility demonstration equipment.
2) A double sideband tracker in which both firet-ordor
sidebands are processed in the injected reference
receiver. Both sidebands are tracked with the sane
offset and phase detected against a common reference.
The carrier tracking error signal is obtained by
summing the two phase detector outputs and the modula-
tion tracking loop error signal is obtained by differ-
encing them.
The relative advantages of the two techniques are critically
dependent on the r_tive stresses (and hence relative bandwidths) of the
carrier and modulation tracking loops. If the stress due to the range
s_uity resolution sweep of the modulation greatly exceeds the stress on the
carrier loop due to accelerations along the line-of-sight, the carrier track-
ing loop bandwidth may be me_le small relative to the modulation loop bandwidth.
In this case, the carrier channel contribution to modulation loop phase noise
_y be _de sn_Lil even _hough _he carrier power may be considerably reduced
relative to the sideband po_er. Phase modulation is inherently well suited
to this situation, since a relatively large first-order sideband may be
obtained along with a small residual carrier. The double sideband tracker
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must accept equal phase noise contributions from each of the two receiver
channels j but has several attractive features. These include:
l) The double sideband suppressed carrier signal generated
by balanced squarewave modulation has greater first-
order sideband power than any other peak power limited
wave form.
z) The modulation tracking loop may be made independent of
the carrier loop tracking error if the two channels are
balanced.
3) The stress due to modulation sweeping may be equally
distributed between two phase detectors if a balance
is achieved between the two channels.
A useful criterion in comparing techniques is the signal-to-noise power ratio
(per unit error) at the output of the modulation phase detector with the
modulation loop open. This figure is a measure of the tracking error and, in
the case of the transponder, may be interpreted as a measure of the range
accuracy potential. This figure of merit has been determined for several
modulation and tracking configurations. The results are presented in
Table 4-1. The following definitions apply to symbols used in Table 4-1.
A t ratio of the square of sensitivity to variance for
the output of the transponder modulation phase
detector (the figure of merit referred to above).
_r ratio of the square of sensitivity to variance for
the output of the ranging phase detector in the
modulation).
phase noise power spectrum level in the carrier
channel wlth carrier unmodulated (a convenient
reference noise level).
B = bandwidth of ranging phase detector output filter
B
C
= noise equivalent bandwidth of the carrier phase-
tracking loop (transponder).
B m
= noise equivalent bandwidth of the modulation phase-
tracking loop (transponder).
In determining the comparative figures of merit, a fixed peak transmitter power
has been assumed,and the phase detector sensitivities have been normalized
to unity.
In those eases involving phase modulation and carrier and single
sideband tracking, the index of modulation has been chosen to maximize the
figure of merit for the transponder, _. For the single sideband configura-
tion, f_t is a good indication of relative threshold signal levels It may
be inferred that the combination of sinusoidal phase modulation and reduced
carrier loop bandwidth (Bc = Bm/5) will track the modulation at a signal
level 5.3 db below the threshold level of the current feasibility demonstration
equipment. This inference is, of course, based on the assumption that narrow-
banding the carrier loop does not introduce significant dynamic tracking errors
in the modulation loop.
Table 4.1. Comparison of Figures of Merit for
Alternative Modulation Techniques
_r _t
Squarewave On-Off Modulation 1 1
C m m
Squarewave On-Off Modulation 1 1
-- 27. lO.- 
Sinusoidal Phase Modulation i i
Bc -> Bm _ 6"_Bm--
Sinusoidal Phase Modulation 1 1
Bc = Bm/5 16.52_B 4. l_B m
Sinusoidal Phase Modulation 1 1
B/_---_ o _5•9_ 4.92_Bm
Squarewave Phase Modulation 1 1
Bc -- 4.o7 , 
Balanced Squarewave Modulation i i
(DSBSC Tracker) _ 4.92_B m
Re lat iveF_mprovement
in _Lt
1.14 db
3.34 db
5.28 db
6.7
5.3db
4.Sdb
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Some caution must be used in comparing the figure of merlt_ /It,
cQmputed for single sideband and double sideband tracking configurations.
The difficulty is that the nonlinearity in the phase-tracking loops (which
ultimately determines the hold-on capability) arises in different ways.
Consider a single sideband configuration. The modulation phase detector
characteristic has the form sin @ where e is the modulation phase arror.
In the double sldebaud tracker, the modulation frequency is halved (frequency
separation between first-order sidebands is equivalent to carrier first-order
sideband separation in a single sideband system) and the phase error, 9, is
shared by the two phase detectors. The error characteristic obtained by sum-
ruing phase detector outputs is then of the form 2 sin @/2 . Whereas the
two trackers have equivalent modulation phase detector sensitivities, the
double sideband tracker phase detector has an extended range between phase
error maxima. The resulting threshold improvement is expected to be signi-
ficant, but has not been determined.
Table _-i indicates a figure of merit for a double sideband
system with balanced modulation which closely approaches that for the single
sideband system with phase modulation. Although the advantages of the former
have not been quantitatively assessed, it appears to have a potential for
further improved threshold performance. There are, however, inherent diffi-
culties in instrumenting a double sideband tracker; summing and difference
d-c amplifiers (with attendant drift problems) are required, and it has not
been d_mn_atrat_A that the optimum sideband level (squarewave balanced modu-
lation) can be achieved with low modulator insertion loss. For purposes of
assessing system performance, the more proven technique of phase modulation
is used.
4.1.7 Rau_e Measurement
The ranging technique is a variation of the conventional CW
ranging technique commonly used in radio guidance systems, in which the
roundtrip phase shifts of several modulation (subcarrier) waveforms impressed
on a microwave carrier are measured. In the proposed system, a fine range
measurement is obtained by a phase measurement on a relatively high frequency
subcarrier (4 mc). Coarse range is obtained by sweeping the same subcarrier
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over a known frequency range, measuring the subcarrier phase shift over a time
interval encompassingthe sweep, and comparing this phase shift against that
predicted for the unswept subcarrier .on the basis of a carrier doppler rp_as-
urement. Thus, only two phase measurements are required: i) subcarrier
phase for fine ranging, and 2) carrier phase for range rate. Coarse range
is determined from a comparison of the two measurements in conjunction with
information about the subcarrier frequency modulation.
The range and range rate determination may be described anal_-
ically as follows:
Let _m and _c be the two-phase measurements _erformed by the
radar receiver.
= _b_ + _ __c c
where
(5)
= subcarrier frequency, radian/sec
m
= carrier frequency, radian/sec
C
= a bias frequency on which the carrier
doppler information is recovered
I_ = round trip delay (?R/c)
R = range
= velocity of propagationC
The range rate is obtained by means of a cycle count of the waveform, the
phase of which is given by _c over a time interval (ta, _)
° ( 1t b - t a = _ = _ _t % (6)
Fine range is given by
r = R - n_ m (7)
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where n is the number of whole wavelengths of the modulation encompassed in
range R0and _m is modulation w_velength.
_m: %_ - 7" -7- " + (8)
so that
x#,
r = _ - nAm (9)
In order to examine coarse ranging, a time interval is considered in which
the frequency of the modulation is swept linearly from fo to fo + Z_f and
back to fo as illustrated in Figure 48. The corresponding variation of
_m between some arbitrary time, to, prior to initiation of sweep and a
time, t, after the aweep transient has terminated is considered:
#=(to) : _ z s (io)
c o o
#m(t) = -_ (fo + A_) (S° + aS) (ll)
t
_¢m c o c
where
= So+_s --S(t) (13)
Rearranging (7) yields f
c Cm os --TEE? A - _-_/_R (14)
/kR is available in terms of the carrier phase change.
4_f
c _s (l_)ACe -- "-7-
Thus
cf
- __r-_m _L_r Zc "c "-"
The measurements may, in principle, be taken over a sweep in either direction
and the range determination is in no way dependent on the manner in Which
range varies during the measurement interval.
(a)
(b)
Imf
t
t _
t o t I t 2 t t t4
t ---
Figure 4-8 Subcarrier Frequency Sweep and Resulting
Modulation Phase Change
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Digital zero counting instrumentation is used to measure A _o
and A _m and to solve equations (l_i and (16) for range. The phase A _m
may change very slowly. In the interest of measuring _m with a zero crossing
instrumentation, a bias is introduced by phase detecting carrier and sub-
carrier signals against references offset from each other by a convenient
bias frequency. The biased version of _m may be supplied to a digital data
processor for translation to a binary digital format for subsequent computer
usage.
4.1.8 Doppler Data Extraction
Since the radar receiver tracks the receive& carrier, X-band
doppler information appears in the receiver as a difference between injected
reference and transmitted carrier frequencies• For the purpose of illustra-
ting the method of doppler extraction, system frequencies are tabulated below.
(The 4 mc subcarrier modulation is disregarded.) All frequencies are refer-
enced to fl = 646.7 mc (the transmit-recelve frequency offset).
Table 4-2. System Frequencies
|
Radar transmitter frequency
Transponder received frequency
Transponder injected reference
Transponder transmitter frequency
Radar received frequency
Radar injected reference
16f 1
16fI - 16flR/C
16fl " 16flR/C - ft
15f I - 15f I R/c - (15/16)f t
15fI - 15fI 2R/c - (15/16)Zt
15fx - 15fI 2_/c - (15/16)Zt- fr
In the preceding table, ft and fr are the transponder and radar
reference offset frequencies, respectively. The difference between radar
transmitter and injected reference frequencies is obtained from a diode mixer
on the terminated arm of the directional coupler (see Figure 4-3). Placement
of the diplexer in the receiver tracking loop assures sufficient transmitter
power reflection into the terminated arm of the directional coupler and, in
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addition, provides the injected reference compensation for modulation phase
errors introduced by the diplexer receiver arm filter. The selected output
frequency of the diode mixer is
fR
fl + 15zi -_ + _ ft + fr (17)
A further heterodyning with a signal of frequency fl obtained from the
transmitter frequency multiplier chain followed by filtering to remove the
4 mc subcarrier modulation (not shown in the expressions for frequency
above) produces the X-band doppler frequency on a bias frequency
fr + (15/16) ft
The doppler signals are available for data processing.
_.1.9 Receiver Sisnal-to-Noise Ratios
The ability of the beacon tracking radar to perform the various
tasks of acquisition, ranging, angle tracking, etc., is measured in terms
of certain receiver signal-to-noise ratios. For purposes of generalization,
the beacon equation is written as
where
PTGRGT2 = PR R2L (18)
PT = total available power
GT • = beacon antenna gain
G_ = radar antenna gain
n
A = wavelength of radiation
L = system loss factor
R = range
The terms on the right of equation (18) are considered fixed by operational
and performance considerations whereas only the product on the left is
.
deterministic in general. However, as shown earlier, GT should be as large
*The variation of L with frequency is neglected for purposes of this
discussion.
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as possible to minimize multipath while still providing adequate angular
coverage. A wavelength near 3 cm will minimize flame effects in all
instances and terrain bias errors in the altimeter mode. With the selec-
tion of these parameters, equation (18) can be solved for PTGR, given a
minimum acceptable received signal level and an estimate of the losses 3 L.
The STELATRAC receivers maintain solid phase-lock down to signal-to-noise
ratios of +6 db in the tracking bandwidth, which corresponds to an even
higher ratio in an actual implementation due to the tracEi:_ loop bandwidth
reduction attributable to signal suppression in the limiter-smplifiers at
low signal-to-noise ratios. The carrier tracking loop bandwidth is 200 cps
and the subcarrier i000 cps--the latter wider to trs2k the sweeping modu,
lation which corresponds to an acceleration term. The STELATRAC receiver
effective noise figure is ii db and there is a i db foldover loss in
second detection. Thus PR' for a +6 db S/N, is -133 dbm in the carrier
and -126 dbm in the subcarrier channels, respectively. The losses are
summarized as follows:
Phase shifters and power divider 1.5
Circulator O. 5
Diplexe z. 1.25
Waveguide O. 5
vswR O. 75
Polarization ellipticity O. 5
lO.O _bTotal losses
The transmitted power-radar antenna gain product at R = 700 km,
with the carrier modulated, can be determined from:
*For angle tracking considerations, the I db contribution to the noise
figure assignable to the operation of the bandpass limiter-amplifier does
not apply, giving alO db NF.
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2 22
R2 116°9 --
L l0 --
GT ll
x2 30.5 --
179.4 ii
PTGR
= 168.4 _
The largest PTGR product occurs in the subcarrier channel and is +47.4 Cbm
as the subcarrier is suppressed 5 db below the unmodulated carrier.* The
antenna gains corresponding to antenna apertures of 0.6, 0.463 and 0.3 meters
operating at 0.6 efficiency and where tracking is performed at the half-power
point are 30.7, 28.4_ and 2_.7 db, necessitating total available powers of
+16._, +19, and +22.7 dbm. During the acquisition sequence, the S/N ratio
in the carrier channel is +18 db.
It is noted that if _ A 2 GRAT of the radar-to-transponder
link is maintained constant by proportionately increasing AT, the transponder
antenna aperture area, PT _ required does not vary as the frequency decreases.
With solid-state sources, the conversion efficiency increases as the output
frequency is lowered and hence a favorable tradeoff exists from this consider-
ation alone. The factors s_tt_ng a lower limit on the frequency of thee radar-
to-transponder link are flame effects and size of the transponder antenna. The
frequency of the return link is determined mainly by the specified angle track-
ing performance.
4.1. lO Effect of Engine Exhaust Plume on Sensor 0_eration
...... _ ti usly_AA_. A_A _AAOVAO w,-,.L_ _ A_LA--A'_LA LAJ _J_J_A _ _ con nuo
throughout the landing phase of the mission. The exhaust plume of the
Multimission Module landing engines can impair the operation of a radar if
the radar frequency is too low. Possible effects of the plume on the radar
signal are refraction, reflection, and attenuation.
*The S/N of the carrier channel is correspondingly +8 dh.
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In this section, an upper limit for the attenuation of an X-band
signal by the plume is determined. The attenuation of the wave is shown to
be negligibly small. The effects of reflection and refraction would be insig-
nificant, as evidenced by the small attenuation, and thus have not been
computed.
The Multimission Module has been assumed to have two Pratt and
Whitney RLIO engines placed with their centers I_?/_ apart, aimed parallel
to the axis of the vehicle. The antenna was assumed to be 0.63 meters from
the outer circumference (i.e., 2.67 meters from the centerline) of the Multi-
mission Module.
The determination of the attenuation induced by the plume con-
sisted of three separate computations. The concentrations of the exhaust
products of the engines were determined from the fuel used, the impurity
concentrations in the fuel, and the combustion chamber conditions. Assuming
no electron-positive ion recombination in the plume, the electron density
and water vapor density were found throughout the plume. From the particle
densities, the attenuation was found using the results of earlier studies
at STL.
A computer program was used to determine the exhaust products
of the RL10 engine. The engine was assumed to operate at a chamber pressure
of 300 psia with an oxidizer-to-fuel weight mixture ratio of 5. The fuel
was assumed to be i00 percent liquid hydrogen at 20 degrees, while the
oxidizer (liquid oxygen at 90°k) was assumed to contain the maximum of
0.5 percent nitrogen, as an impurity, permitted by MIL Spec. MIL-P-25508o
The gas parameters and densities in the combustion chamber,
nozzle throat and nozzle exit plane, based on equilibrium flow, are shown
•in Table 4-3.
The electron density and temperature throughout the exhaust
plume were found using a digital computer. It was assumed, very conserva-
tively, that no electron-positive ion recombination would occur beyond the
nozzle throat. This assumption was necessary because the actual recombina-
tion rates cannot be determined accurately. The attenuation calculated by
this technique would be a vast upper bound for the actual attenuation°
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Table 4 - 3
Equilibrium Flow Calculations for the BLIO Engine
Chamber
Pressure• psia 300.0 --
Temperature• o R 5755
Density• ib/ft 3 5.67 x 10 -2
Velocity, ft/sec 0
MW (Molecular Weight) i1.679
C*, ft/sec
Isp (opt)• see
Isp (vac)• sec
cF (opt)
cF ( ac)
Throat
172.4
5406
3.50 x 10 -2
5.12 x 103
ii. 794
7745
159.1
_97.5
.6612
1.2359
Exit Plane
.5718
2014
3.19 x i0"4
1.4.0 x 104
12.074
436.5
454°8
i.8135
1.8897
Gas Composition . Mole (or Volume) Fractions
xi
H --- xi
•03675 -- xl
•35 728 .02783 i0" 7
_0 -35973 •37F48
•57798 •59344
N2 •00164 o625 72
NO .O0170
•00179
o •oo18 •oooli io'13
OH "00143 •00074 I0"16
0._ •02380 -01595 i0- 9
H$ •00093 _O00h9 ln"16
N+ i.ii x i0"II 2._I x 10 "12 -v
0+ 1.32 x 10"15 1o66 x 10 -16 1.55 x 10-33
- 3.86 x lO'13 i0.14 _ io'38
e 1.60 x < i0.38
1.15 x i0"II 2-$7 x 10"12
1.55 x i0"33
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The plume electron density and temperature were calculated for
rays emanating from three points on the Multimission Module (as shown in
Figure 4-9) and propagating parallel to the vehicle axis° The gas density
encountered by each of the three rays specified is shown in Figure 4-10.
The radar can interact with the exhaust plume in a variety of
ways. The wave can be absorbed by the lossy mechanisms in the plume° It
can be refracted, i.e., bent, and emerge at an angle different from the
angle at which it entered, or be reflected by the plume. The wave may also
be diffused by the plume and emerge over a range of augleso The attenuation
has been calculated for a straight path parallel to the vehicle axis and
emanating from point C. The attenuation is very small, indicating thsh even
for a longer curved path, where the refraction is taken into account, the
attenuation will not be appreciable. It remains to analytically describe
the radar-plume interaction.
The electrical conductivity of a medium is defined by
J : (19)
whe re
J is the current density
O"is the conductivity
E is the electric field
The current density may also be described by
J = Ne V
where
N is the particle density
e is the charge of each particle
V is the average particle velocity
(20)
The average velocity, V, of a particular particle specie is inversely pro-
portional to the mass of the ion. For this reason, electrons will account
for the vase preponderance of the current density, and hence will determine
the conductivity of the medium.
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l_ig ure 4-9 View of Vehicle Base With Two R_.i0A Engine Nozzle_
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The theory of c_,n_)uctivity for the case :.z,fYree eiiectr:_ns
u_mergoing arbitrary elastic c_.._ilisions with neutral pa_'tic].cs has been
established by Margenau (_#" From his work:
V = eE (B c'_s _t + D sin _t)
Jl
2
6 amo D, for the weak field case , may be written as
/2 o_ V4 :
f
(.1)
#
D =
3 f3 ' J V) +_:_
o
3)
where i_ = (m/2kT), k being the Boltzman constant and T the temperat1,Te of the
gas. /_(V) is equal to the product of the neutral particle _e_sit:/ times a
function of V, the functional form being dependent on the nature of the
collisions made between the electrons and the neutral particles.
It is to be expected that, because of the high water vapor
content of the exhaust gases, inelastic collisions will play an important
role in conductivity theory. Electrons can induce transitions readily in the
rotational states of the water molecules through interaction with their
permanent dipole moments! 6J"" Therefore, _(V) in equations (2_) and (23) will
not. in general; be the collision frequency, but an effective collision
frequency.
{Y_5"Margenau, H., Physical Review, "Conduction and Dispersion of Ionized Oasses
at High Frequencies", Vol. 69, 1946. Page 508.
i.e., the energy gained by the electron from the field during a mean free
time i_ less than the energy lost upon collision.
""_6!_itshuler, S_, Moe_ M. M,, and Molmud, P., "The Electronics of the Rocket
.[:_xhaust". Space Technology Laboratories_ Inc., Internal Memo GM-%_-0i65-
00397. 15 June 1958.
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Studies by Altshulex('7_ave shown that the cross section for
momentum transfer, Q(v), for electron impact on water molecules obeys _he
relationship
QV2 = 5.9 (C.G.S. units) (24)
The form of _(V) is given by
_(v) : 0 Q(v)v (2_)
where
0 is the neutral particle density
Substituting equations (24) and (25) in equations (22) and (23) yields
whe re
am = 3 4_ 1-x-x e Ei(-x (26)
_i 2_D = -_x+
V2
x = _ ---g
(.D
4 2 4 x5/2 ex )]
x - _ _ C1 - _ .] (27)
EiC-x)
7(z)
-- 7o
e't
-K- dt (the exponential integral) (28)
exp (-t2) dt (the error integral) (z9)
The solutions for a_ and aO are available in Reference _. There
they have been shown in graphical form as a function of (v/_), the collision
frequency divided by the radar frequency.
The average collision frequency for electrons colliding with
water molecules is given by
V = °r_'2 _ fm___L _I/2
_, w _ 2xkT ' (3o)
(_) Altshuler, S., Physical Review, "Variational Principles for Wave Function
in Scattering Theory", Vol. 107, July l, 1957, Page ll4.
where
v is the average collision frequency
Q is the collision cross section of the water molecule
p is the density of water molecules
m is the massof an electron
k is the Boltzman constant
T is the gas temperature
Combining equations (19)and (_)
NeV
O-= --
E
using equation (21)
m
The wave equation in the C.G.S. coordinate system is
(31)
(32)
where
,:,j2E + ,_,(E."V( _. 2 _E
= 0
= e' + 4x_____
Jm
E being the complex dielectric constant
_' being the real dielectric constant
(33)
(34)
The solution tO (33) for a plane wave yields a propagation
constant given by
C
where
_Cis the phase shift (in radians) per unit length
is the attenuation (in nepers) per unit length
(35)
Combining equations (32) and (33)
%)4S,_: J_ .1-_s_ _ 1 + ( _--
£D
f.b
.,_ .jl/2
(36)
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where
_" has been assumed to be i; B and D are as defined by
equations (2g) _nd (27),
and
2
2 e
C m
For the caS_c/_ )2 << i equation (34) reduces to
2
CB,._= 2
_ ._,,_
(37)
A plot of equation (37) evaluated along the ray path C of
Figure 4_0 is shown in Figure 4-11. A graphical integration of Figure 4-11
yields a total X-band attenuation of 3 x lO"_ db. It is evident that an
X-band radar could operate anywhere on theperiphery of the Multimlssion
Module and be essentially unaffected by the engine exhausts.
The plasma frequency is near or less than 200 mc. Hence the
frequency depeng&ence of the attenuation above _DO mc is as (frequency) %2 .
At S-band (lO cm), the attenuation would be 3 x lO-3 db, and at L-band
(30 cm) 0.03 db. The attenuatiou is now becoming significant and can not be
completely ignored. To permit the employment of thrust levels above 30,000
pounds without incurring degradation in sensor performance, the operational
frequency should be above L-band and X-band was selected as a conservative
approach in this regard.
-8o-
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4.2 EXTENDED R_NGE ALTIE_T_R
4.2.1 Introduction
The lunar descent guidance requirements down to slant ranges where
_L velocity meter is required can be satisfied by an altimeter functioning in
the interval of 1.8 to 220 km with a measurement accuracy of 0.5 percent. This
operating range and accuracy combined pose very demanding requirements on the
electronic design to achieve a system that will function with the transmitter
power available from solid-state sources as the reliability constraints for the
lunar landing application necessitate an all solid-state design approach. Recog-
nition of the stringent design requirements has led to a careful evaluation of
the known techniques of implementing a ranging system. In a limited peak power
application, the 50 percent duty cycle or ICW method with pulse repetition fre-
quency (PRF) tracking, some of the conventional FM techniques, and a frequency
shifting technique to track altitude similar to that of the ICW method have
been found to have potentiality. Of these, the PRF tracking technique with
50 percent duty factor modulation was both most promising and directly integ-
rable with STELATRAC--one of the Study objectives.
The high altitude altimeter configuration selected for laboratory
evaluation and analysis is illustrated by the simplified block diagram of
Figure 4-12. Portions of two trackers have been added to the basic STELATRAC
instrumentation. One of these is a frequency tracking circuit which replaces
sections of the STELATRAC phase-locked carrier tracking loop and performs a
similar function, i.e., to the extent of wiping off the doppler shift from the
signal processed at second i-f. Frequency tracking is substituted for phase
tracking because superior performance is achieved in the thermal noise region
while tracking a spread spectrum signal. The frequency tracking loop output
_ _ ,,,,!+__ u_,_ _e _b_ _l_m_+_r ia ,,_d to time the i_nition of
the first stage, an altitude capability of 700 km is desirable. For this case,
an additional lO db of gain is required. Several alternatives are available and
included among these are a lower operational frequency and larger antenna aperture.
The former exhibits more promise. For example, by lowering the operational fre-
quency to the 2 gc region, an output power in excess of 1 watt can readily be pro-
vided, compensating for the lO db increase in range attenuation. With the change
in frequency, a modified antenna assembly is required as it can no longer be com-
patible with the X-band planar antenna of the beacon tracker. Further study in
this area is indicated.
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provides the injected reference signal supplied to the STELATRAC receiver. The
second is the altitude tracker, which is an all electronic servo that regulates
the PRF to be an inverse function of altitude. The PEF tracker provides an
analog indication of altitude, and the same signal is converted to transmitter
and receiver gates, which lOO percent amplitude-modulate the transmitted signalj
injected referencej and local oscillator , respectively, as part of the closed
loop action. Further discussion of the operating details can be found in the next
section. A oreseuta¢_ou of some of the considerations and oroblems involved in
implementing this altimeter follows.
A difficulty common to virtually all CW techniques is that of provid-
ing sufficlenE transmitter-receiver isolation; in this application, approximately
160 db of isolation is required at maximum altitude. The ICW method with PEF
tracking offers the most effective solution to this problem if the transmitter
can be turned OFF completely. Fortuitously, one of the virtues of a solid-state
multiplier chain transmitter is that ON-OFF modulation is easily and effectively
provided by switching the varactor bias voltage in the final multiplier stage or
stages. Also, the OFF-ON and 0N-OFF transitions can be achieved in less than
20 nanoseconds, so that a very wideband signal can be transmitted to enhance the
accuracy potential of the PEF tracking technique.
The signal-to-noise ratio in the signal spectrum region will be on
the order of -40 db at maximum altitude. Thus considerable care must be exercised
in the receiver design and in particular in the implementation of an altitude
tracking error detection scheme so as to make use of the range re_oiu_iua iafo;_ma-
tion contained in the high frequency sidebands of the transmitted signal. Essen-
tially coherent processing of the signal is necessary at all points in the receiver
to extract the error information needed to operate the electronic servo which
reEulates the transmitted PRF and provides analog altitude. However, the spread
spectrum of the signal reflected from the lunar terrain severely limits the
achievements to be realized from coherent type processing.
If necessary, the resolution capability of the basic ranging technique
can be improved, at the expense of additional circuit complexity, by serrating
the transmitted pulse, i.e., by placing more of the transmitted power in the
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higher frequency sidebands, or similarly by tracking a multiple of the PRF once
the range ambiguity is resolved. The study conducted to date has indicated
that these refinements will probably not be necessary to meet the desired
accuracy.
The solution to the isolation problem afforded by PEF tracking is not
a complete panacea in that an adaptive servo must be built to accommodate the
120:l variation in altitude. The need for an adaptive servo stems from two facts:
l) the error detection slope is a direct function of the time delay in the path,
and 2) the dynamic requirements to track the altitude profile vary widely with
altitude. Design of the PRF servo also entails the usual problems of loop
disturbances such as amplifier and detector drifts, VCO drifts, and self-nolse
an_ receiver noise_ Also, the tracking error is derived from the spread spectrum
signal which fluctuates widely in amplitude and frequency and represents an
essentially uncontrollable random disturbance to the tracking loop. Further dis-
cussion and analysis of these problems is presented in succeeding sections.
4.2.2 Functional Description and Analysis
Figure 4-13 shows a more complete block diagram of the all solid-state
altimeter illustrated earlier in Figure _-12. As indicated in the prior discus-
sion, the altimeter functions in the ICW mode with PEF tracking and approximately
50 percent duty factor modulation.
The nominal conditions satisfied by the electronic servo which regu-
lates the PRF is that
f = cl4h (38)
r
where f is the pulse repetition frequency, c is the velocity of light, and h
r
the altitude. Altitude error sensing is performed by perturbing (dithering) the
pulse repetition frequency about its nominal tracked value. The dither rate
......-_ _ ._-----_..... _._+_, ._ ÷_ _!+._+._!a_.+.._._r _n that this error signal
is not removed by normal loop action. The dither, in general, results in eclips-
ing of the received signal at the mixer as the local oscillator signal is gated
precisely out of phase with the transmitter, and the relative phase shift of the
two signals is 180 degrees at only one frequency for a prescribed altitude.
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S_bsequent to the first mixer error magnitude information resides in the varia-
tion of signal level, which is amplitude-detected at the output of the second
i-f. An AGC circuit will maintain the average power output of the narrowband
second i-f constant to aid in gain stabilization of the closed loop. The sense
of the tracking error is supplied by the synchronous demodulator which alter-
n_tely multiplies the eclipsing variation by +l in phase with the pulse repeti-
tion frequency dither° The signal output from the synchronous demodulator is
proportional, over certain limits, to the altitude error. This error signal is
processed by the compensation network and applied to the PRF VCO, the output of
which is used to gate the transmitted and received signals.
The technique of detecting altitude error information at the first
mixer merits more discussion. The signal power received at the altimeter for
lO0 mw peak transmitted power and a worst-case estimate of the scattering
coefficient near vertical incidence for the beam-limited case is given by:
in which
Pt _o ArL
Pr = 4_ h2 (39)
Pt = (peak transmitted power)
L = (transmit-receive losses)*
_o = (scattering coefficient)
4_
h2
A
r
= (2.22 x l0 5 meters)
= (receiving aperture
0o6 meters, 60% effo)
Pr = (received power, peak)
+20 dbm
+20 dhm
-8 _b
-10 db
-ll db
-lO7 _b
-7.8
-143.7
20.0
-123.7 dbm
The receiver noise density on the basis of an ll db noise figure receiver and
a 1 db foldover loss at second detection <mixzng of injected r_ferenc_ and _iga_l
at the i-f of 65 mc) is -162 dbm/cps. The transmitted signal will be confined
*The insertion loss of the phase shifters used for lobing in the beacon tracker
mode is reduced because they are set for zero phase shift. In addition, a smaller
allowance for field degradation is appropriate as the beacon has been unattended
for an indeterminate time period, whereas the altimeter has been checked out on
the launch pad.
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to approximately a iG0-mc bandwidth due to the 20 nanosecond rise and decay times.
Thus in the transmitted signal spectrum region, the signal-to-noise ratio at the
receiver will be on the order of -40 db. In order to provide amplitude detectlo,,
of the received pulse, the receiver would have to be narrowbanded to a bandwidth
on the order of twice the fundamental of the PRF, corresponding to the maximum
altitude of 220 km:
= c = 347 cps (4o)
frmi n h_
To include only the PRF first order sidebands in the receiver bandpass at the
minimum altitude of 1.8 km, where the PRF is
= C
fr= = 41.6kc, (41)
and would require a bandwidth of about i00 kc, and thus a fixed bandwidth receiver
would yield prohibitive detection losses at the maximum altitude. Conventional
video detection and split gate tracking is impossible at the maximum altitude
with the available power, antenna aperture and noise figure. Gating at i-f or
r-f then appears to represent the only remaining solution for detecting the
altitude error. Narrow gates which match rise and decay times of the received
or transmitted signal cannot be used to extract error information because noise
and signal become highly correlated and subsequent narrowbanding in the tracker
does not significantly reduce the thermal noise error. Thus wide pulse gating
appears to be the only workable technique. Gating at r-f is preferable with
the S_LATRAC receiver for two reasons: l) the i-f has a bandwidth limited to
about 1.5 mc and thus sc_e altitude resolution information would be lost if
gates at i-f were used, and 2) the first mixer is necessarily gated to provide
transmitter-receiver isolation and additional gating circuit complexity can be
gate. Because of this reasoning, a dither process is suggested. It is believed
that this %echnique represents the most accurate, efficient, and simple means
for detectin@ altitude errors in this application. Narrowbanding following first
mixer gating is now permissible, since error information due to the high fre-
quency content of the signal is already reduced to amplitude information of the
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carrier, or in the case of the spread spectrum, to amplitude variations
on the signal components in the vicinity of the virtual carrier.
A frequency tracker is employed to center the doppler-shifted
spread spectrum in the narrowband filter in the second i-f preceeding the
detector and synchronous demodulator. The frequency tracker employs a bang-
ba_ frequency discriminator with a crystal reference. The advantages of the
nonlinear detector in this tracking loop is that it eliminates a d-c amplifier
and is simpler than devices commonly used in this application. Experimental
confirmation of the practicality of this device in the presence of the spread
spectrum signal is necessary, however. The output of the frequency tracker VCO
is multiplied to X-band in a low level multiplier chain. After modulation by
the receiver gate, the signal from this chain is used for the injected reference;
it is processed in the receiver along with the signal up to the output of the
second i-f signal° Also, the low level chain output is offset to produce the gated
local oscillator signal supplied to the first mixer.
Two gain-stabilizing devices are required to encompass mission dynam-
ics in the altitude tracker. The first will maintain the percentage dither of
the pulse repetition frequency constant, i.e., the dither magnitude must vary
inversel? with altitude to maintain constant linearity or fixed saturation limits
for the altitude error characteristic. The second will provide compensation for
the loop gain change of 120:l due to altitude variation. Simultaneously, this
adaptive device may program, along with the altitude gain compensation, additional
changes in tracking ioop ............. _o accon_od_te the .............
in equipment d_rnamics. Present estimates indicate a need for a bandwidth change
with altitude. A computer simulation of the tracking behavior for the altitude
profiles to be encountered will be necessary to firmly establish the necessity
of such a requirement. It appears that this adaptive feature of the tracker may
be handled by discrete switching steps rather than on a continuous basis, again
a computer simulation will be required to verify this conjecture.
Figure 4-13 shows two circuits dotted in the block diagram which
deserve mention. One of these is a very narrowband amplifier preceeding the
synchronous demodulator. Introduction of this amplifier will be required
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only if environmental tests of the synchronous demodulator show that drifts are
excessive_ The second is a gate balance control which may be required if ade-
quate open loop balance (equal time duration) of the transmitter and receiver
gate cannot be maintained. The effect of gate unbalance can become detrimental
when the differential widths represent an appreciable fraction of the dither
percentage measured in terms of phase variation of the gates at the first mixer.
The unbalance appears as an increase in the dead zone width (or hysteresis area)
and thus the gain of the altitude servo can be affected when the unbalance
becomes large.
4.2.2.1 PRF Trackin 6 Loop Anal_sis
The PRF tracking loop model, including the error detector character-
istic for static time delay, can be constructed directly from a phase analog.
Alternatively, the error detector characteristic may be derived as follows: For
a fixed PRF, the transmitter gate is a squarewave whose Fourier expansion about
t = 0 yields (D
1 _ 2
G(t'_r) = _ + k=o _'(2k + i) sin (2k + I) _rt (42)
where _ = 2_ f .
r r
Fourier expansion becomes
G t,m(t - +
k=o
where
,,,(+
w% vj
To represent the dithered gate for a constant PBF, the
sin (2k+ 1),  [ rt+ed(t)l
_(2k+
o
r "d" ""
@d(t) is the dither function which for the case of a squarewave isand
@d(t) = _--o 2Z_m_(24_+ i) sin (24 _ + i) _odt , (45)
_d being the fundamental of the dither frequency and A_ the dither deviation.
The received signal, R(t), is proportional to the transmitted
signal and delayed by
_(t) = 2h(t) (b_)
C
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Thus, neglecting proportionality factors
R(t) = G It -,I_, _(t -_)i
The injected refer_:_e Js
I T !
i -_r , _(t)) cos _tcPi(t) : G t -
while the gated local oscillator signal is
: T
P "i
; , C
COS [_o(t-,I_)! (47)
(_)
t (49)
The output of the mixer is the difference frequency term obtained
from an expansion of
!o <t_ Ri_) + _ _'._i (50)DI_* ) -- 2 i o i
. ;
T '_ :
r m(t) G It (_(t "T)= G t - -_, i -'f_
r I
+ G t---g,_(t) co._ -_, )t
_ r C
Both signals are passed by the pre_plifter and i-f- At the second detector_
these signals intermodulate to produce
I"
Dz(t) = A r(t) cos _(_c - e ) t + _'r. (51)
o e !
where A.(t) is the amplitude of second i-f signal and
W ,
A.(t) = G it - -_2,e(t) G it -T, _(t -T) i (52)
"I 1 J
The output of detector preceeding the synchronous demodulator is
essentially the content of A_t) at _d" Substituting (43) into (52) and
expanding, we have
GO
_:-? 2 _ - T ":
^ t+a 1 1 ..;_, _.(2k _- 1._ sin _- .t.-.>_+ ! _ [,n (t - r_ + ._ (t_] l
""rt" = _ _ 21_ " -' L' .... " L-r'- g" a" "j j
1 _:$ 2+ 7 _(2 ._ + l)
+ _-_
sin i (2 Z'+l)
I
sin (2k.+1)t [_r(t "7") + @d(t -'I')_
4
" i
L_r[t. - _-) + @d(t -'¢)]
..
W r
sin (2k+l) [_r (t-_-)+ 9d(t)] }
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I"
t(%cos -% ) t_ O
(53)
Only terms from the double summation contribute to the error signal about _d
and only for indices ._ = k. Thus the low frequency c<-_t:nt of the third
detector output is
OO
.....]
f-1 2 > 1
D3(t) = 5 " -_ k_d 2 cos (2k + l) i _ q-+ @d(t) - @d(t -_)
i2k . lj i r
To find the amplitude of the term at _d' it is necessary to evaluate
Td
] _ D3(t) exp (-icodt) dt
Approximating @d(t) - @d_t -. ) by <@d(t), recognizing that
Td
!+l_m, for 0 _t< -_
9_(t) =
Td
i-_, for -_ _t _T d
and evaluating (55) we find
• ii_
(54)
(55)
(56)
. _r +:'_m
] _ 2 , Z S .-S (57)
Cl(t) = Td ii_d_ _ L j . "_j.... 2 I _ "_"
where
= cos ?k + i) _x (58)
k=o (Zk + l)2
Now the signal into the syncbrnnnus demodulator is d(t) and can be written as
d(t) = _>"l(t) cos _d t + 6l(t) sin _d t
and o<I and _i are related to CI by
_<l(t) + i_l(t)
Of(t) = R
(59)
(6o)
Thus we find '_'_i= 03 _d I_
L{'II_ _4 % + _)-r (_- A_IT ' (61)
The output of the synchronous demodulator around d-c is the altitude
servo error signal E(t) where, within a constant,
E(t) = 61(t )
To evaluate the sumsin 61, it is noted that _r
is on the order of I0 percent of _r' thus
and
stays close to _, while
2 (63)
Substituting into (62), and neglecting scale factors which have been disregarded
throughout, we have
E(t) = (_ - _) (65)
This sameresult can be realized, as mentioned at the start of the analysis, by
inspecting a phase analog of the tracker and by observlng that the phase shift
of the PRFis m • and the action of the servo is to maintain the receiver andr
transmitter gates out of phase.
Figure 4-14 shows a model of the altitude tracker consistent with
the error characteristic derived above; definitions of loop parameters are
presented with the figure. Included in the model, which is strictly valid only
for the static case (x fixed), is a disturbance _i which is used (as will be
explained later) for the purpose of estimating the loop parameters required to
track the altitude profile. Whenx i_ treated as a variable, _i maybe taken as
zero, since it does not represent an actual disturbance. Since the time delay
is quite small relative to the response time of the tracker, it is valid to use
the representation of Figure 4-14 for variaoie _ _o investi_b_ _h_ _ackiL_
behavior. Omitting the effects of drifts and receiver noise, the tracker response
maybe written as
t
K
_(t) = _(t) .... Z _ (x) _ (x) gc(t - x) dx (66)
T I 0 r
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Drift and
Receiver Noise _i (s)
_v+
K d , Gc(S) K o ....
%
%'(s)
T _ .....
Figure 4-14 Altitude Tracker Model and Parameters
K d =
Oc(s)
K c =
T z =
T 3,
A_O
%(t)
1 =
error detector constant (volt/rad)
Kc(T2s + 1)
= (T3s + 1) (KcTlS + 1) ' compensation network
DC gain of integrating amplifier
lead time constant
K cT 1 = integration time constants of compensator
= scale ¢=r+._ of PR_F VCO (rad/sec/volt)
2h
time delay in propagation path (7 = _ for disturbance analysis)
C
"n=
rest frequency of PRF VCO
%(s)
_i(s)
K v =
_=
•(Or =
2
% (T3s + I) (TlS + I)
2 2
s +z _WnS +wn
K d K c K o T = open loop gain
natural resonant frequency of the tracker
altitude tracker output (PRF)
.QI,_
whe re , Kv
_(t) = _ + _ _ gc(X) dx (67)
and gc(t) is the normalized impulse response of Gc. For v bounded, it is kno_1
from the theory of integral equations that equation (66) possesses a unique
solution. A polynomlnal expansion for "_ is inappropriate for investigating
the solution of (66) for large values of time. _he general solution for a
polynominal expansion of _ involves at least a second order differential
equation in the Laplace transform of _r' followed by an inversion of that
solution to obtain the time response. Such a solution appears extremely dif-
ficult to say the least. Another possibility is to fit the time delay with
two decaying exponentials and match coefficients in their series expansions
to the polynominal approximation of x up to the acceleration term. This form
of approximation for x leads to a first order difference equation in the La-
place transform of _ . The solution of this equation was beyond the scope
r
of the present study.
Lack of a direct solution for the response of the altitude tracker
at this time lead to the use of a linearized perturbation technique in order
to arrive at numerical estimates of the characteristics and performance capa-
bilities of the altimeter. At present, there has been no analytical confirmation
of the goodness of the estimates derived with this technique. The required
tracking loop parameters are evaluated by introducing a disturbance _i (shown
in Figure 4-14) into the tracker which is the difference between the VCO rest
frequency and the polynominal expansion of the PRF function to be generated in
tracking the altitude profile in the vicinity of nominal altitude. Successive
solutions at various altitudes lead to the requirements over the entire alti-
tude profile. The dependence of _i on altitude and higher altitude derivatives
is shown in Figure h-l_. Since the delay, T , is held fixed at the nominal
.... _ _ _-_-" -- - "_ ....... • _-_ _ _ _A.-,,_ _-_r .,_._,_t._,"v,,.4'-_ .'_,-_ *'_'_ !!% L_"Y'.*'_'m
= _/_ represents error. The closed loop compensation parameters are
selected to keep the static and dynamic errors small relative to 0.5 percent
of _r for each of the terms in _,
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Inverting the transfer function of _r(S) for the disturbance _i(s)
shown in Figure 4-14, the static error term for large t is
c Kv 2+ __ (cps)
The error due to the velocity term in _. for t >_ i/_ m is
i n
Ev(t ) = h° h_° - + Kv_n _n J
The error due to the acceleration term in _. for t > > i/_ _ is
i n
I ,
+h
ea(t) = 2 !h-_°
\o
t i
" _--_ ( KcT I
n
whe re
(68)
(69)
exp (--'!':I_2,
c 2
2_v + K_ t (70)0 V nl
coo +
J
aR = T3KcTl_0n2 (2_ 2 - i) - _n(KcTl + T3) + i, (71)
tlnd
aI =
tan-1 aI _ "_l--- _ 2 I
= tan-l( ] 1 __ I_aR -. _-_ )+ tan-i ' (72)
'?he complcxity of the acceleration error term suggests that for a preliminary
estimaze of the tracking loop, _n' one consider the loop compensation to be
approximated by
K(_2s + 1)'
Oc(S) = 2 (73)
S
In this case, the acceleration error for large t is
(74)
The choice of loop parameters will be made on the basis of.05 per-
cent_ error from each source, a conservative approach. Higher accelera-
tions and velocities can be accommodated without incurring excessive errors or
loss of lock. Using (68) and allowing the PRF offset to be 40 kc minimum, the
loop gain Kv will be required to be about 2.2 x 105. This gain varies directly
with _and thus, ideally, gain compensation in the range of 120:1 will be neces-
sary. The maximum magnitude of the acceleration coefficient for ho/ho = 0.01
and h" o/ho = _.i x i0"5 at the maximum altitude of 220 km is
.. _
, ,_" f
c h°_ = o.o28 _ (75)
"
and at the minimum altitude of 1.85 km for ho/ho = 0.01,
is
i/ oc ! _ h
The natural resonant frequencies required for the tracker using (74) and the
0.05 percent error criteria mentioned earlier are
Maximum Altitude
% :
Minimum Altitude
(??)
mn = 3..l r,_/sec (?8)
It should be noted that the variation in loop gain due to the decrease of
would cause the bandwidth of the tracker, or _n' to decrease rather than increase,
as required. The eventual choice of tracker bandwidth will stem from thermal
and terrain noise considerations, both as to allowable unsmoothed noise output
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from the tracker and the design limitation that the PRF error shall exceed
the linear region of the altitude error characteristic with only small
probability. Choice of the widest bandwidth required over the whole altitude
profile would, of course, be desirable to avoid an adaptive mechanization.
Using the above estimates of the m required for the tracker at
n
maximum altitude, the time constant KcT I and T3 can be determined using (69)
and the 0.05 percent error criteria. Appropriate values for these constants
on this basis are
KcT I = 8680 sec, (79)
NOW
T3 = 78.6 sec.
T 2 '_ f.D
n
which yields T2 = 2.51 sec for _ = 0.707. A check of these results in (70)
indicated that the choice Olin from (74) yields a satisfactory error due to
the acceleration term with the actual compensator.
The gains in the PRF tracker are determined as follows. Calcula-
tion of the altitude error detector slope is easily accomplished by determining
the percentage modulation per percent error in PRF after the first mixer. This
factor can be established by noting that PHF phase change at the mixer is
5f
r. ('81)
r
and thereby determining the peak-to-peak fluctuation for a dither just equal
in magnitude to 5fr. Alternately, this may be calculated analytically by
determining the ratio of dither fundamental to d-c at the detector preceeding
the synchronous demodulator. The d-c output in terms of the previous notation
is
Tl i D3(t) dtCO - Td
= -_ +S.. _ s ,_
2 _
The percentage modulation m using (61), (63), and (64) is
(82)
m = --_ . - %_ (83)
II
which is noted to vanish when _ q_ = _, as expected. Now the percentage
r
modulation per percent error in PRF is easily shown to be
o/o;"I r 4= __ _- _ (84)X
r
If _ is evaluated for a square dither waveform and substantially all harmonics
of md are processed by the synchronous demodulator, then _ = 1. The actual
slope of the altitude error characteristic is dependent on AGC'd signal level
at the second i-f detector. For 5 volts peak, the altitude error slope will
be
= i_7 v,,l+..<,/_.,_,. (85)
"'d ......... • " "
for squarewave dither and a squarewave error signal fed to the synchronous
demodulator. Kd will be slightly less if the detector output is narrowbanded
to pass only the fundamental of the dither frequency. Addition of the band-
pass _8mplifier ahead of the synchronous demodulator, shown in Figure 4-13,
will result in an increase of K_ proportional to the gain of that amplifier.
The altitude error characteristic is shown in Figure 4-15-
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Altitude Error
(Volts)
f
r
Figure 4-15 Altitude Error Characteristic
It is worthwhile noting here that Kd is independent of dither percentage and
the choice of this quantity depends on the peak tracking error anticipated,
the dead zone width due to the time separation of transmit and receive gates
and the gate width unbalance. Present estimates indicate that 5 percent to
i0 percent dither is adequate. One desires to keep this as low as possible,
since the larger the dither the less the average received power. Returning
to establishing the tracker gains, it has been specified (and achieved in
the laboratory) that the PRF VC0 should have a scale factor of 20,000 cps/volt.
Thus the remaining gain is that of the integrating amplifier which at maximum
altitude is
K
K = v ._ 2.2 x i0"
-- = 716 (86)
c d 2 (2 Io4)(l.71(1.44 x Io-3)
K can be chosen greater than 716, since the bandwidth of the loop is independent
c
of this factor. Note if a-c gain is added ahead of the synchronous demodulator,
the gain required in the integrating amplifier is reduced by the same factor.
The decrease in gain cue _o _he variation in _ can be _emO-v-e_ by _,,_-:_,,m-'-"_--
the gain of the integrating amplifier, but only by simultaueously changing
the time constants in an appropriate manner.
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For the purpose of calculating the effects of thermal noise on
the PRF tracker, the effective •bandwidth will be determined.
bandwidth is given by
-- _ HCs) de
B = --
n 2 H(o)
The one-sided
(87)
where
H(s)
•
_KGc(S} I
i + _ Gc(S),
(88)
Evaluating this integral, we find
B ~ 4_ +i
n n 8_
(89)
Substituting the minimum value of
n
= 0.707, we have
derived for the maximum altitude case and
B = 0.3 cps
n
The following table smmnarizes the above estimates of the PRF
tracker parameters:
Table 4-1. PRF Tracker Parameters for
Maximum Altitude Condition
(9o)
Kd = 1.7 volts/rad
K_ 1 : 868osec
T3 = 78.6sec
T2 = 2.51 sec
K > 716
C
= i_40 _sec
K -- 1,256 x lO5 r_/_ec/vo!t
O
= 0.707
K = 2.2 xlO _
v
= 0.56 rad/sec
n
B = 0.3 cps
n
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The performance of the PRF tracker in the presence of thermal noise
can be established by calculating the noise level and spectrum shape at the
output of the synchronous demodulator for given signal conditions. Then by
introducing this equivalent noise at the point shown in the model of Figure 4-I)_.
one can determine the frequency noise at the tracker output. An alternate way
is to determine the error sensitivity of the PRF tracker at the first mixer,
calculate the equivalent thermal noise level at the same point, taking into
account all process losses, and then simply scale the thermal noise in the close,}
loop tracker bandwidth to frequency error. For the purposes of this estimate,
the latter method is selected. Using the percentage modulation given by (84)
for the case of squarewave dither and a squarewave error signal at the synch-
ronous demodulator input, the error power per percent PRF error is 37 dh below
the average received signal. Assuming the received signal to be a chopped sine
wave for this purpose, the average carrier power is 6 dh below the peak signal
power or approximately -130 dbm at maximum altitude. The receiver noise level
referenced to the first mixer has been shown,following equation (39), to be
-162 dbm/cps. Taking into account the chopped injected reference, the equi-
valent average noise density at second i-f is -165 dbm/cps. The detection loss
of a linear detector is negligible if the signal-to-noise ratio is in excess
of 5 db, which would exist in a 1 kc/s bandwidth. While in lunar orbit, pre-
paratory to initiating an orbital descent, the return spectrum exceeds 1 kc/s,
being of the order of 5 kc/s within the half-power points of the two-way beam-
via_t.h: However_ the __nt_ cA_nb_ _e,aily alreeted to within _ a_egree- _
local vertical by vehicle positioning, thereby enhancing the scattering coef-
ficient in relation to the -lO dh assumed in quantifying (39). Reference to
the estimated curve of lunar scattering coefficient versus incidence angle
illustrated in Section _._ ._ indicates a scattering coefficient of +3 db can
be anticipated within _.degrees of vertical. Thus, for the mission phase where
a large spread spectrum is anticipated, the signal level will be such as to
incur negligible detection losses. The signal-to-noise spectrum level is pre-
served in the synchronous demodulator when the noise peaks are small relative
to the switching reference level of the synchronous demodulator. Careful
design, including narrowbanding of the error signal at the dither frequency,
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if necessary, will assure this condition. The average noise power density
referenced to the mixer can then be taken as -165 dbm/cps. The effective
bandwidth of the PRF tracker is 0.3 cps in accordance with equation (90).
Therefore, the noise power which relates to tracking error is -170.2 dbm. The
variance of the PRF error due to thermal noise at maximum altitude is then
-3.2 db below I percent, or 0.7 percent rms.
Tracking errors due to drift arise from two sources, namely, the
synchronous demodulator and integrating amplifier in the compensation network.
The drift error for a constant disturbance V d at the point shown in Figure 4-i_
is
1 Vd
_d = 2_ K d cps (91)
or expressed as percent error
ed Vd
:  K-qx 10o% (92)
r
It is observed that if the altitude error detector slope, Kd, is increased,
the effects of drift are reduced. As mentioned earlier, a bandpass amplifier
introduced ahead of the synchronous demodulator will keep the drift errors
in tolerance. Noise saturation of the amplifier and the unbalance effects
of over-drivlng the synchronous demodulator with noise are the difficulties
associated with the provision of large gains.
The purpose of the frequency tracker in the altimeter is
to enable narrowbanding of the second i-f so as to avoid detection loss in
extracting the altitude error signal. A block diagram of the frequency
tracker is shown in Figure 4-13 and its model is shown in Figure 4-16.
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V/
rllw_ 4.ll r_qm_y Tmlsr Id_iel
K
_o =
K =
m
_(8)-
fi =
fl
f2
f
O
= D-C ga£n of compensator
VCO scale factor (850 cpe/volt)
frequency multiplication factor (230I_)
K
Ts + 1 ' loop compensation
center of received spectrum
= rest frequency of VCO
= discriminator reference frequency,
= output frequency
Based upon the specification determlned in Section 3, the tracker will be
required to track a maximum doppler shift of
zr _
x = 167 kcfd = -_--
and should possess a maximum acceleration capability of
• 2f
fd ffi Xc = 600 cps/sec.
(93)
(94)
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The frequency error in the tracker is detected by a dis-
criminator which exhibits a hysteresis form of nonlinearity. Choice of this
particular discriminator was predicated on frequency stability and circuit
simplicity, both in the discriminator itself and the tracker compensator. The
discriminator employs a crystal oscillator as a frequency reference and stabildt_
is thus independent of bandwidth which is not the case in the conventional de-
vice. The discriminator bandwidth is set by a single bandpass filter centered
on the reference frequency. Except for its nonlinearity, this discriminator
is equivalent to the sine-cosine error detector commonly used in this applica-
tion. Actually, the nonlinearity can be removed if desired at the expense of
circuit complexity. Complete evaluation, including laboratory testing, will
be required to Justify the choice of the nonlinear mechanization. Aualytical
appraisal of its performance and optimum design in the presence of the spread
spectrum signal and thermal noise will be difficult because of the nonlinearity.
The simplest network which can be selected for compensation
of the frequency tracker is shown in Figure 4-16. The following discussion
establishes that this simple filter is sufficient for signal tracking, and from
it, preliminary choices of T and K are made. The step function response of the
compensation filter is
E ?K 1 - exp(-t/T) _KtlT (95)
for small t. Hence, for a step of amplitude, A, at its input, the VC0 output
frequency varies with time according to
fo(t) = AKftlT (%)
for small t, where Kf = K K KVC 0. Let the frequency deadzone in the discrim-m
inator be D cps. Then, for fi constant, only when f differs from fi + f2
D o
by as much as _ cps will the discriminator output exhibit a change. When
this differential equals D_ cps, a step function of magnitude A is applied to
g_
G(s), causing fo(t) to reverse its direction. A continual oscillation thus
persists in the steady state. From (96), the time needed for the VCO output
to traverse the des_l_one, D, is
t =
AKf (97)
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and hence the frequency of oscillation is
- -- cps (98)
while the smplitude of the oscillation is evidently D
cps. This is shown in
Fi_ 4-17, The frequency of oscillation changes When fi + f2 is not at the
_C0 rest frequency Kfl; however, this variation in frequency is mall for the
constants eMosen.
T cannot be too large, since it is necessary that the loop
be sble to tolerate vehicle accelerations, be maximum aecileration specified
in Section 3 corresponds to a frequency ramp of 600 cps/sec, which requires
that
_f > 6oo cps/sec (99)
T
C_mbining (98) an_ (99) gives a lower limit on the oscillation frequency
fo'>- 3oo',Dcps (loo)
A further constraint is attributable to the fact tMat
while the altimeter is tranmnitting, the injected reference or loop output
frequency must not change by a large amount. The change accrues due to the
f_n_t_ ti_____cn_t_t T a_S depends un _he charge on the filter capacitor at
the time tke gate was closed. This effect is most pronounced when fi + f2
is furthest removed _ the VCO rest frequency, so that a net d-c voltage
is required at tke VCO to maintain loop tracking. If the maxinnnn voltage
required is V, the frequency offset at the end of a time _ t is
V?_ W A+
.m--ggO"m --"
fat - T cps (lOl)
If it is required that fAt < D/2, _8) gives
' 1
whe re
: _/_.
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Figure 4-17 Steady-state Oscillation at VCO Output
_00) _nd _C2 ) together bound the oscillation frequency.
If these bounds are incompatible, the loop using G(s)of the form specified
either is not able to track the specified frequency ramp adequately, or a larger
error than D/2 at the end of the gate time must be tolerated. Here, _t is the
duration of the gate, and for the worst case in (100, the largest such _t
must be used. M is the ratio of the maximum voltage required for the VCO to
f_llow the frequency excursions to the maximum d-c voltage provi_2d at the
filter output and should be small from the standpoint of (102).
For the present discriminator, D is estimated to be on
the order of 20 cps, while At = i._4 x i0 "3. For K = i, bOO) and _C2 )
max
give
!
69_ cps > fo > 15 cps _03)
which says that a large range of fo' is permissible using a simple RC filter
for G(s). Using the circuit parameters A = 4 volts, KmEVC 0 = 200 kc/volt,
and K = i,
, _ w. x i0 cps.fo T
If f ' is chosen to be ZOO eps, which is in the range specifle_ by (10B),
o
then
T = i00 sec.
(lO4)
(lO5)
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When fi reaches its maximum differential from the VC0 rest fre<_uency, the
oscillation becomes asymmetric; however, the frequency of oscillation will
decrease to only 188 cps. This choice then represents a workable design with
regard to signal tracking. In the altimeter application, further constraints
may arise due to the desired performance in the presence of fluctuation and
thermal noise• The tracker with the above parameters is anticipated to
exhibit characteristics similar to that of a linear tracker having an ef-
fective bandwidth of 800 cps. One would expect that a smaller bandwidth, i.e.,
somewhat larger T, would be more desirable.
It is worthwhile to contrast certain features of the
above nonlinear tracker design with certain features of those of an equiva-
lent second order linear tracker. The error response of the linear tracker
for a step of frequency fd in the steady-state is known to be
fd
c = -- (lO6)
s K
v
when K is the loop gain. For the maximum doppler shift of 167 kc and a track-
v
ing error comparable to the peak error with the nonlinear tracker, i.e., about
0.005 percent, the loop gain K must be about 20,000. The linearized gain of
v
the nonlinear tracker is 80,000 and there is an excess gain of 4. The time
dependent error due to a ramp input in frequency is given by
fd
r _ ,_vl/
n
where _n is the natural resonant _requency of the tracker. Now fatmax_ is
167 kc, thus _n must be about 130 rad/sec for a maximum tracking error
comparable to the peak error in the nonlinear tracker. The one-sided noise
_._._,_ _ this l_=_ t_ _-o_ld b= _ "_ c _,_,v,_L, r2 P whereaa the ........
_. v_,-
lent nonlinear tracker bandwidth is estimated to be 800 cps. Removal of some
of the excess gain (a factor two reduction would be reasonable) would bring
these effective bandwldths closer. Thus, when the hysteresis zone is suf-
ficiently small, the nonlinear tracker may be regarded in its gross features
-lO8-
as a linear system. On this basis, it is satisfactory to estimate the thermal
noise and fluctuation tracking error with a linear model of the tracker. Once
again, the second order linear model will be used.
Thermal noise tracking error for the case where the
signal-to-noise ratio is greater than unity is of interest. A singly-tuned
filter somewhat wider in bandwidth than the widest spread spectrum will pre-
ceed the discriminator. Here the signal-to-noise ratio must be kept above
unity in order for a reasonable probability to exist that the discriminator
will not threshold. In the case of exceptional noise balance of the dis-
criminatorj frequency trackers have been known to stay locked down to a signal-
to-nolse ratio of -6dh, however, one is rarely interested in absolute threshold
performance. Thus, the phase variance of the signal (assuming that for this
purpose it is valid to take a slnusoid for the signal) produced by noise is
given by
2 1
% =
where _ is the signal-to-nolse ratio. Further, the discriminator responds
to @ or phase rate. Taking the lowpass equivalent of the bandpass filter, a
derivative term to account for the discriminator response, and the scaling of
thermal noise to phase indicated by (108), the tracker output variance due to
receiver noise is
i m
_2 _o i i
2S !2_
where
o
S
F(s)
s=im
J
(109)
one-sided spectral density of receiver noise at the
discriminator referred to the mixer
= signal power at the mixer
= half bandwidth of the filter in the second i-f
preceding the discriminator
= closed loop transfer function of the tracker
-lO9-
Note the integration in (109) from-_ to + oo accounts for the fact that the
tracker is actually a bandpass element with regard to the noise spectrum and
F(s) is the lowpass equivalent. Evaluating (109) for the case where
z-_<<l (Ii0_
and
2 Z
n n
(11_1
we have
where _ = me is the sis_al-to-noise ratio per unit bandwidth.
in terms of the effective bandwidth at the discriminator input
,"(_ = ._= rad/s,e
Expressing
(ii3)
where p is the sigmal=to-noise ratio into the discrimimator.
Another method of determining the noise output of the
frequency tracker is to ecmpute the spectral densityWf (_) oft he frequency noise
= IF
where F is the tracker _ha_acteristie given in (111). Rime gives the spectral
density of _ for tMe ease of a _ussian filter. _is quantity is given in
_lu_=(l xuz_ uazy _ur _a_ c_se of hish sinai-to-noise r_ios sad is valid in
the region of interest here. The expression is
* S. 0'.'R{ce, "Properties of a Sine Wave Plus Random Noise", Bell Telephone
Systems Technical Publications, Monograph, B 1522.
-Ii0-
where Wf is the one-sided density, G-is a measure of the spectr_nnwidth, and
0 is the signal-to-noise ratio as above. Substituting in (ll_), using the
tracker characteristics given by (lll) for F, and evaluating for small _n/2_O-,
(o
-- _ rad/sec (_6)
It is observed that (116) agrees with the previous result given by (I13).
Fluctuation noise due to the spread spectrum signal can
be calculated using (ll4) when Wf is evaluated for the case of zero signal.
The spread spectrum is Gaussian in shape and thus the relations given by Rice
for Wf are applicable. The signal spectrum is given by
W(f) = _2_'°--2--exp[- (f - f°)2/2(r2] (117)
where _o is the signal power ando- is related to the bandwidth of the signal
(1.18_-is the 3 dh bandwidth). For this spectrumshape
Wf(_) = 2x 126-x S/8 t k-3/2 exp [" _/16 k_20-2
k=l
Note that with the factor of 2x, the units of Wf are (rad/sec)2/cps.
tracker characteristic given by (Ill) can be written as
} (ils)
Now the
0
G)
z+4 (_-)
n (zig)
where
(12o)
:
-lll-
Separati_ into partial fractions,
m
2 = 1F(_) (_2 . I 2)
_-4_E_ _._,_2
(_ + (_ +
Substituting into the relation given by (114)
(_z)
2 : zo-.3/2 ,_. k-3/2
o-m (_2. {2 ) k:z
- (_.-4 _ _
.)
exp(_/16 k,,2_.2)._,,I
-j
_ ÷ _
xp(.-_2/16 k ._.,2) ,]rD
L|%/
(18_.)
EvaluatiI_ the integrals,
O'z(o : 2 o-,_3/z k-3/2
(_. _ _ 2) /.
/I <
<,> _ _r. __,:<,.>:_.....n ,. ,._ ,._.,,_ / _ %_'
" T '"- " "' _"e"_'I ,_o__.) L"16k "e: t h,xo-kl/2) ] t "L'_'t)
For small mnl2_ 0-,
- (i._!z + _) _-3/_. (_)_+ _" ',<:z
Rice gives the value of Z k'3/2 as 2.61837. Substituting for the remaining
_:_.rP_meters,the variance of the fluctuation noise at the tracker output is
%_ = (_..6,) n (1 + ..'.,._) (_a_/seo)_ (18_)
z(
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With _ = 0.707, and substituting for _ in terms of the one-sided noise bsndvidth
n
the tracker, the fluctuation variance in (cps) 2 isof
Nov 1,18 _'= Ata, where _fd is defined to be the 3 db signal spectrum width;
thus
For vertical incidence and the velocity vector normal to _he bern axis
_fd "' 2V
and in general
Afd = fcl QB tan_ (129)
where in (l_) and (Z_.9)
V
A
%
f.
= velocity vector
= transmitted wavelength
= two-way half-power beemwidth
= angle between the velocity vector and the beam axis
= doppler shift, 2V ,on_ .e . a!o,_ the- _l_e____=_Y_i_==
Substituting for the tracker's effective bandwidth
q
.. _ . 0.3o)
tion error in the general case, neglecting the skewness of the spectrum, is
_f ~ sin
_<_
fd _ cos
(z3z)
-zz3-
For vertical incidence and horizontal velocity, the standard deviation ,of the
fluctuation error is
2V @
B
cps (13 )
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4.3 SLANTRANGETRACKER--VELOCITYMETER
4.3.1 Introduction
The vernier phase of lunar descent guidance per the specifi-
cations of Section 3 requires a slant range tracker and velocity meter to
function in the altitude or slant range interval of 0 meters to lO kin.*
A rate CalX_bility up to 550 m/sec in the slant range direction and to
1ZO m/sec in the lateral direction is required. Accuracy requirements
in slant range are 1% +l meter and in rate are 1% +0.5 m/sec. While
the operating range of this sensor is markedly reduced compared with the
extended range altimeter, many of the design problems are common to the
two sensors. A configuration is proposed which incorporates the basic
50% duty factor technique with PRF tracking for the upper portion of the
altitude range. For low altitudes, a solution is afforded by the appli-
cation of the accurate ranging techniques devised for STELATRAC, and thus
a separate sensor is not required in this region. Three velocity tracking
channels are necessary to implement the velocity meter with one also being
used to determine slant range.
Many of the modules in the slant range tracker-velocity meter
are common to the beacon tracker-extended range altimeter. Included among
these are the solid-state transmitter. In addition, many modules will be
identical except for slight variations in circuit constants to accommodate
particular requirements. In the antenna area2care will have to be exercised
to avoid acquisition difficulties due to antenna sidelobes, and beam
pointing inaccuracy due to misalignment.
Figure 4-18 shows a simplified block diagram of the slant
range tracker-velocity meter. Three frequency tracking channels are used
to extract the components of vehicle velocity along the three beam axis.
.-m. ...................- -' - Of ....... i i%y.... J. J. _____ .......
along two pairs of beam axes and it has been found convenient to extract this
data from the two beams which point 20° from the vehicle longitudinal :_zis
*A minimum altitude of 0 meters is referenced from the antenna aperture to
the ground. Due to the landing structure height, the actual height of the
altimeter above the ground would be several meters.
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Figure 4-18 Simplified Block Diagram, Slant
Range Tracker - Velocity Meter
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and are directed in orthogonal planes containing this axis. The third
beam is oriented along the longitudinal axis and is designated channel 1
in Figure 4-18. A PRF tracker in this channel regulates the period of the
transmitted signal to be an inverse function of altitude in exactly the
same manner described in Section 4.2 for the extended range altimeter. The
frequency tracker in this channel provides the slant range rate associated
with channel 1 as well as a doppler shifted local oscillator signal for all
three channels. This local oscillator signal is used in channels 2 and 3
and serves to provide the desired velocity difference information mentioned
above. The tracker local oscillator signal is necessary in channel 1 to
enable narrowbanding of the first i-f so as to permit an appropriate
choice of the second i-f frequency and the corresponding tracker elements.
_Jhcn the landing vehicle descends to a slant range or altitude of about
19.O m, the PRF tracker ceases its tracking function and the PRF is held
fi_'ed at a frequency of 4 mc. A dual channel injected reference processor
similar to that of the STELATRAC instrumentation accurately extracts the
phrase shift of the 4 mc PRF fundamental around the propagation path to
provide unambiguous range data below 19_0 m.
4.3.2 Subsystem Description and A-_al_is
Figure 4-19 shows a more complete b l_ck diagram of the solid-
\
state slant range tracker-velocity meter illu@tratec earlier in
Figure 4.18. As mentioned above, this sensor operates in a 50_ duty factor
.T_c_pwith _ tracking +_ _ o_+_+,,_ .... 1o_t ..... _ _n _ - _.......
ments of range below 19.0 m is achieved by accurately extracting the phase
shift of the PRF fundamental, held at 4 mc, using STELATRAC techniques. A
frequency tracker is used in each channel to determine the center of the
doppler shifted spread spectrum or the velocity of the spacecraft along
each beam axis. The frequency tracker in the slant range channel also
serves to narrowband the receivers of all three channels.
-i17-
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The slant range channel, designated No. 1 in Figure 4-19,
is basically the same as the extended range altimeter implementation dis-
cussed in Section 4.2; thus only the alterations required in this appli-
cation are discussed here. The frequency tracker in this channel is some-
what different in detail although in its basic functional aspects it is
identical. The primary difference is that the injected reference is
eliminated due to the fact that the range of the PRF fundamental includes
all useful injected reference offsets. A tracked L.O. is substituted
for the tracked injected reference; it should be noted that this L.O. is ON-
OFF modulated with the receiver gate as in the altimeter, however, it is
not planned to correspondingly modulate the second L.Q. The PRF tracker is
implemented similar to that of the altimeter except that a higher and
more convenient dither rate is selected; also, a lock-up circuit is added
%o hold the PRF at 4 mc for slant ranges of 1910 im or less. Ranging below
19.0 m is achieved by adding a module to the PRF tracker similar to that
used in STELATRAC; it operates as follows: In this module the second L.O.
signal is chopped with the 4 mc low altitude gate_ and the _resultant
amplitude modulated signal is added to the eclipsed received signal as an
injected reference at the preamplifier output. Then the carrier and side-
band (fundamental of the 4 mc PRF) and the corresponding injected reference
signals are each further amplified in separate i-f's. At each of these i-f
outputs, the signal and injected reference outputs intermodulate at the
detector to form a pair of second i-f signals at the injected reference
of_'set frequency. These signals are further amplified in STELATRAC
limiter-amplifiers. Subsequent phase comparison of the limiter-amplifier
outputs yields the desired range information. This technique is used to
insure the requisite calibration stability for i meter (3 _-) accuracy.
Laboratory evaluation of this technique with STELATRAC has shown that an
accuracy of a few tenths of a meter is aehleve_b!e_
The frequency trackers of channels 2 and 3 are simply imple-
mented in the form of tracking filters at the respective receiver outputs.
Essentially a STELATRAC receiver is used in each of the Channels with
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appropriate changes in the operating frequency and gains. The L.O.
signal is provided by the slant range channel frequency tracker and the
second L.O. is commonto all three receivers. Since the first L.O. is
derived in channel l, the frequency trackers only track the doppler dif-
ference between beams. This enables the receiver and tracking loop to be
narrowbanded, particularly the tracker, so as to makeup for the generally
reduced signal level and addednoise in these channels.
Approximately 30 mw(peak) is the power transmitted in each of
the three channels; orientation of the three beamaxes in spacecraft co-
ordinates is shownin Figure 4.Z0. The minimumpower received (slant range
axis at 45° incidence), using equation (39) in Section 4.2, and the same
aperture and losses, is -ll2 dbmin the slant range channel and -ll6 dbm
in either of the other channels. Receiver noise is estimated to be the
samein each channel as in the altimeter except that the foldover loss is
eliminated and channel 1 noise in the tracker bandwidth couples to channels
2 and 3 via the first L.O.
The analyses carried out in Section 4.2 for the extended range
altimeter apply in general to the frequency trackers and to the slant
range tracker in the PRFtracking modeand thus are not duplicated here.
Operation of the ranging system in the low altitude modecan be understood
from observing the phase shift dependenceof the gating fundamental on the
eclipsed pulse width W in the Fourier representation of the received signal:
where
___ _nW 2xnt L= + eA in--T-- cos --T -_n If(t) C O (133)
1 J
_nW
Performance in the low altitude mode can be assessed using STELATRAC results
to which terrain scattering effects must be added. Terrain bias effects due
to non-vertical incidence viewing for both the frequency tracker and the
-120-
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slant range tracker are covered in Sections 4.4.4 and 4.4.5.
The relations between the measurementsof the velocity meter
and the velocity components in vehicle coordinates are now derived. Let
V1, V?, and V3 be the measuredvehicle velocities along the corresponding
beamaxis shownin Figure 4-2_. These are related to the x, y, and z
componentsof vehicle velocity according to
V1 = V cos _i sin F1 + V sin 81 sin 7i + V cos lix y z
V._ = V_ c_s _.....sin_z + Vy sin _.._sin /_ + Vz cos T2
V3 = Vx cos _3 sin 73 + Vy sin 83 sin 13 + Vz cos 9_3
(134)
Su_;stituting _or the ang].es llsue_ i_l Figure 4-20, and solving i'or the
n3 y, z components of vehicle velocit$ in terms of the measuz_a quantities,
we have
(V2 -Vl) + V1 (i - COS T)
V =
x sin i
(v3-v 1)+v z (1- cos r)
V =
y sin
(135)
Vz = V1
Consider now the propagation of system errors. For inde-
pendent random errors in each of the measured velocities
..2 = /_j ',_ [[_
k=1,2,3
2
where M = x, y, and z. Likewise, the variance of the errors in measured
velocities due to the independent random errors in the various beam
(136)
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pointing angles is given by
L J+__,}'
i=1,2,3 j=1,2,3
_L3
Random errors in electronic measurements of the velocities along the
beams combine in an ES$ manner with respect to those glvenby ( 13_-
Evaluating the various partial derivatives needed in ( 135 and (1B'()
and substituting, we have for the variances of the errors in velocities
along the beam axis
2
Fvl
2
0-V2
2
if-V.
J
2
= (v Frl)
= (vysinr r%) 2 + Vx cos F - Vz
= (vx sinr r_) _ + _Vy cosr - v
. Z
D L
sin"r)(F'_]
and for the variances of the velocity errors in vehicle coordinates,
(138
2 = (ctn T )2
rv _vI +
)22 = (ctn r +Cv rvl
2 = (0-Vl)2
_'Vz
(csorrv_) 2
(cscr 0-v3)2 (139)
capabilities of the various trackers in the velocity meter and ranging
equipment, it is necessary to establlsh certain circuit and system para-
meters. Only those quantities needed in estimating errors are listed.
Using the appropriate relations derived in Section _.2 and the performance
-i_.3-
requirements of 9 meters/sec 2 maximum vehicle acceleration, 550 meter/sec
maximum velocity along the slant range axis, and 120 meters/sec maximum
velocity in the lateral direction, these parameters are:
Slant R_e Tracker
Tracker natural resonant frequency
Effective bandwidth (one-sided) at maximum range
of i0 km
Error detector constant
Frequenc_ Tracker t Slant _n_e Channel .(i)
Tracker natural resonant frequency
Effective bandwidth (one-sided)
Loop gain
Discriminator constant
Frequency _Trackers, Channel (2) and (3)
Tracker natural resonant frequency
Effective bandwidth (one-sided)
Loop gain
Discriminator constant
0.9 tad/sec
0.48 cps
i.7 volt/rad
42 rad/sec
_'2.3 cps
--=_i0,000
_25 mv/cps
i0 rad/sec
5.3 cps
--_i000
='25 mv/cps
For the purposes of estimating errors, it will be assumed that the angle
between the velocity vector and any beam axis never exceeds 45°. In
practice, the longitudinal axis will probably be held to within I0° of
the direction of the velocity vector. Additional smoothing of the velocity
meter data prior to use in the guidance computations is indicated.
Smoothing timssbetween 0.5 and 2 seconds are typical.
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4.4 SLANT RANGE AND VELOCITY ERRORS DUE TO FINITE ANTENNA BEAMNIDTH
4.4. i lutroduction
When ranging or measuring the closing velocity to a point on the
lunar surface, the finite beamwidth of the antenna will limit the measure-
ment accuracy. Each point on the illuminated portion of the surface will
have a distinct range and closing velocity to the vehicle. Due to the
variation of scattering coefficient and range within the illuminated area,
the amplitude returns will not be symmetrical about the center of the beam.
The resultant non-symmetry of the amplitude vs. range distribution and the
doppler velocity spectrum will cause errors in the measurements.
In this section of the report, the scattering properties of the
lunar surface will be assessed and the effect of the variation in scattering
coefficient will then be related to the specific geometry and the method of
information extraction employed in the equipment.
4.4.2 Reflection Coefficient of the Lunar Surface at X-band
Because the lunar topology varies widely, from rugged mountain
ranges to relatively flat crater floors _ud maria, mathematical ex_pregsion_
for the scattering coefficient of the surface will have to be assigned to
a particular terrain or advanced as an average characteristic for a large area.
An average scattering coefficient at 8350 mc has been derived
from the lunar scattering measurements made by J. V-. Evans, with a portion
of _he Wes_ Ford Communications Sys_m. The sca_ering coefflclen_ s_emmlng
from these measurements may be assumed to pertain to high altitude
measurements where the area illuminated consists of several hundred square
kilometers of varied terrain.*
A lunar landing will probably be made on either the maria or a
necessary. Because presently available lunar reflection data cannot be
resolved to the point where a reflection can be attributed to a specific
small area of the moon, earth terrain measurements must be consulted as a
guide to the scattering coefficient of specific surfaces and will be appro-
priate to this stud_.
*Needless to say, this is not typical for the sensors under study here as
the diameter of the illuminated area does not exceed i kin. However, it
is included for completeness.
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Scattering data is available for many types of earth terrain,
including cultivated fields, pasture land, wooded areas, and deserts. Desert
terrain was chosen as the closest approximation to the maria and crater
floors of the moon. The available desert scattering data has been com-
bined in this report to furnish a representative scattering coefficient.
The "scattering coefficient" or more precisely the "radar cross
section per unit area" should be used in conjunction with the illuminated
area as a radar cross section, i.e. :
L2 AIEil2Erj = (14o)
where
E
r
_-O (ave)
A
Ei
R
-- the electric field strength scattered by the
surface and measured at the receiving antenna
= an average "scattering coefficient" for the
surface illuminated
= the area illuminated ::
= the electric field strength incident on the surface
= the distance from the radar antenna to the illumi-
nated portion of the surface
A more explicit expression for the power returned to the radar by
The mos_ curr_r,b i_r _uhu m_msa_m_nts _v_ _en m_dm by
J. V. Evans of Lincoln Laboratories. Evans made echo observations of the
moon at 440 mc with the Millstone radar system and at 8350 mc with a portion
• (s)(9)
of the West Ford Communication System located in Pleasanton, Californla. "
At optical frequencies, the moon appears uniformly bright,
_+_ug +_o _.+÷a_ _ _.__+ _ _Ao_ _g!e_ At __icr_o_,o
frequencies, the moon has a bright spot at the moon's center. Evans found that
the center appeared brighter at the lower frequency, 440 me, indicating the
surface becomes less diffusive as the frequency of observation is reduced.
Only the 8350 mc data will be presented here consistent with our interest
(8)Evans_J.V. ,"Radio Echo Observations of the Moon at 3.6-cm.Wavelength,,
Tech. Rpt. No. 256, Lincoln Lab., MIT, 19 Feb. 1962, ASTIA 27_569.
(9) Evans,J.V.,"Radio Echo Observations of the Moon at 68-cm. Wavelength",
Tech. Rpt. No. 272, Lincoln Lab., MIT, 22 June 1962.
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a differential surface area will be derived in a later section.
in the X-band scattering characteristics appropriate to the sensors
considered herein.
Evans' objective was to determine the scattering dependence
on incidence angle and not the scattering coefficient as such. For our
purpose, the data had to be graphically integrated and an absolute magnitude
assigned. This magnitude was inherently less accurate due to the difficulty
of system calibration.
The scattering coefficient obtained from Evans' data at 8350 mc
is shown in Figure 4-_i. The pulse to pulse fading observed was quite
marked. The data was average over several thousand pulses to obtain a
representative value for each data point. The pulse length of 30 micro-
seconds w_s longer than would generally be. used for altimetry and had the
effect of reducing the peak of the curve_ i.e. 2 the scattering coefficient
near normal incidence. Althou@h the shape of the curve of scattering co-
efficient vs. incidence angle is quite accurate, the absolute magnitude must
be considered to have an accuracy of +400% and -50%.
The emperical expression for the scattering coefficient,
_- - .25 exp (-5.2 tan @)+ .006 cos @, closely fits the experimental
o
curve. It should represent the high altitude scattering coefficient,
when the illuminated area consists of several hundred square kilometers of
varied terrain.
If the iiiumina_ed area Is exclusively a mare or crater floor,
the scattering coefficient would be less diffusive than that for the lunar
surface as a whole.
As mentioned earlier, desert terrain is considered the closest
model for the maria and crater floors. Scattering data for desert terrain
Aircraft Corporation.
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The University of New Mexico made scattering measurements on
awf_ AWA _ _
various types of terrain at 415 and 3800 me._u_AA} A short pulse, wide beam
radar was used so that scattering characteristics could be measured for a
wide range of incidence angles with a single pulse. The area scattering at
any instant of time was an annular ring centered directly under the
measuring aircraft. The polarity of the field incident on the terrain was
a function of the azimuth angle and varied over the illuminated area from
vertical to horizontal. The pulse to pulse fading was severe, with 90 percent
of the returns falling in an 18 db range.
i
Data obtained for incidence angles between i0 and 20 degrees
from vertical at 3800 mc is presented in Figure 4-22 as diamonds. The data
at 3800 mc may be referenced to X-band (about i0,000 mc) if it is recognized
that the data would apply to a surface with a physical roughness smaller
than the roughness of the measured surface by the ratio of the reference
wavelength to the measuring wavelength.
The Goodyear Aircraft .Corporation made measurements of two desert
areasat a frequencyof 9375moC.  Ahorlzonta polarized -de e   idth
antenna was used. One of the areas_ located near Yuma, Arizona, was barren--
almost devoid of vegetation_ with low sandy hills. The other area near
Amboy, California, was flat, with i0 to 15 percent vegetation coverage. The
Yuma data appears in Figure 4,22 as circles, the Amboy data as crosses.
The em_erical ex_reR_1on for tb_ _c_ttering ,,,_'_,..I_,,_+_
_o = 2._ exp (-15 9_)• + .01 cos @, best fits the experimental data.
This should represent the scattering coefficient of the lunar surface
when the illuminated area is exclusively a maria or crater floor.
(i0)Edlson, A.R., Moore,R.K., Warner,B.D. ,"Radar Return at Near Vertical
Incidence", Technical Report EE-24, Universlty of Sew Mexico.
(ll)Edison,A.R., Moore,R.K., Warner,B.D., "Radar Return at Near Vertical
Incidence", IRE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, Vol. AP-8,
No.3, May 1960.
(12)Goodyear Aircraft Corporation, "Radar Terrain Return Study". Report
No. NOas 59-6186-C, 30 September 1959.
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4._.3 Power. Returned to the Sensor
The power returned to the •sensor by a differential area dA
is given by:
Power Transmitting
Returned = Transmitter Transmission Antenna Gain
by Differen- Power x Efficiency x Toward Differ- x
tial Area dA ential Surface
Area
Scattering Differential Range Antenna
Coefficient x Area Cross x x x
Section Spreading Capture Area
Substituting symbols in equation (141):
I = Pt x Kt x Gt(x,y)PrdA
whe re
: Pt
Kt
Gt(s,Y)
Gr(x_Y)
K
r
@
then:
Gr(x,y)A2
x '4_ x Kr
x x _o (x,y _ x
4_Z(x,y)
= transmitter power
= transmitting system efficiency
= transmitting antenna gain toward surface element
= •range to target
= radar cross section per unit area of surface,
commonly called the surface scattering coefficient
= differential area on surface
= receiving antenna gain toward surface element
= receiving system efficiency
= incidence angle measured from vertical
i = KtKrPt_2 Gt(x'y)Gr (x'y) _o @(x,y)Pr dA .
6_3 ........ R4(x,y)
dA
Range
Spreading
Reception
Efficiency
(l_l)
(]._2.)
(1_3)
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For equal transmitting and receiving antenna gains
Ot(x,y) - Gr(X,y) - G(x,y)
and (.I.43)becomes (after dropping the invariant constants)
o2¢_,y)% I_¢.',:,y_
Prl dA R4(x,y)
dA (lh5)
To find the power returned to the radar by any finite area, It is
necessary to integrate equation (145). Because the integral is prohibitive_
involved for most practical cases, approximations will have to _e made for
the ten oCx,y)_ % E_Cx,y_]in the in_g_d.
The exact form of G(_), where _ is the angle measured fr_ the
bemn axis, is not known. As an approximation, G(_) will be assumed to have the
form of the gain function of a constant amplitude, constant phase, antenna
aperture distribution. Then
where
o(_,) ,.n
_- sin
d
A
least 14.5.
= the antenna aperture diameter
= the radiated wavelength
The antennas anticipated for these missions have a d/A
Then equation (146) bec_nes
of at
O(p) sln _= rsln (45.5 "")l _
L 45.5 s±n J
(]._)
Either the Go from the varied terrain of Figure _-21, or the maria of
Figure 4-_2 may be used for the backscatter determination.
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The maria G- will be used throughout the remainder of this dis-
o
cussion for three reasons:
(i) The maria covers a large portion of the moon's surface, • and
consequently would be encountered more often by an orbiting
vehicle •than the idealized average characteristic derived
from direct lunar measurements from the earth.
(2) _- for the maria has a larger variation with incidence angle
o
and consequently would give a larger ranging error from the
non-symmetry about the antenna beam axis when the antenna is
aimed at any angle other than vertical.
(3) The lunar landing would most likely occur on a mare or
crater floor.
The scattering coefficient to be considered is then:
_--= 2.2exp (-15(_2)
o
The cos @ term has been dropped because it is of small relative importance.
Finally
R - h/cosQ
where h is the vehicle altitude.
Then equation (146) becomes
!
_cFsin(.K5..5sin_.)-I4
PrIdA L 45.5s_ _, ] x exp _-Apw
x cos4@ dA
(z_8)
(149)
where
@ = the angle to the surface element from the vertical
The integration of equation (149) and its influence on the ranging
and velocity sensing functions will now be determined.
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4'4.4 Error in.Range Measurement Due to Terrain
The slant range tracker determines the range to the surface by
tracking the centroid of the return pulse. Any n_a-symmetry of the leading
and trailing edges of the return pulse will be reflected as an error in the
indicated range. The variation of the surface scattering coefficient and
range within the illuminated area will cause the leading edge of the re-
turned pulse to rise more steeply during its initial portion and the trail-
ing edge to decay more steeply during its initial portion. The result is
a shifting of the centroid of the return pulse toward a smaller range. The
induced error is the difference between the apparent range and the actual
range on the axis of the antenna beam.
The range tracker responds to the voltage rather than the
power return. Restating equation (149) in terms of the voltage return:
45.5 sin _ x
dA
To find the power returned by a specific arc-shaped differential
range segment, dr, equation (-'.50)would have to be expressed in polar co-
ordinates and integrated over the polar angle. The expression of the antenna
gain function, involving _, would be prohibitively complex in this co-
ordinate system. Therefore, as an approximation to the gain function
_veraged over a differentia] range se_nt_ the gain function in the plane
of incidence will be used.
The geometrical model chosen for the error analysis was an antenna
with a 3-1/2 degree ha&f .power beamwidth aimed at an angle 20 degrees from
vertical. The solution procedure was to plot equation (150) taking dA to be
the area of the differential range segment. Fixture 4-25 shows the normalized
square-root of the po._r returned as a function of the range referred to the
t
range on the beam axiS. Nonsymmetry of this curve would cause a ranging
A
error. The graphical integration of Figure 4-23 yielded the shape of the
leading and trailing edges of the return pulse, as shown in Figure 4-24.
(15C
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The graphical integration of the area under the leadlng edge and
the trailing edge of the pulse indicated that the indicated range would be
0.02 percent less than the actual range.
l,
O. 97 R o
/
/
Normalised
Power Return
f
0.5
\
\
\
e. 98 R o O. 99 R o R 1.01 Re 1.0Z Ro o 1.03 R °
Figure i_-23. The Normalized Square-Root of the Power Returned
vs Range Normalised to Range on Beam Axis (Re)
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As the sldelobe returns were not included in the above analysis,
an assessment of their effect upon ranging was made. The first sidelobes
will influence the ra_ results at lower altitudes where their doppler
shift from the main beam will be small due to the low velocity so that they
rill be included within the tracking filter bandwidth. The sidelobes of the
antenna (about 21 db below the main beam for a typical antenna design) were
found to contribute a tracking error an order of magnitude smaller than the
error induned by the dissymmetry of the main antenna lobe itself and can
be neglected.
4.4.5 _p__ler Veloci.t_ Sensor Te,rrain Induced Error
The doppler velocity sensor determines the closing rate to the
surface by tracking the centr6id of the doppler velocity spectrum. The shape
of the spectrum varies widely depending upon beam orientation and the
direction of the vehicle velocity. For this error estimate the antenna is
assumed to point 20 degrees from the vertical and have a half-power beamwidth
of 3_ degrees. If the vehicle is traveling perpendicular to the beam
pointing direction, the doppler spectrum will be widest, but will be almost
symmetrical with a sn_ resultant error in the indicated closing rate. If
thevehlcle is traveling in the same direction as the antenna is pointing,
the spectrum will be narrowest, but will be entirely on the lower side of
the doppler frequency return from the center of the beam axis. It is this
case which has been chosen for analysis as it represents an extremum. Re-
ferring a_in to equation (].50) :
vl Fsin sin ¢')I2
,'--[. 45, Bi,,p,_j c°sZ*
The doppler frequency shift of the return from a point on the surface is
2v
Fd = ,_ cos
( 5o)
(zSl)
Referring this frequency shift to the frequency shift, Fdo, of the return
on the antenna axis
_v (l-cos_)Fdo - Fd _-
= ' = 1 - COS _
Fdo 2v
(152)
The isodoppler contours are in the shape of elliptical rings
centered about the beam axis. In equation (15D), the product
2 /exp (-15_)cos @ (153)
was found to be linear within three percent over the extent of the half-
power beamwidth. Therefore, these terms may be dropped in the integral as
they will average to nearly a constant over each ellipically shaped ring.
Then equation (150) reduces to
[sin (4_.5 sin _)] 2
V_A_L 45.5 sin _ j
dA
Expressi_ dA in increments of doppler frequency
dA = ring circumference x differential radius between scatterers
_- fdyieldir_ _= doppler ._.._j_. ........, , _ +_ ....._ ...._i_=..._
fd + _fd
k_J ,J
The circumference of the elliptical ring will be proportional to tan _ .
From equation (151)
2vf = --- cos
and
2v
d(fd) -- - _" sin _ d_
' Defining p as the distance from the beam axis to the mean radius of the
ring and R o as the range to the surface along the beam axis
p = R o tan
2
dp = R ° sec _ d (157)
Using equation (i_5)
= -Ro _ 1 d(fd)
c°s 2 _ 2v sin
then
dA% 1
cos 3 _ d(fd)
Finally
V]d(fd}O<: _in (4_., sin_ )I 2 i45.5sin# cosB_ d(f d)
(158)
(159)
(16o)
A graph of equation (160) is shown in Figure 4-25. The indi-
cated closing velocity is seen. to be .049 percent less than the actual
closing velocity to the point 'on the surface intercepted by the antenna
- -- o.4 4.%.beam axls. Thls will be the largest error AUr _X_-,v-vehicle direction, ....
the beam aimed at 20 degrees from the vertical. The error induced in the
doppler tracking network by the first antenna sidelobe was found to be an
order of ms_nitude smaller than the error introduced by the main lobe
assymmetry.
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5. EXPERI_AL PROGRAM
5.1 INTRODUCTION
An experimental program was carried out under the auspices of the Study
to develop modules for use in the extended range altimeter, a critical sensor
for all nonbeaeon-assisted landings (see Figure 4-13for a block diagram). The
altimeter would be integrated with the STELATRAC beacon tracking radar, pro-
viding a composite sensor useful for spacecraft guidance at long and intermediate
ranges. The experimental program was undertaken to isolate potential design
problems, prove the circuits, fulfill the basic operational objectives, and
confirm the system analysis to the extent possible within the Study scope. The
experimental program should be continued to provide an operating feasibility
model of the altimeter and an altitude and altitude rate simulator for static
and dynamic testing and evaluation purposes. The simulator consists primarily
of standard unmodified laboratory test equipment and would be used to simulate
terrain spread spectrma return, evaluate effects of flight dynamics upon receiver
tracking behavior, and determine sensor accuracy and threshold performance.
Only the core of the extended range altimeter system was instrumented. The
peripheral subsystems such as the power supply (or power converter), antenna,
and data processing equipment were not implemented. These subsystems, although
nat completely functionally independent, are sufficiently divorced from the
eagent_a! altimeter circuitry so that accurate test data could be obtained in
the future with available laboratory instrumeatation. On the basis of program
economy, the companion subsystems are not warranted initially.
Each of the modules that have been developed for the altimeter are packaged
in a brassboard configuration. It is believed that this form of packaging offers
some of the electrical advantages of flight packaged units such as isolation from
electrical interference without restricting any circuitry modifications necessi-
tated darting subsequent subsystem tests. In addition, brassboard packaging can
be accomplished in the laboratory economically and within a constricted time
schedule. This type of packaging was successfully used during the STELATRAC
rendezvous radar feasibility studieS. Photographs of the packaged modules are
shown in the sections where each module is discussed.
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Many of the modules required for the implementation of the feasibility mn_
of the altimeter were developed previousl_ for the STELATRAC rendezvous radar
pro_ect and, where practical, would be incorporated in the altimeter. The follr '_
i_ list, Table 5-1, illustrates the modules that require development specifiea_ _
for the extended range altimeter. Secondly, the Iist indicates the number of
modules potentially interchangeable between the extended range altimeter and th_
STELATRAC rendezvous radar. Such _ characteristic is useful for logistic and _
parts purposes.
Table 5-i.
Modules to be Developed
Specificall_ for Altimeter
AGC 'd Amplifier
Frequency Discriminator _
Generator _
AGC 'd Bandpass Amplifier
Synchronous Demodulator _
Dither Oscillator
Module Avai_bility
Modules _"evious_-- l_velope_
for STELATRAC Usage ............
Directional Coupler, 20 db
0rthomode Mixer
IF PTeamplifier
IF Amplifier _ Detector
Limiter-Amplifier
D-C Amplifier (P each)
Low Power X-Band Source
High Power X-Band Source
65 MC OscilAstor
Balanced Modulator
Altitude and altitude rate simulation equilnent would be required to
accurately and dynamically test the system functions of the feasibility demon-
stration model. Functionally, it would receive the tranHLitted signal, dela_
i% for a time corresponding to 2 h/c, degrade the pulse shape as progranmed,
add an apvrom'i_te Boise disturbance, and r_tranmmlt _hA si&mal, .,%,. _,_,, .,sJ1,,w
would be realized by a de_y line _t could be ad_ttsted to repl_sent & va_ylr_
altitude. The psA_meters such as signal smplitude_ noise level_ and pulse shape
degradation wo_ld be controllable to provide a capability for completely exereis-
in_ the sensor.
•These modules were developed during the condu_t of the present Stud_.
-_z-
5.2 PRF GENERATOR
5.2 •i Introduction
A PRF generator is used in the altimeter to alternately gate the
transmitter and receiver multiplier chains and to provide a 30 cps Jitter
signal for altitude error sense determination. Isolation between the trans-
mitter and receiver is obtained by time sharing the antenna, i.e., turning the
receiver OFF when the transmitter is ON and turning the transmitter OFF when
the receiver is ON. The gating signals are applied directly to the varactor
bias points of each of the X-16 frequency multipliers, thereby effecting total
turn-off of their respective signals.
The dither signal is employed to sense the PRF error and control
the pulse repetition frequency to match the two-way propagation time to the
half-period of the modulation waveform. The dither is imposed on the trans-
mitter signal, the local oscillator signal, and the injected reference signal
by the PRF generator and is subsequently detected by the synchronous demodulator
in the altitude tracker section of the altimeter. Thus information from the
synchronous demodulator controls the pulse repetition frequency so as to
maximize the gated return energy.
Because of the system accuracy considerations, fast rise and decay
times are required for the gate pulses. In addition, a slight delay--about
SO nanoseconds--is required between the turn-off of the transmitter;gate pulse
and the turn-on o£ the receiver gate pulse and vice versa. The time lag pre-
vents the receiver from receiving a dlrect-coupled signal from the transmitter,
which would cause saturation. If saturation were permitted to occur in the
narrowband portion of the receiver, the receiver would be desensitized for
5.2.2 Circuit Description
The PRF generator, in addition to providing the capabilities men-
tioned above, must exhibit a reasonably linear frequency versus control voltage
characteristic for proper closed loop operation. This requirement, plus the
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relatively extensive frequency sweep requirement, 340 cps to 42 kc, suggests a
circuit utilizing two oscillators, one being voltage-controlled. The output
signals are heterod_ned to produce the desired pulse repetition frequency. The
individual oscillator frequencies are much greater than the PRF range leading to
a narrow (percentage-wise) frequency deviation specification for the VCO. As a
result, a linear frequency versus control voltage characteristic can be realized
via simple circuitry.
A block diagram of the PRF generator (with pertinent waveform_ included)
developed for the altimeter circuit study is shown in Figure 5-i. The two oscil-
lators consist of a highly stable, low phase noise, crystal oscillator, and an
L,C VCO, operating at nominal frequencies of 1.0 mc and 1.021 mc, respectively.
The L-C VCO output signal frequency can be controlled over a frequency range
from 1.0 mc to 1.042 mc to provide the required PRF range. The crystal oscil-
lator can be frequency modulated at a 30 cps rate with a variable frequency
deviation to provide the required dither signal over the design range of
altitudes.
The two oscillator signals are hetero_vned and filtered to produce
a dithered signal to drive the Sch_Itt trigger, where it is squared. Followi_
shapi_, it is differentiated to produce the timing pulses, as shown in the
block diagram. The timing pulses trigger the logic circuit which in turn gener-
ates the two gating pulse trains--one gates the transmitter and the second,
shifted 180 degrees in phasej gates the receiver. The logic circuit consists
of two flip-flops and "AND" and "OR" gates, and output emitter followers. Fro-
vision for controlling the amplitude of each gate pulse is included in the logic
circuit.
A photograph of the brassboard model of the PRF generator is shown
in Figure 5-2.
5- _. _ Tes_ Results
The electrical characteristics of the developed PRF generator satis-
fied the above design objectives. The gemerated pulse repetition frequency was
linear with respect to the control voltage within 15 percent. The output pulses,
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Figure 5-3, had a rise time less than 30 nanoseconds over the entire operating
frequency range, negligible droop, satisfactory decay time, and the specified
dead time.
5.3 SYNCHRONOUS DEMODULATOR
5-3-I Introduction
The amplitude of the 30 cps error signal from the altitude tracking
loop amplitude detector is proportional to the ma@_itude of the altitude tracking
error. The phase of the 30 cps receiver signal, relative to the dither oscilla-
tor signal, is either 0 or 180 degrees, depending on the sense of the error
signal, i.e. _ whether the PRF is too high or too low. The magnitude and sense
of the error signal is translated to a d-c voltage by a synchronous demodulator
whose reference is obtained from the dither oscillator. The synchronous demodulator
is described in this section.
5-3.2 Circuit Description
A schematic of the synchronous demodulator is given in Figure 5-4.
It uses two diode bridge gates connected in parallel. A reference signal, fur-
nished by the dither oscillator and applied in push-pull to the bridges through
series diodes, is used as the gating signal. The 30 cps receiver signal to be
detected is fed to the center taps of the diode bridges. With no reference
signal present, the diodes of the bridges are conducting and the instantaneous
voltage level of the 30 cps receiver signal appears across the 4.7 k demodulator
load resistor. With the reference signal present (normal operating conditions),
the diodes of the bridges are switched C_F and ON by the reference signal wave-
form_ thus gating the 30 cps receiver signal ON and C_F at the demodulator output.
In order to ensure good switching action, the dither reference signal
is first passed through the I/miter-amplifiers Q1 and _. Low source impedance
for the push-pull driver is provided by the two emitter followers Q4 and QS" The
reference signal applied to Q4 must be inverted from that applied to Q5 and is
accomplished by the inverter amplifier Q3" D-C coupling of the bridge to the
emitter followers Q4 and Q5 ensures preservation of the square w_veform of the
reference signal and good switching action.
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5.3.3 Test Results
The brassboard model of the synchronous demodulator shown in
Figure 5-5 provides adequate voltage sensitivity for the altitude tracking
loop. Table 5-2 is a tabulation of the 30 cps receiver input level versus
the d-c output voltage. Column 3 of the table illustrates the very low sensl-
tivity of the demodulator to the second harmonic of the receiver signal. The
drift of the null point of the bridge output was negligible, being of the
order of 2 inv.
(8_ros8
Ein primary)
0.5 vp/p
1.0 v p/p
1.5 v p/p
2.0 v p/p
z.5 v p/p
3.0 v p/p
15.ov p/p
Table 5-2. Synchronous Demodulator Sensitivity
(30 _ps Dither Frequency)
Eou t (at bridge)
+50 mv d-c
+i00 mv d-c
+155 mv d-c
+210 mv d-c
+260 my d-c
+310 mv d-c
+1.55 v d-c
-53 mv d-c
-i00 mv d-c
-155 my d-c
-210 my d-c
-260 my d-c
-310 mv d-c
-1.55 v d-c
(no indication of clippir_)
Sensitivity
to 60 C_cles
0
0
0
i.O mv d-c approx.
2.0 mv d-c approx.
3.0 my d-c approx.
5.h FREQUENCY DISCRIMINATOR
5.4.1 Introduction
The accuracy of the frequency determination in the frequency
tracking loop is a direct function of the stability of the frequency discrim-
inator. An appreciation of the discriminator requirements can be derived from
the following example. For a descent rate of 0.3 m/sec, the doppler shift is
20 cps at X-band. As the frequency measurement is performed at the second i-f
of 500 kc, an allowable drift of 0.3m/sec in the reference output position
corresponds to a stability factor of 1 part in 25,000.
-15o-
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The generic types of circuits available for frequency discriminators
include those employing passive frequency sensitive circuits ,i crystal dis-
criminators, and those utilizing a stable signal source as a reference. The best
drift stability factor that can be obtained with a passive L-C type of discrimin-
ator, the simplest configuration circuitwlsej is about 1 part in 1,O00. This
value falls short of the system requirements.
Crystal discriminators are capable of providing drift stabilities
in excess of 1 part in 25,000; however, the bandwidth associated with this
type of discriminator is insufficient.
The discriminator configuration satisfying both the drift stability
and the bandwidth specification employs a stable reference signal for sensing
frequency error. Circuitry utilizing this technique can be readily developed
in simple form, ensuring reliability and low power consumption. Its drift
stability can be made that of the reference signal frequency--up to 1 part in
lO8 if necessary.
5.4.2 Circuit Description
A block diagram of the stable reference frequency discriminator
investigated for use in the altimeter is shown in Figure 5-6. A positive d-c
signal is available if the frequency of the unknown sigma& is greater than that
of the reference signal, and a negative d-c signal if the unknown signal fre-
quency is less than the reference. The d-c signal level is fixed, either
positively or negatively, and is independent oft he amount of difference between
the reference and unknown signals.
The basic circuit operation can be explained by assuming the refer-
ence signal is given by
ER = E° cos _o t
and the unknown signal is
EU = KEo c°s [(_o "+_d ) t +_J
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Figure 5-6 Block Diagram of Frequency Discriminator
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where
E
O
KE
O
o_
O
%
= amplitude of reference signal
= amplitude of unknown signal
= reference signal angular frequency
= difference in angular frequencies of the
reference and unknown signals
= a constant phase shift
In the "unknown signal" channel, a part of the unknown signal mad a
part of the reference signal are mixed to give an i-f of
EA = _ EO COS (+ % t T _)
In the other channel, the two signals are also mixed subsequent to
the introduction of a 90-degree phase shift in the reference signal, giving an
i-f of
EB = K2 E° cos (+ _dt + _ + _12)
If the unknown signal frequency is greater than the reference signal
frequency, the two i-f's are
EA(+)= K2 E° cos(% t +
EB(+ ) = K2 EO cos (ed t + _ + _/2)
Conversely, if the unknown signal frequency is less than t_at of the reference
signal, the i-f's are
EA(- ) = K2 EO cos (md t + _)
= cos (_d t + _ - _/2)EB(-) Ka Eo
The 90-degree lead or lag condition of EA? with respect to EB, thus
determines whether the unknown frequency is greater or less than the reference
signal frequency°
The technique employed for determining the phase Of EA, with respect
to EB, consists of amplifying the i-f signal, sq.uaring the wave shape of the two
signals by means of triggers, and then differentiating the squared signal in the
"unknown signal" channel. (The waveshapes existing at various points in the
-154=
circuitry are shown in Figure 5-6.) The two signals are then compared in a
phase detector circuit, givir_ a positive d-c output signal if the Dos_ve
impulse and the squarewave are in phase and a negative d-c
output if the positive impulse and the squared wave are out of phase. The
phase detector circuit consists of a gate, a backlash circuit_ and another
Schmltt tri_erj and provides either a positive or a negative signal output,
depending on the relative lead-lag signal conditions.
5._.3 Test Results
A breadboard model of the frequency discriminator circuit was
built and operated in the frequency controlled loop shown in block diagram
form in Figure 5-7. This loop, although not identical to that of the alti-
meter system, is functionally similar and hence capable of provlding an
evaluation of the frequency discriminator characteristics.
During operation# the amount of frequency deviation (overshoot)
of the 4.0 mc VCO about its mean was controllable by the element values of
the integrating circuit and the sensitivity of the fre%uency discriminator.
The operation of the circuit continued to be satisfactory when the frequency
of the reference signal was adjusted to -+14 kc from its mean value.
operation of the circuit in the presence of noise was not evaluated;
no ma_or problems are expected in this area.
5.5 X-BAND POWER SOURCE
The
however_
5.5.1 Introduction
Frequency multiplication can be achieved via a large number of
different devices_ e.g., vacuum tubes_ ferrites_ semiconductor diodes_ etc.
The basic requirement in each case is that the device exhibit nonlinearities
in its operating characteristic.
There is appreciable interest currently in varactor_mult_plierS
because I) they provide highly efficient frequency conversion_ 2) varactors are
passive devices requiring at most the application of an external d-c bias voltage,
3) they operate over a wide fre%uency range--from less than l.O mc to fWequencles
• -155-
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in excess of K-bend, and 4) they require relatively simple external c_rcuitry
for proper operation. Manley and Rowe showed that I00 percent efficient fre-
quency multiplication is theoretically achievable with lossless nonlinear
reactances and associated circuitry. In practice, the varactor and external
circuitry is not lossless, although the latter approaches 90 to 95 percent
efficiency if low loss circuits of the coaxial or waveguide type are utilized.
The efficiency of the multiplier is intimately related to the Q of
its varactor. For microwave operation, loss in the varactor diode is normally.
much greater than external circuit losses, therefore varactors with high Q's
are essential if multipliers are to be used as efficient power sources.
The power handling capability also depends on the capabilities of
the varactor. The maximum applicable peak input power is limited by the diode
reverse breakdown voltage characteristic and the average power rating depends
on the power dissipation factor of the diode.
Variation of the varactor bias affords a rea(47 means for switching
or gating the output Power. In addition, the bias can be adjusted to compensate
for deleterious temperature effects. The design and performance features of
the X-band Power source are described in the following portions of this section.
5-5._- Circuit Description
The design of the X-band power source, a unit of which was delivered
to MHFC in part._! f,,l__ei11_!ment_....+_......rc_uire_ntQ v,_ ...._A_ contract, is unique
in that it emphasizes maximum operational stability, efficiency, and reliability
in a space enviromaent, while minimizing size and weight (see Figure 5-8). Each
doubler consists of completely enclosed input and output coaxial cavities coupled
by a varactor connected in shunt (across the E-field). The shunt mounting pro-
vides an effective heat sink to the metallic cavity walls for one end of the
varactor, minimizing local hot spots. Self-biasing is incorporated in the first
three doublers and external biasing in the last doubler.
The electrical length of the cavities is an odd multiple of a quarter
wavelength, the exact multiple determined by size considerations. Vernier tuning
is accomplished by varying the penetration depth of a screw-driven plunger con-
rained within the center conductor, which varies the circuit capacitance.
-157-
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The output cavity of one doubler and the input cavity of the succeed-
ing doubler are identical so that coupling mismatch is minimized. Direct coupi_°_*_
between units is employed because it provides better conversion efficiency tha_
either loop or probe coupling. Impedance transformations to intermediate imped_ -_
levels such as to a 50-ohm interconnecting coaxial line are avoided, improving
operating efficiencies.
The last doubler stage is modified from the standard coaxial form,
since the output terminal is X-band wavegulde. It features a coax-to-X-band
waveguide transition and is constructed so that squarewave or pulse modulation
may be applied to its varactor diode. The diode coupling assembly is insulated
from the waveguide with dielectric tape to provide d-c _,isolation and an r-f
bypass.
For weight reduction, aluminum with electroless nickel plating is
employed. The dielectric material is Rexolite and the connectors are aluminum
with irradiated pol_olefin dielectric. The end plates are cemented in place
with conductive epoxy after electrical testing. All diodes are mounted in fine
wire mesh "fuzz buttons" to provide shock mounting and to ensure good electrical
contact. Formed gaskets of the same material are used between units to minimize
r-f leakage.
The design of the X-band power source is such that each of the four
doublers are normally integrated into a single package; however, each doubler
may be operated individually to facilitate tuning during the initial assembly
phase. This design feature shortens test time by permitting individual cavity
tuning and adjustments without incurring interferring reactions from the other
doublers. Subsequent to testing each doubler, the units are successively inte-
grated, starting with the lowest two frequency units. After the addition of
each unit, the power output is measured and the output signal spectrum can be
__.A _u _m,.,4,j.-_ .I._w _JU,,./.'.I.U m_ _U,&A_AA_ •
5.5.3 Test Results
In discussing the data which was taken on the individual doublers
and the complete chains, it is convenient to number the doublers--l, 2, 3,
and 4--designating the lowest frequency doubler as "i" and the highest as "4".
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The conversion losses obtained with the doublers singly and in
various combinations are tabulated in Table 5-3. Output power was measured
by matching into a 50-ohm detector.
Table 5-3- Conversion Loss of Multiplier
Doubler
1
l, 2
i, 2, 3
i, 2, 3, 4
Output Conve rsion Input
Loss Po r
30.8 2.Z +33
Z8.3 _.7 +33
24.5 8.5 +33
20.2 12.8 +33
The output spectrum was viewed at the output of each doubler and
combination ef doublers, both with and without filtering, In all cases,
spurious signals were greater than 35 d_ below the desired signal.
The output power was II0 milliwatts for an input power level of
2 watts. If the input power level is varied appreciably from 2 watts, the
input mind output impedance matching tuners should again be retuned to obtain
maximum effioiency. This is necessary because the multiplier input and output
impedances are dependent on drive level.
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fo. SENSOR ERROR ESTIMATES
6. i BEACON ASSISTED DESCENT
The error estimates are predicated upon the specifications of Section 3
and the subsystems described in Section 4. The errors are evaluated at the
specification limits although in many instances, especially with respect to
vehicle dynamics, these bounds are not concurrent with low signal levels.
(To be exact the error estimates should be correlated with the _escent pro-
file as the error sources are functionally related to the flight history)
'_econdly, the selection of the optim,_ mmoothing function requires specific
inputs pertaining to the guidance law_vehicle dynamics, etc. The thermal
noise errors are graphically plotted as a function of smoothing time in those
instances where smoothing in excess of that performed by the analog tracking
circuitry is required to satisfy the specifications. Errors for the beacon
assisted descent are evaluated first.
6.i.i Coarse Range
Accuracy at ranges beyond the fine range ambiguity resolving
capability of the beacon tracking radar is established by the coarse ranging
mode. Coarse range is given by
R = c _k_ _ cf°
C
whe re
fo =
f =
coarse range
velocity of propagation
modulating frequency at sweep limit (before sweeping)
sweep interval
X-band carrier frequency
'm ............_.........._...... axbitz_-y tim= ........
encompassing the sweep
Zi_c = carrier phase change in same time interval
The system parameters selected for the error evaluation are:
Transmitter power
Rezlar antenna aperture (angle track at
half power point) 0.6 m
Transponder antenna gain ll db
Receiver noise figure I_ db
i00 mw
(1)
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Losses
Sweep interval (A f)
Carrier channel effective bandwidth
Subcarrler channel effective bandwidth
Data extraction effective bandwidth
lO db
15o kc
200 cps
i000 cps
470 cps
The error equation for coarse range is
_f_ _f° _c'fc __a_ c (2)
Error coefficient relations and magnitudes are
R -R -R
_-f = _ = 1.5 x I0-5 meters/cps
_R -AR -AR
fa ]5_ 1.5 x i0 -5 meters/cps (3)
_R fo_R -4 AR x
Zfo - far - l._
c
I0 -II meters/cps
_R c
_m = _ = 159 meters/ra_
_R -Cfo
_x = '4X_if fc = 0,067 meterslcps
where /k R is the change in range during a coarse range measurement.
The error budget (3o-values) given below in Table 6-I is calculated for
a range of 30.5 kin. Z_R is taken to be 1.8 Mm corresponding to a sweep interval
of 3 seconds and an expected range rate of 0.6 km/sec at this range.
.' , , ,,.
', L -
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Table 6-I. Beacon Tracker Coarse Range Error Estimate
Item
I
Af
f
o
f
c
_ae rmal Noise
Instrumentation
(sweep error)
Traeklng Error
Oscillator
Phase Noise
Uncertainty Range Error
B x i0_5 0.9
3 x lO-5 1.5
3 x l0 "7 ne@l.
4.4 degrees 12.2
0.2 degrees 0.6
0.I degrees 0.3
0.5 degreo _ 1.4
2.6 degrees 7.3
36o degrees 0.4
3 0" RSS Total (with thermal noise) 14.4 meters
3 o- RSS Total (without thermal noise) 7.7 meters
In the above tabulatiom, oscillator frequency Uncertainties are consistent
with the performance of present STELATRAC equipment. _he 470 cps effective
bandwidth of the post detection ranging circuitry is necessary to acc6m_late
the phase rate resulting fram the three second sweep at the maximum rangeJ of
700 kin. Instrumentation errors are those measured for the breadboard S_ELAG_AC
data extraction which is funds_entally similar to the proposed data extraction
equlpment. Tracking errors are based on present receiver designs. The oscilla-
tor phase noise errors are extrapolated from S_ELA_AC measurement data.
_e error bud@et above indicates that ambiguities can be resolved somewhat
in exoese of BO kin,i.e. range can be resolved if the error is less than 19
mer_rs. Accuracy of the coarse range data is slightly better than O.05_ since
the parameter dependent and fixed errors are essentially negligible in the regiom
where ambiguities cannot be resolved.
6. i.2 Fime Ran@_
Ramglng accuracy within the region where ambiguities may be resolved
is deterEined by the calibration stability of the receiving system operating in
the fine ran@_ mode. Fine range is given by
km
-r =
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where
r
m
n
= fine range
= modulation (ranging signal) wavelength
= number of ccmplete wavelengths encompassed in the range
interval R
= modulation phase
The error in fine range is
_r
Cr = _ cf
m m
where
_r -r -- r
x 10-6 meters/cps
c= _ = 0.i meters/degree
m
The first term of the error relation is entirely negligible at ranges where
fine range accuracy is required. Receiving system stability, thermal noise,
and instrumentation are the only error sources of concern. Analyses have
shown that, at worst, stability of the receiving system over a 30-day period
and over a wide temperature range will be less than 0.6 meters. These calcula-
tions are primarily based on experimental test results of components in the
S_ELA_RAC feasibility demonstration equipment° Test results of STELATRAC to
date have been well within this predicted upper bound. Fine range instrumenta-
tion errors are easily held within a few degrees. Likewise, thermal noise
causes a negligible error inside the region where the specified accuracy of the
6.1.3 Range Rate
Range rate determination by measuring the doppler shift of the
X-band carrier is inherently a very accurate process. It has been demonstrated
in the S_LATRAC feasibility equipment that doppler accuracy does not degrade
up to the very point where thermal noise causes the tracking receiver t0 break_ i
lock. The accuracy limitations in the STELATRAC equipment are uncertainty in
knowledge of the doppler bias and the quantizatlon error. For a 0.5 second
data extraction interval, the latter is 0.006 m/sec rms (without doppler scaling).
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Doppler bias accuracy is established by the relative stability of the reference
oscillators in the receivers. For stabilities which are realized without oven
thermal control, say one part in l05, the rate error is less than 0.03 m/sec.
A comparable amount of error could occur due to oscillator calibration
inaccuracy. It is thus seen that the 0.15 m/sec range rate specification is
easily met.
6. i.;4 Angle and Angle Rate
The following error estimates for angle and angle rate are based
on a typical design for a space stabilized angle tracker. Sequential
lobing is performed by electronic phase shifters in the antenna feeds. The
lobing modulation is detected coherently since the necessary carrier reference
is available from the phase-locked receiver which is part of the ranging system.
The general characteristics of the angle tracker are:
Effective Bandwidth of Angle Servo
Velocity Error Coefficient
Tracking Loop
Stabilization Loop
Antenna Slope Factor (0_6 meter aperture
and operation at 3 db crossover point)
2.6 cps
-1
40 sec
-i
200 sec
O.29 ratio
degree
Tracking error estimates are base_ on the following maximum performance
re quirement s.
Line-of-sight angle rate
Line -of- sight angle acceleration
Vehicle Angle rate
Vehicle angle acceleration
60/se c
0.6°/sec 2
6°/sec
3°/sec 2
(des) (6)
.K-
9752-0005-_J-000, CW X-Baud Radar Development" Interim Report No. i,
Space Technology Laboratories, Inco, 1 June 1961.
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whez'e
]_ = the spectra]. ,!cnsity of the noise referred to the antenna
= _ignal power
_ :- efi'ective ban_:iCth of the angle servo
n
.. = _ratio
antenna slope factor "_-'rz'z'_---_e)a_r_=
Tracking errors are evaluated using the above error coefficients and the
tracker transfer functions of the cited reference. A tabulation of the
antle errors is shown in Table 6-2. Bounds are given for many of the
errors since in most cases, only performance limits are presently known.
The thermal noise error shown is calculated for the maximum range case
(700 kin) after smoothing for one second. It decreases proportional to
range, since signal power increases in an inverse proportion to range
squared for a beacon system. The angle data_ if smoothed, exceeds the
desired tolerance of 0.3 degrees. However, _moothing of one-half to one
second, which is certainly permissible at long ranges, brings the angle
error into tolerance.
_le rate errors are primarily due to thermal noise. These are
shown in Figure 6-1 as a function of smoothing time. It is seen from
Figure 6_1 that the rate error at maximum range is sizable compared with
the desired accuracy of 0.03 degrees/sec, i_owever, smoothing up to ten
seconds is estimated to be feasible at long ranges, whereas only six
seconds is necessary for the present system parameters. At close ranges,
one- or two-second smoothing will suffiJ_e.
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Table 6-2. Angle Error Estimate (3 _)
Item
Thermal noise (raw tracker data
smoothed for 1 second)
Instrumentation
Angle tracker
Boresight shift due to drift in conioal
scan pattern phase shifter
Gyro drift
Data pickoff error
Bore sight e rror
Multipath
Tracking errors
Vehicle angle rate
Vehicle angular acceleration
Line-of- sight-ar_le rate
Line-of-sight angle acceleration
3 f An_le Error Bound_
RSS Total
Error Me_nitude
0.03
<0.09
ne_ °
O.OZ
0.06
<o.o6
zero
ne_°
<o.15
<o.z5
_.z8 degrees
@
Decreases proportional to range. Value given is for 700 kin.
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6.2 EXTEI_ED RANGE ALTIMETER
Section 4.2 gives the relations and system parameters needed for estimating
the altimeter errors. Extraction of altitude from the measurements involves only
a scaling of the pulse repetition period, i.e., multiplying by one-fourth the
propagation velocity, q_nus the error in altitude is simply a direct c0mbination
of the individual PRF errors produced by the electronic system.
Many of the error magnitudes are tabulated as bounds on the error as the
system parsmeters vary with altitude and a single set of error estimates is not
exact. Similar complications arise due to the fact that only certain performance
maximums are known and errors such as those due to the tracking characteristics of
the PRF servo depend not only on these maxima but on the complete time history.
A complete error profile must await a simulation study of the PRF tracker, partially
due to the fact that simplifications were found necessary to makm the design and
error analysis problem tractable. Also certain errors which depend on the detailed
intricacies of circuit components cannot be assessed analytically and their effects
must be evaluated experimentally. Lastly, little is known about the lunar surface
in the statistical detail necessary for an evaluation of errors arising from this
source.
Table 6-3 shows the error estimates or bounds derived for an altimeter compati-
ble with the present S_/ELA_AC equipment. As indicated by the explanatory captions
following Table 6-3 a longer data time (17 seconds) would permit the fulfillment
of the specification on altitude determination under the worst case conditions
coefficient of -lO db is quite pessimistic so that a much smaller smoothing time
may suffice.
It is expected that all sources of error not evaluated in Table 6-3,
other than the terrain error, will be insignificant° If it is found that the
present design is too sensitive to amplitude scintillation, the tracker can be
operated at a multiple of the PRF once the altitude ambiguity is resolved. This
would provide more samples to determine the PRF control loop error signal and
thus reduce sampling noise and improve the error sensitivity of the PRF tracker.
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%_able 6-3. Solid-State Extended Range Altimeter Error Estimate
Item
_ermsl Noise Error (at Z20 km)
Y.__nt_tion
s_caronous _ulator _ aa_ zero Set (5 _)
InteErati _ _plifier Drift
m_erature (o._ my, 25°c variation)
_i_ (Oo7my, 3o days)
PEF VCO Noise
_ating E._Tor (estimated)
Receiver Errors
Dither Errors
Data Processing
Terrain Error (amplitude scintillation)
Tracking Errors
Static Error
Velocity Error
Acceleration E_-
Error Magnitude
0.01_
1.5 meters
@ • •
<o.o 
O°l_
e @ •
<Oo0 
<OoO 
RSS Total 30_ error with _hex_nal aoise
RSS Total 3 O_ error without thermal noise
<z.l% _+1.5 meters
<0A_ _+1.5 meter,
Diminishes as h for constant tracker bandwidtk, however, the bandwidth increases
as i/_'_ according to present analysis. A canputer sim_tioa for a typie_Ll
fsmily of altitude profiles is required to confirm the sna/_iSo _e Oo_ specifi-
c&tion can be realized by a data smoothing of 17 seconds for exsmple b at maximum
altitude.
Believed to be negliglble relative to the 0o5_ desired accuracy. Requires
experimental verifieatioao
A tentative analysis of the terrain amplitude scintillation spectrum has been
completed, lowever, further study is required to confirm the approximations and
numerically evaluate.
TTacklng errors kave been set low purposely to allow for higher performance
spacecraft and for same variation in tracker gain due to the time dela_ term.
Further compromise in this area may be advisable to reduce thermal noise error.
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Data processing via digital techniques was investigated. For digital
measurement purposes, the dither rate and the amount of dither are not too
significant as long as the following conditions are satisfied:
I. The sample period is a multiple of the dither rate.
2. A signal designating the times the dither frequency is switched is
provided °
TWo ways for determining the frequency of the PEF were evaluated. They
were i) (N count) measuring tke cycles per unit time and Z) (phase measurement)
measure the period of one cycle. A measurement accuracy of 0.i percent can
be achieved with state-of-the-art circuits, i.e., hiKhest frequencies to be
processed are below 4 mCo
6.3 SLANT _NGE TRACKER - VKLOCIT_ _ER
Section _.2 gives the relatioms seeded for estimating the errors due to
electronic portioms of this sensor while system parameters and the ccmpositic_
of errors frmm other sources are given in Section 4.3. Section 4.4 covers the
terrain bias mud sidelobe error investigations.
Many of the errors vary as ccmpllcated functions of the position of the
velocity vector relative to the vehicle and the lunar surface. In order to get
a ccm_lete description of the errors and their variations along the descent
trajectory in the desired coordinates, a machine computation is required. The
ccmplications of providing error estimates for the slant range tracker are
ee_ea _he _ as those __J_A_ _.._ __ _ .... ° ^_ +_- _ o1_+,_
altimeter. Thmrefore, only bounds can be given for the majority of the errors
for both tke velocity meter and slaAt ramge trackmr (loss range mode). The
only slJnificmmt error for the slant _ trackmr operating in the low al_.-
titu_ mode arises from the phase instability of the receiver. The calibration
stability of the receiver is based on experimental test results and analysis
of the S_ELA_RAC equilmmnt.
Table 6-4 shows a tabulation of the error estimates or bounds for all
portions of the equipment. The velocity errors are given in the coordinates
of the velocity meter. Channel 1 is associated with _he beam directed along
the vehicle longitudinal axis and channels 2 and 3 are offset by 20° from the
longitudinal axis in orthogonal planes.
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Table 6-4. Error Estimate_Slant HaS
Tracker-Velocity Meter
Velocity Errors
Thermal Noise
Instrumentation
Integrating amplifier drift
Discriminator drift
Reference Oscillator drift
Channel cross coupling
Thermal noise
Bias or drift errors
Fluctuation Noise
Tracking error
Terrain bias
Sidelobe errors
Fluctuation noise (raw trackerdata)
Terrain bias(Z0 ° incidence, velocity
along beam)
Tracking errors
tw_ A_+ and dopplerSt_ti_ error _........
offset)
Dynamic lag (<60 sec sustained
acceleration)
alignment and enxironment errors
Antenna(_ 4 error of 0.5 _ in all angles)
3 _ RSS Totals(raw data)
3f RSS Total Random Error with
0. 5 sec smoothing *
Error Magnitude
Slant Range Channels
Channel (No.if No. 2 and No.
o.o15_ o.oo_
<O.OZ m/see
<0.02 m/see
<0.005 m/see
_0.02 m/sec
<0.02 m/see
<0.005 m/see
• . . 0.008_
. . . =0.03 m/see
• . . <2.1_
• • • <0.3 m/see
• • • <0.15_
negl. negl.
<o.i_ <o.15_
_o.o_ <0.03 m/sec
<0.3 m/see _0.3 m/see
o.4 o.i 
_._ + _o.32 m/_c <3.o_ + _o.43 m/sec
@
A detailed acceleration profile and properly matched polyn_ial constrained filter
must be known to give a meaningful estimate of the actual lag error for this degree
of smoothing. The remaining errors are independent of smoothing time and are
essent!n!l.y negligible relative to the 0.5 m/see desired accuracy.
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DRanEe errors
a) PBF Tracking mode
Table 6-4. (contd)"
Thermal Noise
Instrumentation
Terrain Bias (20 ° incidence)
Tracking Errors(all _roes for design criterion
of O.1_ maximum error each source)
Terrain Noise
3_ RSS Total
b) _ Low Altitude Mode
Calibration Stability
Thermal Noise
Error due to drift of modulation frequency
Terrain Error
3_RSS Total
i.5 meters
<0.I?_
<o._ _,z.5 m_rs
Error Y_nltude
0.6 meters
ne_l.
ne_l.
negl.
0.6 meters
See Note * o_ Table 6-3
_See Instrumentation Errors of Table 6'3:
See l_ote'_ of,. Table 6-3
P
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7. PHYSICAL AND ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
The weight, volume, and power estimates of the beacon tracker-
extended range altimeter and slant range tracker-veloclty meter are
tabulated in Table 7.1. In each case, the estimate is based on the
system as it would be when flight packaged.
Table 7.1
Lunar Sensor Weight, Volume, and Power Estimates
system
Beacon-assisted
Beacon radar transceiver
Beacon radar antenna
Transponder transceiver
Transponder antenna
Nonbeacon-assisted
Extended range altimeter
transceiver
Extended range altimeter
antenna
Slant range tracker -
velocity meter
transceiver
Slant range tracker -
velocity meter
antenna
Weight Volume Power
17.1 lbs .O105m 3 3_ watts
23 Ibs N/A _ 35 watts
15.5 ibs .0095m _ 30 watts
1 ib N/A Zero
17.9 lbs .0107m 3 33 watts
(uses common antenna with beacon tracker)
20 ibs .0125 m3 48watts
4 ibs N/A Zero
The flight packaged systems have modular construction, each module
employing miniaturized circuit techniques for the transistorized portions
of the systems, and waveguide and coaxial line construction for the r-f
portions. Welded cordwood packaging techniques were assumed for circuitry
operating at frequencies below 100 kc, and two-dlmenslonal circuits are
assume_ for circuits operati_ at .... _*^ _........._ "_° _-
dimensional circuits, although much less dense than the cordwood constructed
circuits, permit the necessary component shielding." Examples of a cordwood
package and a two-dimensional package are illustrated in Figures7,1_ A 7-_ ....
respectively.
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e 
3 
4 
l_ order to provide the necessary shock and vibration protection
for the electronic circuits, the units are partially potted, or con-
formally coated, with a suitable epoxy compound. This partial potting
technique provides the necessary protection while contributing only a
small increase in weight.
The weight and size estimates are based on an actual parts count of
the STELATRAC beacon tracking radar feasibility model and on packaging
densities representative of those achieved in STL's OGO and 82B programs
for similar types of circuitry. The power estimates of the transceivers
are based on the actual power consumed by the STELATRAC radar feasibility
model. The parts count was appropriately modified to reflect the circuit
additions and modifications necessitated by the specific system requirements.
Because the power converters associated with each system are normally
considered to be a component part of that system, the weight, size, and
power of the converters are included with that of its associated system.
A 70-percent efficiency was assumed for each power supply, and the weights
of each estimated to be, nominally, about two pounds.
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8. RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT
8.1 INTRODUCTION
A numerical reliability assessment has been performed for the solid-state
beacon tracking radar (STELATRAC), the extended range altimeter, and the slant
range tracker-velocity meter as they would exist subsequent to flight packaging.
The results of the analysis are shown in Table 8-1. Since the detailed mission
profiles are not known, the data has been presented in terms of mean-time-between-
failures _(I_IBF) rather than as probability of auccess.
Table 8-1.
System
Beacon Assisted
Beacon Tracking Radar
Beacon Tracking Radar Antenna
(also used with the extended
range altimeter)
Beacon '
Beacon Antenna
Non-Beacon Assisted
i
Extended Range Altimeter
Si_nb Rau_ T_-a_k_ _-
VElocity Meter
Slant I_mge Tracker-
Velocity Meter Antenna
Reliability (MTBF) Estimates
For Lunar Landing Sensors
MTBF (Hours)
OGOType Parts Minuteman M-Level Parts
9,130 18,100
14,835 18,221
10,333 21,639
282,486 282,486
9,700 213200
6,600 13,800
2113864 211,864
The reliability results shown under "OGO Type Parts" were obtained Gsing
_! .... _._.. _ _Y_+_ _¢_ _R_v _ _b a_ ua_d in STL'_ Orbitin_
Geophysical Observatory assemblies. The "Minuteman M-Level" data is predicated
on special reliability procedures, as outlined in '_inuteman Reliability Engineer_
ing Directive", Boeing Document D2-10744, dated January 1961. A detailed discussion
of these failure rates an_. the smsociated environmental and packaging factors is
contained in Sections 8.2 and 8.33 respectively.
If standard STL techniques and procedures for _ proKrams (such as
production of flight units) a_e followed, the potential relia_illty mentioned
above can _e aehieved. It should be noted that "potential reliability" implies
elimination of sys_=matie and euviromment_l problems, so @hat failure ra_s of .
eompoaent parts are typical of _heir proper applicatioL _ae eliminatiOn of
these problems, popularly known as "debu_ng", is 8enerally not accomplished
in initial pauka_i_ designs, but is pnerally _pendent upon a develo_mnt
efTort IneludinK implementation of a comprekensive rella_ility pro_r=m (design
reviews, specifications reviews, etc. ).
_he reliability estimates presented in Table 8-1 assume all ecmponents are
in series and a failure of any ccmpoDent will cause system msli_n_tion. _is is
a pessimistic premise, as all failures are not catastrophic. Redun_u_ is
discussed in Paragraph 8.5.
8.2 RELIA_ILI_ ANALYS_S
_e basic input information required to carry out the
 ysis iS:
system reliability
a. A count of all parts necessary to satistactoril_ perform the
required _eti_s
_. _ratory faiIua_ rates for these parts at applicable
ot_rat_W_ temperature and l_rcenta_e of rated electrleal
8tress
e. An environmnta_ and packaging multiplication factor to
• convert laboratory failure r_tes to a packaged equipment
spaceborne failure rote
d. Failure distribution functions to convert failure rates to
probability of survival figures
The re.sAnder of the Reliability Assessment Section will discuss these inputs
and their effect on reliability.
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8.3 PARTSCOUNT
An accurate parts count of each of the three systems is presented in
Table 8-2. The power converters are included in the parts tabulation of the
respective units. In order to _eneralize, it was assumed that each system--
the beacon tracking radar, the extended range altimeter_ and the slant ra_e
tracker-veloCity meter--operates independent of the other two. However, the
extended range altimeter and the beacon tracker are integrated and use a
comnon antenna, transnitter, r-f circuitry, and similar low frequency
circuitry. C_nbining minimizes the component count in relation to the
total for two independent units.
8.4 BASIC PARTS FAILURE RATES
Average laboratory failure rates for various part types are presented in
Table 8-3. for the beacon tracking radar, extended range altimeter, and slant
range tracer-velocity-meter, _e heading of each colt_n indicates the source
of failure rates frum which the data in the column is obtained, together with
the appropriate average operating temperature and avera@_ percentage of rated
stress. It should be noted that these failure rates are based on unassembled
part failures and do not include the effects of packaging or operating environ-
ment. Factors to accoumt for these effects are discussed in Section 8.5.
For the part type failure rates used in the reliability analysis, con-
sideration was given to part failure data frum several major programs. S_
investigated the part type failure rate data used in industry and compared
this information with its own data. _is study has been concentrated on diodes,
transistors, and carbon composition resistors, since these parts ma2e up the
majority of spacecraft electronic parts and billions of part-hours of data have
been accumulated. Numerous sources of part failure rate data have been exsmined,
_o@e_her with _he _eliability .... _.... _...........
of these sources of data, together with historical average failure rate informa-
tion are presented below in Table 8-4.
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Table 8-3.
Bearings
Capacitor: Ceramic/Glass
Tantalum
Trinmer
Choke . RF
Coil
Crystal
Crystal Filter
Diode - Silicon
Feed Thru Filter
Ferrite Circulator
Ferrite Isolator
Motor - Torque
Resistor - Carbon Composition
Variable
Transformers
Transistors - Si]_icon
Varactor
Waveguide
Piece Part Failure Bate X l0 -9
Lunar Landing Sensors
130°C and
25% Rated
Stress
35
5
4o
4o
l0
lO
76
304
51
7o
1250
1250
5OO
18
58
4o
_3
51
590
3o°c and
25% Rated
•Stress
Minuteman
M-Level *
mE
1
_m
3o
m--
20-*
_m
1
3o
q | i t
* Minuteman M-Level parts as described in Minuteman Reliability Engineering
Directive, Boeing Document No. D2-10744_ Dated January 1961.
** For low stress computer applications use 4.
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Table 8-4. Historical Average Failure Rates
(Failures per i0-9 Hours)
Part Type Diode Transistor
Carbon Cumposition
Resistor
RCA (1953) 300 4oo 200
s_ (z955) 15o 450 20
B_,/S'I_(1959) 50 150 18
Atlas Ground Computer
(1959) 50 120 4
Titan Ground Computer
(1961) 1 10 I
Minuteman M-Level (1963) 4 30 i
@
The BTL/S_ electronic part failure rates used in this analysis were
initially presented by Bell Telephone Laboratories and subsequently upd_ted
by STL to reflect advances in component state-of-the-art. The failure rates
for the Titan Ground Computer are statistically significant, as can be seen
from the following chart of Failures vs. Operating Time, collected between
February 1957 and July 1961.
Operating Time
(Billion Hours) Failures
Diodes 1.73 2
Transistors 0.22 2
Resistors 1.55 i
Achievement of the Titan Ground Computer Failure rates requires a low
not affected by large variations in part tolerance.
• . ° .
_- .. _ ' . • ... • _. i_" ¸ _..
Failure rates for electromechanical and mechanical parts were obtained from the
Martin Company Reliability Application and Analysis Guide, MI-60-54(Rev. i,
July 1961.
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8.5 FAILURERA_EENVIRONMENTALF CTCR
The failure rates discussed in the previous paragraph are appropriate to a
laboratory environment without packagin_ space restrictions. A factor of 2.0
has been used to convert these electronic part failure rates to packaged equip-
ment in a translunar environment. This allows a lO0 per cent increase in laboratory
failure rate to account for packaging restrictions and space environment. To date
there is insufficient data to statistically Verify a 2.0 factor, but it is clear
that factors are implied and S_L considers for packaged equipment in space the
range will be between 1.O and 3.0. No additional degradation has been assumed
for launch or landing.
8.6 AREAS C_ POTENTIAL IMPROVD4ENT
As indicated in Table 8-i a signlficant improvement in the estimated: reliability
of the extended range altimeter, the beacon tracking radar, and the slant range
tracker-velocity meter electronics results if parts having the MinutemanM-Level
failure rates are used. However, undertaking such a program would increase the
cost appreciably.
Another method of improving reliability is through redundancy. This can be
accomplished via designed-in redundancy or, using a general definition of the term
via on-board maintenance and component replacement. Either approach implies
increased weight, size, and power some place in the spacecraft. However, this is
a most fruitful area and requires detailed investigation when mission and opera-
tional profiles are established, as there are many system tradeoffs "involve@.
An interesting feature of the STELATRAC beacon tracking radar approach permits
redundancy in any of the range, range rate, and angle channels with the addition
of lightweight receiver modules. _his capability exists due to the double sideband
modulation employed. A separate receiver channel can process each sideband so
complex switchin_ logic or sensing instrumentation is required to implement this
capability.
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8.7 RELIABILITY COMPARISONS, DIFFERENT BEACON TRACKING
RADAR ANTENNA CONFIGURATIONS
A reliability analysis was made to determine the preferred form of angle
sensing implementation based exclusively upon reliability considerations.
The types of antenna configurations evaluated are typified by the following:
lo A conically scanning antenna gimbaled and space stabilized. The
conically scanning beam is assumed to be electronically controlled
via varactor diode phase shlfterso
o A bo_y-fixed interferometer antenna. In order to meet the require-
ments of antenna gain and angle sensing accuracy, the three ele-
mental antennas composing the array are separated by greater than
one wavelength. This condition permits ambiguous angle data to
be obtained from the system, necessitating a method for ambiguity
resolution. This was provided for purposes of the comparison by
adding an electronically scanning antenna to the interferometer
system. The electronically scanning antenna is assumed to be the
same type as the conically scanning antenna, but having a larger
antenna beamwidth. The arrangement possesses sufficient accuracy
for ambiguity resolution purposes.
. An interferometer antennajgimbal mounted. The interferometer
antenna is assumed to be identical to the aforementioned one,
including the electronically scanning ambiguity resolving array,
except that it is mounted on a nonstabilized gimbal structure.
This configuration is included principally for comparative pur-
poses, but could be of importance if large search angles are
required.
_"__e_o_1_ty r_tential of each of the systems is presented in
Table 8-5 in terms of an MTBF estimate, of the antenna plus the associated
angle sensing circuitry.
S_stem
Conical Scan Antenna,
Interferometer Antenna,
Body-Fixed
luterferometer Antemma,
Gimbaled, without Space
Stabilization
Table 8-5
MrBF -0GO
T_e Parts
14,800 hours
15,000 hours
12,500 hours
MTBF-Minuteman
M-Level Parts
18,200 hours
40,600 hours
26,300 hours
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The _ values for the different systems indicate that there is no
definite advantage_ from a reliability standpoint, of any one of the con-
figurations over any other for OGO type components. If Minuteman M-Level
components are used, the bod_-mounted interferometer antenna is the more
reliable system.
A further point that should be considered in comparing the reliabilities
of the three antenna configurations is the relative complexity of the computer
circuitry necessary to process the data from each configuration. The angle
data from the gimbai angle pickoff is directly usable in comparison to the
angle data from an interferometer system. Thus, more computer capacity is
required by the imterferometer configuration, which tends to reduce the
overall reliability of the angle sensing data.
Obviously, the weight and power consumption of the antenna system is
least for the fixed configuration and highest for the gimbaled, space- _
stabilized unit. However, overall system weight and power may not be so
ordered due to differences in antenna gain.
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